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The good news is,
we can replace it..!
How some people manage to lose or break their
remote controls is sometimes quite unbelievable.
However, lose them and break them they do. That's
why the Classic range of replacement remote controls
covers just about every make and model of television,
satellite and video system available in the UK. Whilst

we may not be qualified to remove a Sony control
stuck in the digestive tract, with over 20 years industry
experience, we will certainly be able to replace it.
The Classic range offers a high quality, cost effective and

reliable alternative to the manufacturers original and is
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Sir Stanley's era
The announcement that Sir Stanley
Kalms will retire from being
chairman of Dixons in September
next year, when he will be just short of 71.
draws attention to his extraordinary
success in building up the company. His
father, Charles KaIms, started things off
when he set up a photographic studio in
1937. Sir Stanley took over the camera
shop in Edgware in 1948, and went on to
build up a chain with 1,200 outlets and a
stock market valuation, as one Of the
FTSE100 leading UK companies, of some
£5bn.
I recall the Dixons Photographic shops.
as they were then called, in the early
Fifties. Even that far back they were
recognisable as what the chain was to
become, with masses of enticing stock at
keen prices. At some stage it must have
become clear to Sir Stanley that you can
go only so far by concentrating on
cameras and related products. To add
consumer electronics was a logical step in
building the business: a much larger
market, touching every home in the
country, with great prospects as new
products came along.
Many other companies and
organisations had similar ideas over the
years. None at any time, except possibly
Comet in its early years, managed the
growth rate of Dixons, nor its sustained
profitability. How could Sir Stanley
succeed in what others failed to do,
especially in what was to become perhaps
the most difficult and competitive of all
consumer markets? He's unlikely to tell us,
but some factors are clear: careful buying
and sourcing, careful control of costs, a
flair for what people are going to want and
are prepared to pay, always having
adequate stock to meet demand, and well-

timed investment in expansion. Sounds
simple, maybe, but in practice it's not so
easy to achieve these objectives, especially
in an ever-changing economic climate.
Sir Stanley certainly had marketing
flair, the ability to know what would sell.
He played a large roll in the development
of own -brand products, the result of
sourcing from suppliers throughout the
world. But he does not seem to have been
an easy person to work for or deal with successful entrepreneurs seldom are!
The development of Dixons was not
simply a matter of building up a retail
chain however. Expansion took several
forms, some more successful than others.
And, as consumer use of electronics for
one purpose or another steadily expanded,
it became apparent that Dixon's stores
alone couldn't adequately cater for all
these needs. Hence PC World and The
Link.
One of the most successful moves was
the purchase of Currys, in 1984. This eave
rise to public concern at the time. on
monopoly grounds, but the Currys business
was soon set on a new and different course,
as part of the growing trend to out-of-town
retailing. As with so many companies that
reach a critical size in their domestic
market, one way to continue growth
appears to be expansion overseas. It
doesn't always work. Think of Marks and
Spencer's travails in N. America and, more
recenth. Europe. Dixons also had a
disaster in N. America, when it bought the
US retailer Silo in the late Eighties. UK
retailers seem to find it difficult to assess
the US market_ and to control stock and
expenditure at such a distance. Dixons has
had better luck in Scandinavia and
southern Europe. In more recent times Sir
Stanley showed that his flair hadn't left
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him when, in 1999. he started Freeserve,
the UK's first free intemet provider.
No company can expand over a fiftyyear period without there being problems
from time to time. With Dixons, there have
been questions from the UK competition
authorities. The service back-up has on
occasions been a problem. Mastereare, the
service subsidiary, has for some been an
extremely difficult organisation to work
for. Another feature that has drawn
criticism has been the sale of expensive
warranty policies. But on the whole the
public has been well served, being offered
the benefit of products at keen prices with
good in-store advice and guidance. The
company wouldn't have grown if the
public hadn't been satisfied!
Throughout Dixon's fifty -plus years of
expansion Sir Stanley has kept a careful
eye on what was going on. Will its success
continue once he has left the helm? He
says he is happy with the succession he has
put in place, but things don't always go as
well as expected once a presiding founder
has departed. One thinks of Thorn for
example, which seemed to lose all sense of
direction once Sir Jules had retired. But
Dixons is a more clearly -focused business
than Thorn, a company whose activities
took in everything from manufacture to
retailing and rental. Dixons has a good
chance of continuing to prosper.
Sir Stanley will maintain a link with
Dixons, as president, but will no longer
have a role in the company's day-to-day
management. As an active and outspoken
person - he once called for the chief
rabbi's resignation - he will continue to
play a part in public affairs. He is a known
keen supporter of the Conservative party,
and strongly opposes the introduction of
the euro here.
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ONdigital sees dramatic overhaul
ONdigital's owners Granada and Carlton
Communications have decided that
something must be done about it. First steps
involve its rebranding, to become ITV
Digital; the promise of a new dedicated
sports channel from August; improved
geographical coverage, to 70 per cent of the
population within three months; and the
appointment of ONdigital's chief executive
Stuart Prebble to become chief executive of
ITV, so that maximum effort can be
directed at increasing ITV's presence in the
digital field. All this has become

particularly important with the present
downturn in ITV's advertising revenues.
ONdigital has hardly been a raving
success. Its 1-09 million subscribers place it
way behind cable TV, with some 4.5
million subscribers (analogue and digital),
and Sky with over 5 million digital TV
subscribers. ONdigital's development costs
have been running at £300 million a year,
about half of this being required for the free
STBs: breakeven is not expected until 2004.
During the last quarter, to March 31st,
ONdigital gained 75,000 subscribers. But

an increasing number of existing
subscribers have been choosing to go
elsewhere - ONdigital's churn rate is said
to be 20-25 per cent.
Meanwhile BSkyB has predicted an
increase in DTH subscribers to 7 million
within three years and expects to increase
average revenue per subscriber from £280
to £400 a year by 2005. Its subscriber
growth rate far exceeds that of ONdigital.
It seems that, as a last resort, ITV hopes
to be the TV choice by default when the
analogue switch -off comes.

Brema joins FEI

3D displays a step closer
Four different approaches to providing a 3D
display have been devised: stereoscopic,
parallax, holographic and volumetric.
Stereoscopic is the old technique of
wearing goggles with a different filter for
each eye, so that the eyes receive slightly
different images field by field, the viewer
seeing a 3D image. It can work very well
but can hardly be regarded as comfortable.
The parallax approach involves the use of a
lenticular sheet or other optics in front of
the actual display, so that each eye sees a
slightly different image. Philips has carried
out a lot of research on this (see Television
May 2000, page 424). The difficulty with
this lies in achieving an adequate quality
image that doesn't distort with head
movement. Holography is inherently 3D,
but is difficult to implement as a practical
solution.
With the volumetric approach a series of
image slices are projected on to a spinning
screen. The greater the number of slices
projected while the screen rotates through
360°, the better the 3D image. US firm
Actuality Systems has been developing this
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technology and recently announced a 90 million voxel unit (see photo alongside).
The flat, vertical, translucent screen rotates
at 600 RPM while a series of between
4,000 and 10,000 images per second are
projected on to it, providing the 3D display.
The now well -established Texas
Instruments micromirror chip is used for
projection, along with some carefully devised optics: three mirrors reflect the
images on to the screen to ensure accurate
focusing and avoid parallax errors.
The difficulty with this approach is the
vast amount of data that has to be stored
and projected. With a refresh rate of 20Hz
and 10,000 frames/sec, there are 500
separate frames per screen revolution. In
the Actuality system each has 768 x 768
pixels in eight colours. Thus a memory
buffer that contains 6Gbits of data is
required to feed the display. The buffer is
organised as 1Gbit x 3 x 2 (three colours,
double buffered). A raster engine based on
Xilinx chips converts 3D data from a PC,
via an ultra -SCSI link, into the individual
image slices.

The British Radio Equipment
Manufacturers' Association (BREMA),
which was formed back in 1923, is to
become part of the Federation of
Electronics Industries (FEI) from July
1st. At the annual general meeting
BREMA members unanimously voted
in favour of the change. BREMA will
continue as a separate identity under the
FEI umbrella however, and will
continue to provide its current services
to member companies. BREMA's
director Hugh Peltor commented that
the new arrangement "will bring
together our converging industries in
one trade association, and will greatly
strengthen our effectiveness". The FEI
at present describes itself as "the voice
of UK electronics for IT, components,
communications, defence electronics
and office technology". It has over two
hundred members.
BREMA reports that last year was
"another year of exceptional growth" in
the UK consumer electronics market,
which is now worth in excess of £4bn.
It was a record year for TV sets, with
deliveries reaching 6.2 million.
Consumer electronics manufacture in
the UK "declined a little" during the
year. TV set manufacture was down at
3.2m with VCR production down at
2-3m. The strength of sterling
contributed to this decrease.
According to BREMA 30 per cent of
UK households can now receive digital
TV, with a further increase of 10-15 per
cent expected by the end of the year.
The forecast for 2005-6 is 60 per cent.
Lord McNally, BREMA's president,
added that with prices falling by more
than 70 per cent over the past fourteen
years "we are certainly not part of ripoff Britain".
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Spherical photosensor
Digital cameras with simpler optics and improved performance are
promised as a result of work on developing a spherical charge coupled photosensor array. The accompanying illustration shows
that a spherical sensor could work effectively with a single lens.
Conventional flat photosensor arrays require a lens system with
complex optics, using up to twelve lenses. to provide good
focusing over the whole of the array's surface.
Work on the spherical photosensor is being carried out by -a
group of researchers, led by Professor Sigurd Wagner, at Princeton
University. It's based on the use of a deformable Kapton polymer
substrate. Various attempts have been made over the last five years
to put electronics on to spherical surfaces: Professor Wagner's
group claims to have made a breakthrough, though there is "still
some way to go" to produce an array with good stability and yield.
and an electronic interface for the array is still under development.
The first product is likely to be a night -vision device, which would
provide a much greater field of view - 60' compared to 10° - than
a flat photosensor.

A spherical CCD photosensor enables the lens system to be
greatly simplified.

MiniDV Extended Recording
Canon's Model MV430 camcorder is the
first to provide the new MiniDV
recording mode known as Extended
Recording. Until now MiniDV has
offered two recording modes: standard,
which stores up to 80 minutes of
material on the longest -running MiniDV
tape; and long -play, which extends the
recording time to 120 minutes. With
Extended Recording these times are
increased by factors of two and three
respectively. Thus a camcorder set to the
ESP mode can store up to 160 minutes of
video on an 80 -minute cassette while its

ELP mode provides a recording time of
up to 240 minutes.
An extra video head (three instead of
two) is used to provide Extended
Recording. In addition the number of
video tracks per second is decreased
from 25 to 12.5, the tape speed is halved,
the data compression ratio is increased
and the video sampling rate reduced.
These factors mean that picture
resolution is decreased. Footage
recorded in this way cannot be played or
edited using standard MiniDV
equipment.

Video equipment
Hitachi's new DVD-RAM camcorder.
Model DZ-MV1 OOE. is compatible with
both AV equipment and PCs. It uses 80mm
rewritable DVD-RAM discs with a capacity
of 1.4Gbytes per side as the storage
medium, enabling it to record for an hour in
the HQ (high -quality) mode (a half hour per
side at a fixed rate of 6Mbits/sec) or two
hours in the SP mode (an hour a side at a
fixed rate of 3Mbits/sec) using MPEG-2
compression. The camcorder can also record
still images, with a capacity of 999 photos

Obituary
We regret to report the death of TV engineer George Hersee. He joined the BBC in
1949 as a member of the planning and
installation department, which was responsible for acquiring and installing all the
equipment in the chain from the camera
lens or microphon'e to the transmitting aerials. He specialised in cameras and equipment for viewing captions, which led to his
design of the famed colour TV Test Card F
in 1967. Accurate flesh -tone reproduction is
a basic requirement for colour TV. As a
child's face is ideal for assessing this.
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per side. again using MPEG-2 compression.
JVC has launched two MiniDV
camcorders. Models GR-DV2000 and GRDVI 800. which both use an 800,000 -pixel
progressive -scan CCD photosensor. They
also operate as digital still cameras,
providing UXGA (1.600 x 1,200 pixel)
pictures via a 1-92 megapixel pixel -shift
system. This uses a lens to double -expose
the image, creating a UXGA still. SD
Memory and MultiMediaCard memory
cards can be used for both purposes.
George inserted a photograph of his eight year old daughter Carole, who thus became
one of the best-known faces on television.
The photo included a rag doll and game of
noughts and crosses. which also contributed
to the design's usefulness.
George Hersee was a helpful and caring
man. After retirement he became 'Hon Sec'
of the BBC Retired Engineers' Luncheon
Club. When his mother became blind he
helped to set up the first talking newspaper
in England, in 1970. Hersee designed and
built the control desk. He will be greatly
missed by all who knew him.

Satellite video streaming
Eutelsat has launched its experimental
Open -Sky video streaming service, which
uses MPEG-4 digital compression technology to provide up to fifty streamed video
channels via a single transponder. The
streamed channels operate at data speeds of
between 256-700kbits/sec, using MPEG-4
encapsulated over IP (Internet Protocol)
technology. The service is received by PCs,
and is being provided via the W3 satellite at
7°E.
The Cyclops
camera -

phone has
been
developed by
BT Wireless
and Sharp. In
addition to a

built-in
camera the
phone has

internet
capability. It
operates on
GSM and
GPRS

networks.

Steve's new book
Steve Beeching's new book Video and
Camcorder Servicing and Technology is now
available at £19.99. It's packed with
information and data on video recording, digital
camcorders, IEE 1394 (the FireWire
interconnection system) and surface -mount
soldering. For further information go to the
website
www.newarkvideoservices.co.uk
Steve's previous book Servicing
Videocassette Recorders ran to four editions.
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uben's little lorry chugged up to the
11front of the shop. He's a cheerful
Romany lad with a nice family. His scrap
business just about keeps them going, but
they seem to be happy enough. This time
he had his cross-eyed neighbour with him,
whom I'd not met before.
"This is Wilf' Ruben said as they
approached me. He was carrying a
portable TV set.
His neighbour grinned at me and put
out his hand. "Hello Wilf' he said, "by the
way that's my name too."
"No, I'm not Wilf " I replied, "you're
Wilf."
He shut one of his eyes and looked at
me. "I know I'm Will" he said, "always
was. Pretty sure about that. But Ruben
here said you're Wilf too."
"Perhaps it's my fault. Will" said
Ruben, smiling at me. "This is Don."
"Oh, er, hello Don" I said, "that's my
name as well."
"Then why do you call yourself Wilf?"
he asked.
"We'll get back to that in a moment" I
replied, patting him on the shoulder. Then
I looked at Ruben. "That set of yours" I
continued, pointing to his TV set, "trouble
I presume?" It was a yellow Orion
TV700YTX.
"Yes" he said, "shuts down when it
feels like it and leaves a lot of strange
symbols on the screen."
"Oh dear" I replied, "can you pop back
tomorrow?"
"Will do" Ruben said, then departed
with his friend, who had his ear.
"Funny chap, Rub. What's his real
name?"
Later Steven had a go at the Orion. I
don't know how he traced the cause of the
fault, but he soon had it right. There was a
dry -joint at the 78M08CT 8V regulator
IC7016.

A Sharp portable
Our next caller brought in a nice little
14in. Sharp portable, Model 37A1V112H

(5BSA chassis). He was a handsome
fellow, sun-tanned and well built, with
blue eyes and a shock of tussled black
hair.
He put the set down and patted it. "I'm
Rock Farley" he said in a voice that
resembled Bing Crosby's, "this set of
mine just lay down and died last night.
Even the LED thing went out."
When he'd departed Steven again took
over. He soon found that the main
smoothing block still held a healthy
charge. "Ouch!" he exclaimed, "that
means it couldn't go anywhere. There
must be an open -circuit some place."
"Suspect any pair of resistors over
82IcQ" I said cleverly.
He checked the 5601a 0.5W start-up
resistors R704 and R705 and found that
they were both open -circuit. When he'd
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servicing commentary
fitted replacements and switched on again
the set sprang to life.
Rock called in for it later, as Greeneyes
came in with our tea.
"Lovely scenery around here . .." he
crooned in his deep voice, looking around.
"Handsome fellow" she said when he'd
departed.
"Dunno" I said, "take away the healthy
looks, the studied Bing voice and those
eerie blue eyes and what have you got?"
"You" she said as she went off.

It would happen
The evenings are getting lighter, so Steven
decided to stay on and paint the shop's
display shelf. He had to move our
reconditioned sets off, so he put them on
the floor, to one side of the door.
"Don't want anyone falling over them"
he commented, "some of those who bring
repairs in can't see much over the top of
the set they're carrying."
Early next morning a stocky little chap
drew up in his car. He made for the shop,
with a large set in his hands. When he
reached the door he tried to open it with
his shoulder, but didn't have much
success. As was turning himself around to
have a try with the other shoulder I darted
across and pulled the door open for him.
He didn't see me, which was
unfortunate. The horsepower he'd
developed sent him through the door and
over to the left, where Steven had put the
overhauled and polished TV sets. He
ended up sitting amongst them, gazing at
his own set which he'd managed to set
down neatly, well clear of the rest.
"My fault" he said. "My glasses fell
off while I was lifting the set out of the
car. Thought I'd be OK without them, as

it's only a few feet."
He was all right, and so was his set.
There was a bit of damage to one of our
sets, but nothing we couldn't put right.
He went to get his glasses. "Must
apologise" he said when he returned, "just
tell me what I owe you for the damage."
"Not at all" I replied, "could have
happened to anyone. But we've got an old
shed out the back we want demolished
some time. If we give you a call, will you
slip off your glasses and carry an old set
into it for us"?

Reflections
I sometimes wonder whether I'm past my
sell -by date, though I know that's
nonsense! When I came into the trade
there was only BBC television. No ITV.
No tape recorders either. Gramophone
records, as we called them, were made of
shellac and were easily broken. I'd yet to
see a transistor. Apart from monochrome
television sets, all we were required to
tackle were valve radios. Oh, and toasters
and electric irons.
But what days they were! Television
engineers were a rarity and were held in
great esteem by the public, whose valve
sets ran warm and often failed.
Before long I was being sent out on
service calls. The idea was to complete
repairs in the house wherever possible. A
pocketful of valves and a can of carbon
tetrachloride to wash out the valve bases
worked wonders, as did a handful of five and ten -watt wirewound resistors.
I'd spend a typical day out around the
Forest of Dean, calling on remote
cottages. It was common to find the
customer waiting for me at the gate, eager
to greet me. They were always happy to
pay for the repair, and there was no lack
of offers of cups of tea, cake and garden
produce to take away with me.
One fellow engineer was given a bottle
of homemade red wine. It exploded
suddenly as he bounced along a bumpy
country lane. He though his end had
come. When he calmed down and
surveyed the condition he was in, to say
nothing of the inside of the van and the
sets he was transporting, he almost wished
he had.
I eventually opened up on my own.
Work was plentiful, and my customers
became loyal friends. When one of them
wanted a new set I would get it from the
wholesaler and sell it to him at its list
price.
We were not allowed to sell some
ranges. Their manufacturers, mindful of
the good name they had established and
the reputation of their sets, were fussy
about whom they allowed to handle them.
They would interview a few top dealers in
a given town and, after examining their
showrooms and workshops, choose
perhaps just one to be the Appointed
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Dealer for quite a sizeable town.
For his part the dealer had to agree to
offer the manufacturer's full range of
products, at their precise list prices. He
had to be able to demonstrate and install
sets correctly and, of paramount
importance, provide a first-class after sales service to customers and to any
owner of the company's products who
moved to the area. All this regardless of
the profit made from particular sales. The
dealer had to be as attentive about
replacing a broken control knob as a tube
or a line output transformer.
In return the manufacturer provided
the dealer with live sales leads from its
national advertising and first-class spares
and service back-up. Its technical staff
kept the dealer abreast of any faults or
problems as they became apparent, and
provided remedies and any components
required.
Here's an example of what might be
involved. I recall a few cases of
patterning in a particular area when a
local hospital began using some new
equipment. The manufacturer
investigated the complaint. Its
technicians carried out tests and devised
a modification. Dealers were provided
with modification kits and instructions on
how to go about the job. They were paid
to do the work.
The results of this system were that
the manufacturer could count on his
carefully designed sets providing good,
trouble -free value for those he set out to
serve; the dealer was able to offer an
excellent, dignified and profitable sales
and service business; and the customer
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I've referred before
to the strange
behaviour of the ant
colonies in the bit of
Spain where we have
our retirement home.

manage on a wage of £9? There's
something cock-eyed somewhere.
Life is totally different today.
Setmaking has become barely profitable
- in fact manufacturers seem to run up
losses most years, supporting themselves
by other activities in the electronics
manufacturing and software industries;
the retail trade has become cut-throat,
with little satisfaction for anyone; and the
customer gets throw -away products. But
that's the way of the modem world.

Antics
could rely on a first-class product with
full technical back-up. Amongst the bestknown manufacturers that ran the
Appointed Dealer policy were Ekco,
Murphy and Bush.
Other manufacturers had a foot in
both camps: they had Appointed Dealers
and a second brand that was distributed
via wholesalers. Thus Philips also
supplied Stella sets, Pye supplied Invicta
models and HMV ran the parallel
Marconiphone range.
We often took old sets in part exchange, carefully overhauled the best
of them, and offered these for sale again.
New sets at the time I'm talking about
cost about £65. We priced our
reconditioned ones at about £35. Not
bad, those days, when a wage of £9 a
week was considered to be good. That's
what we paid ourselves.
Consider the price of today's
reconditioned sets. It's easy to buy a
good monochrome one for far fewer
pounds than we used to charge all those
years ago, yet how many people have to

I've referred before to the strange
behaviour of the ant colonies in the bit of
Spain where we have our retirement
home. If I lay a live power cable along
the drive it's not long before we see
armies of ants running along it in both
directions. When I switch off the mains
supply they disperse.
I came across a further development
of this behaviour recently. Greeneyes had
asked me to clean the yellow glass in one
of our lanterns, by the barbecue. While I
was about it I decided to remove and
clean off the bulb, which screws into a
bulky and roomy porcelain holder.
When I removed the bulb I saw that
the holder appeared to be full of what
looked like tiny, shiny red -brown
crystals. I poured them out and realised
that they were the corpses of thousands
of ants. After cleaning the lamp I
switched it on to make sure that all was
well. Almost at once a fresh colony of
ants came racing up the cable and into
the holder.
I can't think why they do it.
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PART NO
2001600001

PRICE

PART NO

PRICE

PART NO

PRICE

£28.00

£13.75

RAE0150Z

6142205006

£47.00

£12.00

RAE1052Z

£28.00
£20.00

6450067983
6450253089

£18.00
£25.00
£45.00

KSS213E
KSS213F
KSS3206

£22.75
£28.00
£21.00
£38.00
£24.00
£22.00
£20.00
£17.00
£23.50
£22.00
£23.00

RAE150Z Mechanism ..£35.00

482269110487

A4672541A (Mini Disc)
CDM12.1 Mech
CDM12.3BLC

£54.00
£16.00
£45.00
£16.00

CDM12.4
CDM9/44

£21.00

CDM9/44 Mech
DAX11A
H8112AF
HOPM3
HPC1MX
KCP1H
KSL2101ABM Mech
KSM213CCM Mech
KSM620AAA Mechanism
(Suitable for Pioneer)

KSS210A Original
KSS210A Replace
KSS210B
KSS212A
KSS212B
KSS213B
KSS213C
KSS213D

£24.00

£26.00
£16.00
£21.50
£20.00
£17.50

118.00
£15.00

KSS330A
KSS331A
KSS331C(RP)2
KSS360A
KSS363A
KSS480A
KSS540A
KSS542A
KSS543A
KSS580A
KSS880

OPTIMA5S
OPTIMA6S

£10.00

RCTRH8151

£16.00

RCTRH8153

£36.00

SF90
SF91

£20.00
£16.00

SF91 Carriage

£20.00

SFC93

£17.00
SFP1
£12.00
SFP100
£16.00
SFP101 (5 & 8 PIN PLUG) £15.00

..£20.00
£11.50

£11.50

SFP101 with amp IC .. £15.00
SFP101 without amp IC £21.00
SFP101N15
£14.00
SFP101N16
£14.00
SOAD70A
£52.00

OPTIMA7 (Mini Disc) ...£12.00
OPTIMA710A
OPTIMA720A
PEA1030
PEA1179
PVVY1009

£44.00
£45.00
£45.00
£48.00

£11.50

PWY1010

£11.50

RAE0113Z
RAE0140Z

PEA1291

(Suitable for Denon & Sharp)

RCTRH8173 (Mini Disc) £20.00
RCTRH8175 (Mini Disc) £60.00

N KS240A
(Replacement for KSS240A)

£14.00

RCTRH8136
£45.00
RCTRH8147 Mechanism

£24.00

£26.75
£14.00
£11.00
£15.00
£16.00
£11.50

£16.00

RCTRH8112

£19.00

£14.75

SOH90T4N
SOHA1

£17.00
£19.50

£45.00

SOHAP

£18.00

£30.00
£45.00

X49460541 (Mini Disc) ..190.00
X49482601 (Mini Disc)

.

.

.£65.00

CD Spindle Motors
22.5 mm Shaft

Order Code : CDMOTI

Price : £ 2.00 + vat

8mm Shaft

Order Code : CDMOT2

Price : £ 2.00 + vat

Jaeger 2001 Semiconductor Comparison Book
This A5 book contains vital reference information on 36,800 type on semiconductors together with alternatives
descriptions and base connections
,

Just
Arrived !!
K.P. House

,

Unit 15

Order Code : BOOK04
Price : £ 20.00 - no VAT (plus £ 2.00 +vat Postage)
,

Just
Arrived !!

Pop In Commercial Centre , Southway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England

(020) 8900 2329

Email

: grandata.ltd@btinternet.com
Fax : (020) 8903 6126 Website hftp://www.grandata.co.uk
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KIT TYPE

MAKE
& MODEL

CODE

KIT TYPE

MAKE
& MODEL

CODE

ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT

PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU

1452T
1427T
1402
1455T
14561
1458T
1459T
2002

2009B
20521
2152T
CTV501
CTV701
CTV840
CTV841

CW485

AKAI
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT

PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU

CT1417
CT2159U
CT2162UNT
CT2863UNT

GOODMANS
14717

PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU

149T
1430RA
1430RS
1430RW
1450T
1455TS

2019R
2029T
2029TA
F16 CHASSIS
F16 CHASSIS

FRAME
LINE

F16
F16

VIDEO

PSU

ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT
GOODKIT1
GOODKIT1
GOODKIT1
GOODKIT1

GRUNDIG
GRUNDIGKIT1

CUC 7350

JVC
YIELD OUTPUT KIT ..JVCKIT1
AV29SX1EN ..FIELD OUTPUT KIT ..JVCKIT1
AV29SX1EN1 .FIELD OUTPUT KIT ..JVCKIT1
AV29SX1PF ..FIELD OUTPUT KIT ..JVCKIT1
AV29TS4E1 ...FIELD OUTPUT KIT ..JVCKIT1
C14E1EK
PSU
ONWAKIT
C14TIEK
PSU
ONWAKIT
C21ET1S(
PSU

Av29smEK

CS21M3EK

ONWAKIT

PSU

MATSUI
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU

1455
1498
2086
2098
21V1N (BUZ9C

21V1T (BUZ..9C,
21V1N (MJF18.7.C.4; . _PSU

21V1T (MJF18CC-:

PSU

CT21AVIBS
CT25A2STX
CT25A3STX
CT25A4STX
CT25A6STX
CT25AV1B
CT25AV1BS
CT25AV1BD
CT25AV1BDS
CT28AV1B

.PSU
PSU

PSU
PSU
TEA 8178S
P9.1
TDA 8178S

PSU
TDA 8178S
TDA 817BS
TDA 8178$
TDA 8178S

°V.)
PSU
PSU
PSU

PS.;

PRICE

ORDER CODE

GRUNDIGKIT1
GRUNDIGKIT3
GOODKIT1
JVCKIT1
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT3
NIKKAIKIT1

£ 10.50
£ 10.50
£ 11.00
11.00
£ 3.00
£ 15.00
£ 6.00
£ 12.00

ONWAKIT

MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT1
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3

PRICE
1 12.00
7.00

PANKIT1
PANKIT2

4" 9 00

PHILKITI
PHILKIT10
PHILKIT2
PHILKIT3
PHILKIT4

CT28AX1BD
CT28AV1BDS
CT29AS1
CT29A4
CT29A6
CT29B2
CT29B3
CT29B6
CT33B3
M5 SERIES

PSU
PSU

TDA 8178S
TDA 8178S
TDA 8178S
TDA 8178S
TDA 8178S
TDA 8178S
TDA 8178S
PSU

MITSKIT3
MITSKIT3
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT2
MITSKIT3

NEIINIKKAI

NIKKAIKIT1
I CE25 CHASSIS . . PSU
NIKKAIKIT1
PSU
C289F1XN
NIKKAIKIT1
PSU
ONWAKIT C28F41FXN
ONWAKIT
ONWAKIT PANASONIC
PANKIT1
TDA 8175
ONWAKIT 10561
PANKIT2
.VERTICAL 0/P IC
GRUNDIGKIT1 TX25XD60
VERTICAL 0/P IC . PANKIT2
GRUNDIGKIT1 TC28XD60
PANKIT2
TX28XD70....VERTICAL
0/P
IC
...GRUNDIGKIT3
PANKIT2
. NERTICAL 0/P IC
...GRUNDIGKIT3 TX29XD70
PANKIT2
TX-W26D3 ...VERTICAL 0/P IC

MITSUBISHI

ORDER CODE

.....,..2.1942,22^, X N.

ONWAKIT

PSU

HIT 7<

AV1 SERIES
CT1M5B
CT21M5BT
CT25M5BT
CT21A2STX
CT21AX1B
CT21A3STX

CODE

KIT TYPE

MITSUBISHI continued

HINARI

ALBA

MAKE
& MODEL

c' 7 60
8.50
£ 2.50
£ 4-00

£ 4.25

310.10708
310.20491
310.20496
310.31994
310.32252
310.32253
310.32254
310.32255
310.32262
310.62264
ANUBIS A

KIT TYPE

PHILIPS continued

SOPS

CP110 CHASSIS .. SOPS
G90A CHASSIS ....SOPS
G90B CHASSIS ....SOPS
G110 CHASSIS
PHILKIT3

PHILKIT3
PHILKfT2
PHILKIT10
PHILKIT6
PHILKIT5
PHILKIT4
PHILKIT9
PHILKIT7
PHILKIT8
PHILKIT1
PHILKIT2
PHILKIT8
PHILKIT10
PHILKIT10
SOPS

PHILKITI
PHILKIT6
PHILKIT5
PHILKIT4
PHILKIT9
PHILKIT7

GR2.2 CHASSIS ....SOPS
SOPS
SOPS
SOPS
SOPS
SOPS

D-16 CHASSIS
HSM VIDEO
JSM VIDEO
KSM VIDEO
LSM VIDEO

SAMSUNG
015944
CI6844
VIK310

FRAME OUTPUT ...SAMKIT2
FRAME OUTPUT ...SAMKIT2
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU
PSU

VIK320
VIK350
V1375
V1395

WINNER 1

.SAMSUNGKIT
.SAMSUNGKIT
.SAMSUNGKIT

. ..SAMSUNGKIT
..SAMSUNGKIT
. .SAMSUNGKIT

SHARP
51CSO3H
51CSO5H

POWER / LINE

59CS03H

POWER / LINE
POWER / LINE
POWER / LINE
POWER / LINE
POWER / LINE
POWER / LINE

59CS051-1

59CSD8H
66CS03H

PHILIPS

PHILKIT1
CODE

..SOPS

GR2.1 CHASSIS
MAKE
& MODEL

66CSO5H

66CSD8H

.SHARPKIT1

POWER/LINE SHARPKIT1
_SHARPKIT2

.SHARPKIT2
.SHARPKIT2
.SHARPKIT2
.SHARPKIT2
.SHARPKIT2

THOMSON

35029400THOMKIT2
THORNKIT1
35065920

THORNKIT1

.PSU

ICC7 CHASSIS
ICC7 CHASSIS
ICCB CHASSIS
ICC8 CHASSIS
R3000
R4000

.TDA 8178FS ...THOMKIT1
.FRAME KIT ....THOMKIT3
.TDA 8178FS

.

. .THOMKIT1

.FRAME KIT ....THOMKIT3

ICC9 CHASSIS ..EAST/WEST

O

2

THOMKIT2
THOMKIT4

ORDER CODE

PRICE

ORDER CODE

PRICE

PHILKIT5
PHILKIT6
PHILKIT7
PHILKIT8
PHILKIT9
SAMKIT2
SAMSUNGKIT
SHARPKIT1

E 5.75
£ 5.50
£ 7.60
£ 4.25
£ 7.50
£ 8.00
£ 16.00
£ 11.00

SHARPKIT2
THOMKIT1
THOMKIT2
THOMKIT3
THOMKIT4
THORNKIT1

£ 11.00
£ 7.00
£ 12.00
£ 9.00
£ 4.00
£ 12.75

a-woopooce-sce,,..--,^^^^

Digital Satellite Spares Sky Digital TV Link Eye

Sky Digital Remote Control

Sky Digital Remote &
TV Link Eye Combination
Price : £ 18.50 + vat
Order Code : RCSKY
Price :.£ 10.75 + vat

Order Code : TVLINKEYE
£ 9.99 + vat each
7.99 + vat each
5 plus

We stock a wide range of spares for Televisons , Videos , Satellites , Semiconductors , Cables ,
Please call us for further details
Remote Controls , Meters , Capacitors etc
* All components are brand new
* Please add £1 p+p and VAT to all orders
* We accept payment by Access , Switch , Visa , Cheque and Postal Order
* All prices quoted are subject to availabilty and may be changed without prior notice

K.P. House , Unit 15 , Pop In Commercial Centre , Sou thway , Wembley , Middlesex . HA9 OHB England

Tel
(020) 8900 2329
Fax : (020) 8903 6126

Email
Webs to

grandata.ltd

http://www.grandata.ccLuk

CeBIT 2001 report
he CeBIT trade show is held in
Hanover every March. This year's show had more than 8,000
exhibitors in 26 massive halls that
cover more than 430,000 square
metres. Interesting developments in
the fields of digital TV. DVD and
storage media were all to be seen.

The Multimedia Home
Platform

Each year CeBIT is held

in the massive halls of
Hanover's Messe. It
claims to be the world's
largest IT and telecoms
show. George Cole was
there to report for us

LG's RN-29LZ20, which is described as
being the biggest LCD TV in the world.

The Multimedia Home Platform
(MHP), which was created by the
Digital Video Broadcasting
consortium (DVB), is a standard for
digital TV, interactive services and
TV -based internet content. Version
1.0 was set in February 2000. It's
based on the use of a common
Application Program Interface (API)
that enables digital TV broadcasters
and interactive operators to develop
content and services which can be
used with a wide range of digital set top boxes conforming to the MHP
standard. The technology uses the
Java programming language, which
was developed by Sun Microsystems
and is widely used for internet
content.
The API is a software stack that sits
inside a set -top box. -MTV or PC. It
enables a digital TV or set -top box to
provide interactive TV, enhanced TV,
internet content, e-mail, browsing and
e -commerce services. The aim of the
MHP is that consumers should he able
to use the same set -top box to receive
digital services from different
providers. It could also mean that
when a consumer changes digital TV
provision from say satellite to cable
the same set -top box can be used
rather than, as today. having to swap it
for another one.
MHP is supported by more than fifty
broadcasters, operators, manufacturers
and content providers. Several have
announced that they intend to use
MHP. At CeBIT we got to see
presentations from companies that are
planning to launch MHP hardware or
services this year. A consortium that
includes Astra, Nokia, Panasonic,
Philips. Sony and the German
broadcaster ZDF had MHP equipment
or programs running on their stands:
many plan to lunch commercial MHP
products this autumn at the Berlin IFA

electronics show. According to the
DVB group consumers can expect to
pay a £150-£300 premium, depending
on the level of features, for an MHPbased set -top box or IDTV receiver.
Sony showed a prototype MHP IDTV
receiver while Philips' demonstration
included an MHP set -top box
connected to a 32DW9625 32in.
IDTV receiver.
MHP sounds like an excellent idea,
but some wonder whether it will
become a mass -market format. Some
broadcasters are not too keen to share
their subscribers with rivals, and there
is concern over the cost of adding
MHP operation to a set -top box or TV
set. MHP requires a large amount of
computer memory, and with set -top
boxes being given away to consumers
there is pressure to keep production
costs down. It will be interesting to
see which, if any, UK digital pay -TV
operator is the first to embrace MHP.

Video equipment
Sony, Philips and Panasonic had many
IDTV sets on display. Flat -screen TVs
were also seen on many stands. LG's
offering included the RN-29LZ20,
which with its 29in. screen is
described as being the world's largest
LCD TV set. It's 6.5cm thick and
weighs about 30kg. The Panasonic
Model TH-50PHD3E is a 50in. 16:9
plasma display panel with a 1,366 x
768 pixel resolution and a contrast
ratio of 3,000:1.
Philips and Samsung showed Web
Monitors - high -resolution monitors
that can be used for watching TV
programmes and exploring the
internet. Both models have a 15in.
CRT screen (Samsung also has an
LCD version) and a keyboard.
One of the most unusual video
products was Samsung's SCH-M220
TV phone, which has a 1-8in. screen
and an aerial that can receive mobile
phone and TV signals.
Kodak announced the development
of a flat -screen system that could
eventually replace the LCD. The
technology involved, known as
organic light -emitting diodes
(OLEDs), is claimed to provide
displays that are thinner, lighter and
more efficient than LCDs. In addition
no backlight is required. With other
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flat -screen technologies under
development, such as light -emitting
polymers (LEPs), this market will be a
very interesting one to watch in the next
year or so.
Numerous camcorders were on show at
CeBIT, including the Cannon MV400
DV (digital video) series. There are six
models, MV400. MV4001. MV430.
MV430I, MV450 and MV4501. The I
versions include a digital line -in facility.
All models incorporate an extended
recording system that uses data compression technology to increase the
recording time by x2 or x3. Thus an 80 minute DV tape could provide a
recording time of up to four hours. The
MV430I and MV4501 also have
memory -card slots for MultiMediaCards
and SD Memory cards, which store still
images that can be transferred to a PC.
Sony's camcorder range included the
DCR-TRV30, which has a 1.55
megapixel CCD imager. JVC's GRDVM1800 offers high -resolution still
images with its two megapixel CCD.

DVD

The Canon MV4501 camcorder which includes a digital line -in facility.

The rewritable DVD formats were all
being heavily promoted at CeBIT, either
for PC data storage applications, as home
video recording systems, or both. The
DVD+RW format is supported by
Philips, Sony, Ricoh, Hewlett-Packard,
Verbatim and others: products were
shown, and there were firm launch dates.
Philips said that its new DVD+RW data
drive, shown for the first time, will be
launched in October with a DVD+RW
video recorder to follow shortly after.
The new data drive is a dual -writer
product, with the ability to record in the
DVD+RW and CD-R/RW formats. It
provides 8x DVD reading, 2.5x DVD
writing, 32x CD-ROM reading, 12x CDR writing, 8/10x CD-R/RW writing and
has a standard IDE interface. Philips
intends to launch the DVD+RW drive
with application software, and says that
the product will initially be aimed at the
PC after market, offering users the option
to upgrade an existing optical -disc drive.
Philips also unveiled the VAE8010
DVD+RW recorder engine, which
consists of a dual -laser optical pickup, a
tray loader, a fan unit and a PCB that
contains all the electronics required for
module control and channel
encoding/decoding. Philips hopes that
the DVD+RW engine will encourage
other consumer electronics companies to
take up the format, and claims that
several are interested in it. The company
is keen to promote DVD+RW as an allround format: the publicity material at
CeBIT showed how a 4.7Gbyte
DVD+RW disc can be used for storing
two hours of MPEG-2 video, editing

home videos, as a photo album for digital
cameras, as an MP3 archive containing
up to 1.400 songs or as a data storage
device the equivalent of 2,800 floppy
discs.
Ricoh showed a DVD+RW drive which
it says will be launched in the fourth
quarter of this year at about £650. To
demonstrate DVD+RW's compatibility
with DVD-ROM drives and DVD-Video
players. a Ricoh employee used a Sony
camcorder to record visitors to the stand,
transfer the images to a blank DVD+RW
disc. put the disc in a Ricoh PC DVDROM drive and play it back via a
portable Pioneer DVD player.
DVD-RAM was being promoted by
Toshiba. Panasonic and Hitachi, which
had its DVD-RAM camcorder on
display. Toshiba demonstrated its SD RI 102 DVD-RAM drive, and the
company announced that it plans to
launch DVD Multi hardware, probably in
early 2002. DVD Multi is not a new
format as such: it's a specification for a
new generation of DVD-Video players
and DVD data drives that will be able to
read all or at least most of the official
DVD disc formats.
Panasonic's DVD highlights included
its 9.4Gbyte DVD-RAM disc and the
LF-D311, a combination DVDRAM/DVD-R drive that's also
compatible with DVD-ROM, DVDVideo, audio CD, CD-ROM. CD-R/RW
and Video CD discs. Model CYVM12()0 was also shown on the stand:
this is claimed to be the world's first in car hi-fi system with DVD-Audio.
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Pioneer, which developed the DVDRW format, had on show Model DVRA03, a combined DVD-R/RW writer
with CD-R/RW capability.

Other disc formats
Blank media manufacturer Verbatim
announced new CD -Rs which use Super
Azo dye. The company says that the high
sensitivity and wide power margin of the
dye make it possible to provide recording
speeds of more than 16x and promise
compatibility with future 20x and 24x
speed drives. According to Verbatim the
dye increases the sensitivity by ten per
cent and the power margin by 250 per
cent, while the recording layer is 50 per
cent thinner than a standard Azo disc.
The first Super Azo CD -Rs, with 650 and
700Mbyte capacities, were due to be
launched in May. Verbatim also
announced its support for the
Sony/Philips double -density CD -R and
CD-RW discs, each with a capacity of
1.3Gbytes. The first double -density
hardware should be available by summer.
TDK was demonstrating its new
MultiLevel (ML) discs. The technology
was originally developed by the US
company Calimetrics: it uses 8 and 12cm
discs that can store up to 650Mbytes and
2Gbytes respectively. Smaller -sized discs
could also be developed. ML is being
aimed at both the computer and
consumer electronics markets as a lowcost, high -density storage system.
TDK says that ML could be used as a
new storage medium for future audio,
video and imaging applications. Another
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personal video recorders and set -top
boxes was present on many stands.
Seagate's stand included WebTV
products from Sony, Panasonic and
Echostar and a Philips-AOL set -top box.
On the JVC stand there was a combined
DVD-Video player and hard -disk
recorder with a 20Gbyte storage
capacity.

Memory Cards

Pioneer DVD products including, at the front, Model DVR-A03, a combined DVDR/RW writer with CD-R/RW capability.

possible use is as an archive system for
hard -disk personal video recorders. An
8cm ML disc provides ten times more
storage capacity than a 64Mbyte flash
memory card. The discs could possibly
be used in digital cameras and MP3
players (a 6cm ML disc could store
approximately 200Mbyte of data,
sufficient for four hours of music). TDK
even talks about hand-held video
recorders that store up to three hours of
MPEG-4 video on an 8cm ML disc.
Because the technology is 1C -based, ML
drives will cost just a little more than
standard CD-R/RW drives. Hardware
manufacturers could add ML capability
to CD-R/RW drives without altering the
existing optics, mechanics or
manufacturing infrastructure.
Two other new disc storage media
were on show at CeBIT. The iD-Photo

format, developed by Maxell, Sanyo,
Olympus and Hitachi, uses a 5cm
magneto -optical disc to store up to
730Mbtyes of data. Sanyo has just
launched the first digital camera that
uses iD-Photo technology.
Dataplay is a tiny disc, about the size
of a US quarter, that can store up to
250Mbytes of data per side. The disc
has a ROM area and a write -once area.
Toshiba is one of the main supporters of
Dataplay, and at CeBIT showed
prototype audio players and digital
cameras. The first Dataplay hardware,
blank and prerecorded media are due to
be launched later this year. But, as with
ML and iD-Photo, one wonders whether
there is room in an already crowded
media storage field for yet more
formats, whatever their advantages.
Hard -disk technology in the form of

Optical discs offer many benefits over
solid-state media in terms of capacity
and cost, but the flash memory -card
market is going from strength to
strength. TDK said that the European
market for solid-state memory is
expected almost to double by 2003,
which would mean that the market for
SmartMedia cards would grow from
2-63m units in 1999 to 5.5m units by
2003. For this reason TDK has added
SmartMedia and CompactFlash cards to
its range.
Sandisk launched its SecureMate USB
reader card, which is designed for
transferring images, audio and video
between SD Memory cards and
MultiMediaCards and PCs. Sandisk also
announced that it will start shipping SD
Memory cards and high -capacity
CompactFlash cards this spring, the
latter available with 256, 384 and
512Mbyte capacities. The company also
plans to add 128Mbyte SmartMedia
cards to its range. Verbatim announced
that it is adding MultiMediaCards to its
flash -memory adaptor range, adding that
128Mbyte versions of the
MultiMediaCard will be available later
this year.
Panasonic and Toshiba had lots of SD
Memory card products on display,
including audio players, dictation
machines, fax machines, laptop PCs and
in -car systems.

1WD/C0/11010 CO
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The Sony DVP-NS300 DVD Player. This elegant model is available in silver or black finish.
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Though the price of many VHS
VCRs has fallen to the point
where repair may not be
economically viable,
nevertheless most of the
problems that crop up are
relatively simple mechanical
ones. These are economic to fix.
Eugene Trundle provides a
diagnosis and repair guide
that's based on many years'
practical experience

Servicing

V S decks
afely away from the high
voltages, heavy currents and
thermal cycling that are
associated with TV sets, the
electronics in today's VCRs give
relatively little trouble. Most of the
VCR problems you get are
associated with the moving and
wearing parts of the mechanical
deck. In fact a video technician can
spend whole days without recourse
to a test meter or soldering iron,
except perhaps when it's necessary
to replace a mode switch. Motors
and head assemblies excepted, deck
components are not expensive and,
with a knowledge of what
commonly goes wrong (and why),
fault diagnosis and repair can in
most cases be quick and profitable whatever the make, price or quality
of the machine.
In this guide we will follow the
tape on its journey around the
deck, looking at each mechanical
part in turn and the effect it has,
when faulty, worn or misaligned,
on the tape running and the sound
and vision. We'll consider not only
fault symptoms that are present
whenever the tape is in motion, but
also the horrible intermittent faults
that can arise. Fig. 1 shows a
typical modern centre -mount tape
deck layout.

5
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Cassette -in
Failure of the cassette to be drawn
into the machine, which is on and
lit up, is a common problem. Check
that the cassette -in signal is
reaching the syscon (system
controller) chip from the sensor,
which may be a mechanical switch
or a photocoupler. If it is present at
the syscon chip, use a DC -coupled
oscilloscope, which will reveal
much more than any sort of meter,
to look at the drive to the motor
(loading or capstan, depending on
design). There may be no power to
the drive chip or motor, or a
mechanical jam-up, indicated by the
presence of electrical power for a
few seconds only.
An attempt to turn the
motor/mechanics by hand will
confirm whether it's jammed,
perhaps because a deck component
is broken, there's incorrect
mechanical phasing, or a 'spanner
in the works' -a foreign body.
Sometimes the cassette moves some
way in then jams. If it's floppy in
the tray, check the sprung fingers
above that hold it in place. If the
whole cradle/tray is skew -whiff, it's
likely that one side of the front -load
mechanism is loose because of a
broken arm or pinion. Sometimes
the cassette goes all the way down

to the deck then comes straight back
up and out. The cause will be
failure of a tape -end sensor, failure
of the cassette-down/in sensor, or
because their signals don't arrive at
the syscon chip. Check at the
appropriate pin of the chip, if it's
accessible.

Threading the tape
With most modern decks the tape is
threaded as soon as the cassette
goes down. Whether or not this is
the case, if tape threading is a
laboured business or the movement
stalls, it's likely that the supply
spool is not free to turn and, as a
result, the tape is stretched taut. See
if the reel brake is on, because of a
misphased or broken mechanism,
and if necessary check the back tension band whose felt strip may
have parted company with the
plastic band and is now stuck fast to
the periphery of the turntable.
The tape guides act as threading
poles initially. They can become
jammed at some point in their travel
because of hard grease in their
guiding slots. The solution is to
clean with solvent and relubricate
with light grease. The guides might
stop short of their precision end stops: this causes tracking
problems. Particularly in older JVC
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Fig. 1: A modern
centre -mount VHS
tape deck. 1 arm tension assembly; 2
main brake
assembly L; 3 guide roller assembly S; 4
full erase head; 5
guide -roller
assembly T; 6 drum
assembly; 7 pinch comp lever
assembly; 8 pinch cam lever; 9 ACE
head assembly; 10
pinch -roller
assembly; 11 review
lever; 12 brake subassembly R; 13 reel disc assembly R; 14
gear -relay assembly
T; 15 idler assembly;
16 gear -relay
assembly S; 17 reel disc assembly L; 18
jog -lever assembly;
A back -tension pole;

8 upper drum; C
lower drum; D
rabbet; E pinch
roller; F capstan; G
drum motor.

decks, the cause of this can be
slackness in the joint between the
articulated loading drive arms and
the pole bases. Slackness and wear
in arm -joints or drive pinions can
result in the guides being 'floppy' at
the loading end: the result is poor or
erratic tracking. If you pull
backwards a tape -guide which is in
the fully -loaded position and then
let it go, it should snap back into
place under spring pressure: only
when this is so can you be sure that
the tape path around the head drum
will be consistently reliable.
All this assumes that threading
takes place. If it doesn't, or the tape
is smartly returned to the cassette
after the completion of threading,
check that the head drum is rotating
and that the loading belt, if used,
isn't slipping. Then suspect the
mode switch.

Tape outward journey
Fig. 2 shows the path the tape takes
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around the deck furniture. A certain
amount of variation in the details is
to be expected with different deck
designs. Fig. 3 is a 'straightened out' diagram, showing the movers,
shakers and transducers the tape
meets along the way.
The first item that the moving tape
encounters on its passage away
from the cassette is usually the
back -tension pole, which pulls on
the friction band around the supply spool turntable. Examine the band
itself first. The felt strip may have
broken up or become partially or
wholly disengaged from its strap.
This will play havoc with the tape
tension. Check that the tension pole
is free to move, and that it takes up
the correct position when the tape is
running - this is usually indicated
by an engraving on the deck
surface, or you may have to refer to
a diagram in the service manual.
Fig. 4 shows the basic arrangement,
with a cam for tape -tension

adjustment. There is generally a
setting screw. A typical back tension figure for a modem deck is
35g/cm, measured at the beginning
of SP tape playback using a
cassette -type torque meter. It's
easier however to use an on -screen
indication, of the type provided by a
test tape such as the MB Swiss -4, to
check the back tension - see Fig. 5.
The most common symptoms
produced by insufficient back
tension are noise on the picture
and/or picture judder/roll because of
poor head -tape contact at the
beginning of the head's tape scan.
The effect is worse with a recording
made by the same machine. Too
much back tension can cause
hooking and bending in the picture,
and excessive tape and video head
wear: in extreme cases the capstan
and pinch roller skid on the tape,
which becomes taut then stops
moving or slows, with mistracking
and wow on sound in the latter case.
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Fig. 2: Tape route in a typical
VHS tape deck. Designs differ in
detail, especially in the area of
the capstan and adjacent tape
guides. Cylinder is an alternative
term for the more commonly used drum.
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If the back -tension pole is not
perfectly vertical the tape will ride
up or down it. The result is tape
crinkling or an incorrect tape path
across the full -erase head to the
drum -entry guide. The only
effective way of dealing with this is
to fit a new lever assembly.
The next major item the tape
encounters is the full -erase (FE)
head. As its magnetic gap is longer
than the tape width it doesn't
require adjustment. The important
things here are to ensure that the
head is able to move freely on any
swing -pivot it may have, and that
the electrical connections to the
head are good. It's often
recommended that any plugs and
sockets used here are replaced with
soldered connections to the PCB.
Attention to these points ensures
that tape erasure takes place before
a new recording is made, and that
the new sound track goes on to the
tape as it should. If the tape is not
being erased properly the effect,
with a tape that has been previously
recorded on, is blobs and clouds of
vague floating colour when the new
recording is played back.
Some VCRs, especially older
ones, have an impedance roller (not
shown in Figs. 1-3) downstream
from the FE head. Its function is to
damp and thus smooth the tape
motion, helping to iron out any
timing jitter. It can do this only if it
rotates. A drop of fine lubricating
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TAKE UP REEL DISK

oil on its shaft will also silence the
tortured sqrwal or groan you can get
in the fast -forward and rewind
modes with a dry one.

The guides and drum
The tape next passes round the
drum -entry ( S guide, a crucial
component that's changed its role
from pull-out/threading pole to
precision tape positioner. In
conjunction with the adjacent slant
pole it ensures that the tape sits
correctly on the rabbet. the spiral
shoulder machined into the
periphery of the lower drum, so that
the rotating video heads on the
upper drum are aligned with the
tape's magnetic tracks.
Guide alignment should not
normally be necessary except after
replacement. Slacken the lock screw at the bottom of the guide
shaft then, using the correct
(forked) driving tool, slowly adjust
the guide downwards until the tape

can be seen to start to 'bubble' on
the rabbet. Observe the RF
envelope pattern from the heads
during playback of an alignment
tape, using an oscilloscope that's
synchronised with the head flip-flop
(SW25) pulses. Screw the guide up
until the bubbling just stops, then
finely adjust for a good entry -side
waveform, see Fig. 6.
If it's not possible to achieve a
good entry -side waveform, ensure
that the back tension is correctly
set, that the guide base has gone
fully home, and that the heads and
drum are perfectly clean. If these
points are all in order, it's likely
that the video heads are worn.
A couple of physical problems can
occur with the tape guides. First the
lower shaft (normally made of brass
in older machines) sometimes
becomes loose in its mounting. This
is curable with locking compound,
not superglue. Secondly the rotating
plastic sleeve can vibrate on the
CYLINDERASS'Y
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Fig. 3: Linear
tape path

illustration,
corresponding
to the layout
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Fig. 4: Back -

tension pole,
band and setting
arrangement
(cam tension
adjust). Note the
setting
indication by the
pole.

Fig. 5: Use of a

test tape to
check the back
tension. Pulling
to the right in
the middle of
this off -screen
TV shot shows

that the tape
tension needs to
be increased.

TENSION BAND

shaft. This produces a corrugated
effect on the picture, and sometimes
a squeal in one or more of the
operating modes. The cure for this
is replacement: don't try
lubrication.
The lower drum and its rabbet act
as tape positioner and guide while
the tape is being scanned by the
heads in the upper drum. Any dirt or
deposit on the lower drum will give
rise to some form of horizontal
interference band or noise bar in the
picture. As they age some lower
drums develop excessive surface
friction. This is indicated by much
greater tape tension upstream from
the tape wrap than at the input side.
If this gets very bad the capstan
may not be able to pull the tape
around the head. More often the
tape piles up on the deck in the
review (search backwards) mode.
This happens because the
backwards -rotating supply spool

has insufficient torque to overcome
the tape friction around the drum
wrap while the capstan continues to
feed tape to the 'sticky' drum. In
such a case cleaning and polishing
the lower drum can be tried, but
probably won't help. The cure, a
new lower drum assembly, is
expensive.
The comments above about the
entry guide apply equally to the exit
(T) guide on the other side of the
drum. This should be adjusted for a
good square envelope waveform at
the end of the head scan, see Fig. 6.
Once again, before you try
adjustment check the guide's
physical conditions and its
positioning at the end stop, and
ensure that the tape just touches the
rabbet while running.
Here are some possibilities for
poor tracking, which shows as
inability to achieve a good RF
envelope pattern at any point during
adjustment. Head wear is a strong
possibility if everything is clean,
and can even be responsible for a
dip in the waveform at some
intermediate point during the head
scan. Misalign-ment of a
component prior to the entry guide
or after the exit guide can also cause
tracking problems: examples are a
bent back -tension lever or an
excessively tilted ACE
(audio/control/erase) head
assembly.
If tracking is erratic and the
envelope waveform sags at nor near
the middle of the head scans it
could be that both tape guides are
set fractionally too high, with the
result that the tape is poised slightly
above the rabbet on its way around.
A gap in the waveform at either end
of the scans can be caused by
incorrect adjustment of the head switch timing. A gap at the start of
the scans, in the record mode only,
is caused by the ACE head
assembly being too high. As a result

the Cu_ head takes 'bites' out of
the start of new video tracks.
Anything that prevents good
tape/head contact or tracking at the
very beginning of the scans will
impair the field sync part of the
video output signal and thus cause
vertical judder and/or picture
rolling.

The video heads
Dirty video heads cause the familiar
coarse -snow effect on the playback
picture, see Fig. 7; also, unless both
heads are equally affected, a 25Hz
flickering effect. Worn heads can
produce the same effects but more
often give rise to black and/or white
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streaking from vertical edges in the
picture. Fig. 8 illustrates this effect.
When this occurs with only the
machine's own recordings, some
temporary relief can be obtained by
reducing the luminance signal
writing current. But head drum
replacement is the only lasting cure.
You sometimes find that for
optimum output with a known -good
recording the two video heads
require different tracking -control
settings. This indicates that the head
chips are running at different levels,
more often because of a speck of
something or other under a newly fitted upper drum than faulty drum
manufacture. Anyone who can get a
foreign body under the drum may
also be capable of fitting it 180° out
of phase. The result will be colour
playback with the machine's own
recordings but not with playback of
any others.
Worn or dirty VHS hi-fi heads can
cause audio drop -out, buzz, and
critical tracking adjustment for
sound. When it gets too bad the
sound reverts to the
linear/longitudinal mono sound
track. Incorrect head switch -point
setting can also cause buzz on hi-fi
sound, so check this before
suspecting head wear.
If the video heads wear out
quickly it's likely that the cause is
either excessive tape tension or
over -frequent use of a head cleaning tape. Heads that frequently
get dirty or blocked are probably
being soiled by the tape: after all
nothing else (except those dreadful
head -cleaning rollers!) ever touches
them. Get the customer to check by
using a new batch of tapes over a
period. In over two decades of VCR
servicing I've only ever
encountered two heads that self soiled, probably because they were
abrasive.
To clean the rotary heads use a
soft cloth or buckskin or a
proprietary cleaning stick, stroking
only in the heads' normal direction
of travel, see Fig. 9. In stubborn
cases, and with care (and perhaps
nothing to loose!), try the effect of a
piece of card, similar in thickness
and finish to a business card, soaked
in isopropyl alcohol: press it hard
against the upper drum's periphery
while you rotate the drum anticlockwise by hand. Make sure that
the drum surface is dry before
testing with a tape.
Static blips on the playback
picture, looking like little whitetailed comets that occur at random
points, are usually caused by poor
earthing of the upper drum. As a
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Fig. 6: Tape guide
alignment. Severe

result static electricity builds up on
the drum and discharges itself
several times during the period of a
TV frame. The earthing brush,
when external to the drum
assembly, can also squeal or whine
despite the rubber damper that's
stuck to its sprung arm. A dab of
lubricant on the nose of the carbon
tip cures this one. Some drum
assemblies, notably middle-aged
JVC ones, have internal earthing
brushes. These can be replaced with
an improved type when static discharge problems are
experienced. Some models have no
visible earthing arrangement at all.
I've had a couple of these that have
produced static -discharge effects,
probably because of a faulty drum
or motor. They were cured by
adapting an earthing brush from a
scrap deck of a different type.

IDEAL ENVELOPE

misadjustment
results in much
more distorted
envelope waveforms than shown
here, and can
cause tape -edge
damage.

L HEIGHT
TOO HIGH

L HEIGHT

TOO LOW

R HEIGHT

R HEIGHT
TOO HIGH

TOO LOW

Head replacement
The relevant service manual will
provide instructions for upper drum
replacement. Afterwards, the most
important setting -up adjustments are
tape path (guide) alignment, head
switch -point setting and tracking.
The latter is carried out at the ACE
head, which we'll come to next
month. With many modem VCR
designs the need for adjustment of
the FM writing current has been
eliminated. Head preamplifier
setting -up presets disappeared many
years ago.
Some perfectly good head drums
have been replaced to no effect,
because of faults elsewhere. The
rotary transformer occasionally
fails, as do FM preamplifier chips.
A faulty drum motor can cause the
`dirty -head' effect - that small
surface -mounted electrolytic
capacitor in old JVC motors comes
to mind. Another red -herring occurs
when there is poor earthing of the
shielding for the playback RF
preamplifier, usually because of a

IIDE ROLLER (S}

GUIDE ROLLER (-

missing or loose fixing screw: in
some decks of Philips' manufacture
it's a Torx-type screw with access
through a hole in the machine's
plastic rear cover.
Pattern heads available from
companies such as Philex and TW
Electronics are now very good and
their prices are low. While they
may not have quite the performance
or longevity of original
manufacturers' drums, they will
usually outlast the well -used
machine in which they are fitted,
and anything that reduces repair
costs is welcome in the present
situation.

Fig. 7: Effect produced by dirty video heads.

Fig. 9: Video head
cleaning by hand.
Keep the forefinger,
wrapped in fine
chamois leather, still
while using the other
hand to rotate the
drum anticlockwise.

Next month
In the concluding
instalment next
month we'll
follow the tape on
its downstream
path from the
drum, consider
tape damage and
other general deck
problems, outline
the causes of
intermittent faults,
and take a look at
the auto -diagnostic
systems
incorporated in
many modern
VCR designs.

Fig. 8: The ragged picture, image pulling and 'worms -and -

dots' streaking effects shown in this off -screen shot are
caused by worn video heads.
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World Space radio
You know all about
satellite TV by now, but
what about satellite radio?
Hugh Cocks describes the
WorldSpace satellite radio
service and the operation
of one of the sets that has
been designed for its

reception

The main purpose of the WorldSpace
radio project is to provide those in
developing countries with a wider
choice of programming, via satellite
transmission. The first of several
satellites to come into operation was
Afristar. Though it's not intended to
serve Europe, reception is certainly
possible here. I first saw mention of
WorldSpace in 1995 and. being interested
in all forms of radio, was intrigued by the
idea of good -quality sound from exotic
radio stations via satellite, without the
need for a largish dish and a TV receiver.
A wide choice of stations is available (see
Table 1), including the BBC World
Service African stream.

The satellites
The WorldSpace Afristar satellite is in
orbit at 21.5°E. This is just beyond the
Astra 1 satellite system at 19.2°E and to
the west of the Astra 2 system at 28-2°E.
The satellite was launched towards the
end of 1998 and spent almost a year in a
test phase before the official start of
transmissions in October 1999. It's
unusual in being intended for radio
transmissions and data traffic only there's not a TV transmission in sight!
Afristar has three beams that give total
coverage of Africa. Beam 1, the west
beam. provides considerable coverage of
western Europe as well, including the
UK. Beam 2 covers eastern Africa, also
the Gulf and as far as the western part of
India. Beam 3 covers southern Africa.
Use of a high -gain aerial gives reception
beyond the specified coverage areas. The
published maps show the theoretical
predicted coverage with the aerial that's
supplied, but in practice the coverage is
somewhat wider. Fig. 1 shows the
Afristar footprints.
Asiastar and Ameristar provide services
for the relevant continents.

Fig. 1: Afristar footprint map.

Signals
The system uses frequencies in L band,
from around 1,452MHz to 1,490MHz,
though Afristar's western beam uses from
around 1,476MHz to 1,482MHz, with both
right- and left-hand circular polarisation.
Photos 1 and 2 show the spectra for the
right-hand and left-hand polarised signals
respectively.
Circular polarisation differs from the
more familiar vertical or horizontal (plane)
polarisation in that the transmitted signal
rotates in a corkscrew -like manner. This
makes positioning of the receiving aerial
easier, provided the azimuth and elevation
are about right. The forward pick-up lobe
of the aerial supplied for reception is very
wide at around 80°. The aerial doesn't need
to be level in the vertical or horizontal
sense, which would not be the case with
vertical or horizontal polarisation.
The signals are digital, using a
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Photo 1: Afristar beam 1 spectrum for right-hand polarised
signals. To take this photograph the signals from the aerial
were split between the receiver and a signal analyser. Photo
taken in Portugal.

WorldSpace proprietary system. As with
digital TV, use of compression enables
many stations to be fitted into a very small
bandwidth.
Data channels will be used for high-speed
internet connection: this is referred to as
WorldScape rather than WorldSpace.
Don't get too exited about this prospect
however. I understand that PCs will require
a special card, and that the service will be
made available on a country -by -country
basis once arrangements for the terrestrial
telephone return path from a subscriber's
computer have been made with local
Internet Service Providers. It's quite
possible that these data services will not be
available in Europe.

Receivers
Four manufacturers initially produced
radio receivers under licence from
WorldSpace. Panasonic has a hi-fi type
unit that incorporates a CD player; Sharp
does a bed -side clock version; JVC came
up with a modern -style `ghetto -blaster';
while Hitachi opted for a portable model
that includes short-, medium -wave and FM
coverage (see Photo 3). I selected the
Hitachi KH-WS 1 as being the most
practical for me, because I do a fair amount
of travelling. For more information on the
receivers and on the system in general, go
to www.worldspace.com on the intemet.

The Hitachi KH-WS1
The approximate dimensions of the Hitachi
Model KH-WS1 are 24cm wide, 16cm
high and 6-5cm deep. It weighs 1.5kg,
1.9kg with batteries. While most.
transmissions are stereo, the KH-WS1 has
only a mono speaker. But there are stereo
line and headphone jack sockets at the side,
see Photo 4, so a hi-fi system can be
connected or stereo headphones can be
used. There's a 9 -pin data output port at
the same side, and a standard F socket for
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Photo 2: Afristar beam 1 spectrum for left-hand polarised signals.

Conditions as for Photo 1. In the UK the left-hand polarised
signals are slightly weaker than the right-hand polarised ones.

the satellite aerial. This can be connected
either via its short flying lead, when the
aerial is clipped to the top of the radio, or
via a coaxial extension cable.- no cable is
supplied, though the connectors and some
waterproofing tape are.
A standard telescopic aerial is used for
short-wave and FM reception - there's no
provision for an external aerial to be
connected for reception in these bands. A
conventional ferrite -rod aerial is
incorporated for medium -wave reception.
The satellite aerial, see Photo 5, is fixed in
a plastic frame with overall dimensions
15cm wide, 3.3cm deep and 15.6cm high.
It can be clipped to the rear of the radio or
connected via a coaxial extension cable.
The elevation of the aerial can be adjusted
for optimum signal pick-up. It has an
internal line -powered (from the receiver)
amplifier to make good any cable losses,
and presents an acceptable signal input
level to the L -band tuner. A fair length of
coaxial cable can be used between the
aerial and the receiver without any
noticeable loss of signal quality. The
manual suggests up to ten metres of son
cable. I used twenty metres of 7551 coaxial
cable as this was to hand, despite dire
warnings about the use of 750 coaxial
cable as both the aerial and the receiver are
matched for 5052, but found that 7552 cable
produced no reception problems.
Afristar transmits signals with both left and right-hand circular polarisation. To
change the aerial over from one reception
mode to the other the receiver sends either
2.4V or 3V down the cable, for left- and
right-hand polarisation respectively. This is
similar to the standard TV 13V
vertical/17V horizontal LNB polarisation
changeover system.
I wanted to look inside the plastic
covering to see how the aerial is
configured. Removal of the back is easy,
but the assembly is securely fixed inside
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Photo 3: Front view of the Hitachi Model
KH-WS1 satellite radio receiver. The
display panel shows that the BBC
service is being received - only one
'service channel' (see text) is available.
Note that WS indicates WorldSpace, not
World Service. The satellite frame aerial
(top, rear) can be angled down behind
the radio or, as here, above, depending
on which way the satellite is relative to
the receiver. The top of the conventional
radio bandswitch is just visible in front
of the lower right-hand side of the aerial.

the cover with very hard to remove plastic
rivets. So I decided not to venture farther!
In all probability the aerial consists of two
half -wave dipoles (at the frequency
involved these would be approximately
10cm long) at right -angles to each other,
with their phasing altered for left- or righthand polarisation.
I was surprised that the manual contains
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Photo 5: Close-up view of the WorldSpace aerial, alongside a standard floppy disc to
give an indication of size. The flying lead from the aerial is connected either directly to
the receiver's F socket or indirectly via an extension coaxial cable.

Photo 4: Side view of the Hitachi Model
KH-WS1, showing the slider volume control, the line and headphone output jack
sockets (bottom), the F input socket for
the L -band aerial and the data socket (top).

no warnings about accidentally shortcircuiting the coaxial cable when
disconnecting it from the aerial or if a
whisker of coaxial braid should touch the
inner conductor - it's all too easy for this
to occur, especially if you have no
experience of fitting F plugs to coaxial
cable. I took extra care myself. Hopefully
the receiver incorporates some form of DC
short-circuit protection, like modern
satellite TV receivers. I've always been
very wary of this problem since I
encountered, some years ago, a wellknown make of satellite TV receiver which
incorporated a special design that would, if
a prolonged coaxial short-circuit was
present, cause failure of the mains
transformer rather than the DC supply fuse
to the LNB.
If a short should accidentally occur, once
it has been cleared the receiver may need
to be switched off then on again to restore
the supply to the aerial. There is no power
to the aerial when the receiver is in
standby, nor when it's switched for
reception of the conventional bands.
The receiver can be powered by four
internal D cells, via an external 6V DC
source, or from the mains via a standard,
detachable lead (see Photo 6). Take care, as
there's a selector switch for 110V/220V
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mains supplies. This could accidentally be
set for the wrong voltage -a label warning
about this possibility is attached to the
receiver. The default setting ex -factory is
220V. Up to thirty hours' use can be
obtained with alkaline D cells.
The KH-WS1 can memorise up to ten
WorldSpace channels, also ten each
medium -wave and FM channels. For shortwave operation the memory consists of two
blocks of five, as the coverage is divided
into two ranges, 2'3-7.3MHz and 9.5261 MHz, though there are some gaps
between the official broadcast bands. FM
coverage is 87-5-108MHz, and medium wave coverage 520-1,620kHz in 9 or
10kHz steps (9kHz is used in Europe and
Africa, 10kHz in the Americas and certain
other parts of the world). The American
medium -wave band has now been
extended to 1,710kHz: this is referred to as
the X band, which should confuse old
microwave hands! I was surprised that this
wider tuning range wasn't incorporated.

Receiving WorldSpace
transmissions
My initial test to find the WorldSpace
signals from Afristar couldn't have been
simpler. Clip the frame aerial to the back
of the receiver, then plug its flying lead
into the F socket at the side. Switch the
receiver on, push the WS/RADIO button to
select the WorldSpace band, and point the
front of the frame aerial in the approximate
direction of the satellite. In the London
area this would be azimuth 155°, elevation
about 27°. There must be a clear view
towards the satellite, though reception from
inside a window is normally OK. WRN1
was immediately there!
If the aerial is moved away from the

direction of the satellite, "no beam" will
eventually appear in the display panel. The
aerial's wide forward pick-up, about 80°,
makes finding the satellite quite simple.
Provided the aerial remains connected, the
signal strength will be shown as a
minimum of one bar out of five. This goes
off when the aerial is disconnected. It at
least shows that the active aerial should be
working.
Once the satellite has been found the
aerial should be_adjusted for a maximum
signal -strength display. When a signal is
present, "locked" appears in the display
window. If nothing has been found, "no
beam" appears.
Fortunately, for those in this part of the
world, the receiver defaults to the "local"
Afristar beam 1 when initially searching
for signals. If you live in a different
footprint area, a search procedure has to be
started. Provided you know the beam
number, press the mode button then the
beam button: keep pressing the beam
button until the required satellite beam (or
satellite, as Asiastar and Ameristar are
included) is displayed, then press the enter
button. This forces the receiver to start a
search on the beam selected.
If you are not sure which beam or even
satellite covers your area, the receiver can
do a general search. This is initiated by
pressing the mode then the beam -seek
button. The receiver then searches through
all possible combinations of beams and
satellites. Once a beam has been found it's
name will be shown in the front display for
two seconds, then the search will
recommence. The satellite's name appears
twice during the search, as the receiver
deals with both polarisations from the same
beam.
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Once initial tests have been carried out
and 'you are satisfied with reception, find a
suitable place for the aerial. A good
location is just inside a south/east-facing
window. Make up a coaxial extension
cable to connect the aerial, in its permanent
position, to the receiver. Reception may be
possible with the aerial fixed in the loft.
During a brief test in southern England I
found that this worked well enough, but a
certain amount of signal attenuation
occurred when the roof tiles were wet.
I noticed that the grey plastic -covered
aerial tended to become rather hot to touch
when in direct sunlight - the instruction
manual warns about prolonged exposure to
sunlight. The aerial could be kept cool by
placing it in a white plastic container. At
these frequencies signal attenuation
through plastic is minimal.
The aerial is waterproof, but when
mounted permanently outside it would be
best to fix the aerial in a box, which should
also cover the connection between the
aerial's flying lead and the coaxial
extension cable. This will minimise the
possibility of water getting into the
connections. I know, from experience, that
this all too easily happens.
Table 1 shows a list of stations
transmitted by the satellite, with the
polarisation. The list is likely to change and there's capacity for a lot more stations.
Because of the time taken for the signals
to be multiplexed together, uplinked then
downlinked, I found that there's an average
delay of about three-four seconds. The
exception was CNN TV sound, which was
delayed much less.
WorldSpace operates two uplink hub sites
to Afristar, in London and Johannesburg,
or stations can use a direct link from the
studio to the satellite. This avoids the cost,
which can be expensive, of getting the
signal to either of the uplink facilities.
In southern England the signals produce a
four out of the maximum five bar display
of strength with right-hand polarisation and
a steady three bars with left-hand
polarisation. Here in southern Portugal you
get a four- to five -bar display with either
polarisation, using the aerial supplied.
Each signal -strength bar consists of two
smaller bars, which come on together and
can be confusing initially.

Selectin_g and memorising
channels
Once signals have been found for the first
time the channels, which are identified in
the display window by name, can be
scrolled through by pushing the large
round BC up or down button at the lower
right-hand side of the receiver. When a
station of interest is found it can be entered
in the memory by pressing the upper left
memory button, followed by one of the 0-9
buttons on the front panel. It's then fixed in
the memory with this number.
Each channel is referred to as a BC
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Photo 6: Rear view of the Hitachi Model KH-WS1. The mains and 6V DC input sockets
are at the top right. The mains voltage adjustment is in the hole at the top, right-hand
side of the battery compartment cover. The frame aerial slide/clip-in fixing lies horizontally along the top of the receiver, just below the telescopic aerial. The F input socket
can be seen at the left-hand side.

(Broadcaster Channel). A number of SCs
(Service Channels) can be incorporated in
a BC. At the moment there seems to be
only one SC with the channels I've picked
up, except for a couple of BCs that
transmit data on a second SC. The SC
number being received within a BC is
indicated beside the BC's identification
(see Photo 3). It can be selected by moving
the lower right-hand side round selector
button to the left or right (SC up/down).
The memorisation process remembers a
particular SC within a BC.
It's a shame that only ten memories are
available. Even with the limited number of
stations available at present I wanted more.
If you want to check how many SCs there
are within a BC being received, you can do
so by pressing the mode button followed
by the SC up or down button: the display
then indicates the total number of SCs
available within the BC.

Searching stations by language
and programme type
WorldSpace satellites transmit in many
different languages. If you are interested in
only one particular language, a list of
stations available by language can be
produced to avoid having to scroll through
a large number of unwanted transmissions.
When the language button is pressed the
default language (English) is displayed.
After five seconds this display disappears,
leaving a "lang" identification in the
window. Press the SC up button and over
forty language identifications can be
scrolled through. When you stop at a

language of interest, pressing the BC up or
down button produces a list of stations that
transmit in this language. "No lang" is
displayed if no stations that use the
language are available.
There's a similar facility for searching by
programme type. Press the PTY button and
the receiver's default, "news", is displayed.
This disappears after five seconds, leaving
PTY displayed. Press the SC up button to
scroll through fifteen different programme
types, for example jazz, pop, sport etc.
Stop at the one required and press the BC
up or down button to get a list of channels
that transmit this type of programme. If
nothing is found, "No Ptype" is displayed.

Mobile use
As the signal strength is a little higher in
southern Portugal than in the UK, and the
elevation is higher, I tested the radio here
in a car. The receiver picks up sufficient
signal, though at reduced strength when the
aerial is mounted horizontally. The aerial
was securely tied to a roof rack cross member, with the coaxial cable fed in
through a window. Power was supplied to
it from the receiver's internal 6V batteries.
Results were generally favourable outside
built-up areas, with reception virtually all
the time. In built-up areas reception ceased
when a building blocked the path between
the aerial and the satellite. This was to be
expected. Reception was restored within a
second once the obstruction had been
passed. There were brief dropouts when
beneath an overhead road sign that
impaired satellite visibility.
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Table 1.: WorldSpace Afristar Beam 1 Channels.
At 1,478MHz IF with RH circular polarisation:
BBC World Service (African stream); WRN 1 English;
CNN (TV sound); Radio Voyager (adult contemporary
pop music, US based); Radio 1 Lebanese/English (pop
music); Capital Radio Turkey (Pop Kenya Broadcasting
Corporation, in English and local languages including
Swahili); Metro East FM (Kenya based, aimed at
Indian/Asian population); Tamil Oli Radio (for Tamilspeaking expatriates); Bloomberg UK, France, Spain, Italy
(financial news channels with TV sound); Radio Espana
Exterior (Spanish external service); WRN 2 (German);
Egyptian Radio networks 1, 2 and 3 (mainly Arabic
though one network is in English or French at times);
Golfe FM Benin (French, Yoruba and Fon languages);
Sud FM Senegal (French); Medi 1 Morocco (French); LA7
Senegal (French); WALF Senegal (French and Wolof languages); Radio France International; Canal Educatif
Francophone*.

At 1,480-5MHz IF with LH circular polarisation:
Kaya FM 95.9 Johannesburg (pop music, some news);
Radio France International 1; Bop (modern rock)**; Ultra

It was strange driving along listening to
CNN TV sound. A more effective mobile
aerial system might consist of two or
possibly four of these aerials at 90° to each
other on the car roof, looking for the
satellite at the correct elevation angle. This
would hardly be a low -profile aerial system
however!
An interesting effect occurred when I
was just below the local hill top where
there are transmitting aerials for four
analogue VHF/UHF TV channels, assorted
FM radio services, mobile phones and
pagers. The satellite couldn't he received
over a lkm stretch of road nearest the
masts, though there aren't any local L band transmissions. The reception failure
must have been because the aerial
amplifier was being overloaded by the
high-level local transmissions from the
FM band up to the 1,800MHz GSM
cellular band.
A point to note is that the WorldSpace
frequency range (1,452-1,492MHz) is
allocated for terrestrial digital audio
broadcasting in the future. Thus in some
locations WorldSpace reception will not be
possible because of local interference from
these transmissions.

Trying a higher -gain aerial
Reception is possible outside the satellites'
published footprint areas, but if you are
way outside the footprint a higher -gain
aerial than the one that comes with the
receiver will be needed. A seemingly
simple solution would be to mount the
supplied aerial at the focal point of a dish
and point the dish in the direction of the
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Pop (international pop hits)**; 24 x 7 (international
dance)**; Potion (adult contemporary)**; Up Country
(country)**; Riff (jazz)**; Ritmo (African pop)**; Maestro
(classical)**; Earz (children's programmes)**; Letters
(English spoken word entertainment)**; Africa Learning
Channel; Coded Transmissions (two); Comet 1 data;
Comet 2A data.
*Broadcast channels marked with an asterisk have a second service channel (SC) for transmitting data. Note that
there are two 'Radio France Internationals', one with RH
polarisation and the other, called Radio France
International 1, with LH polarisation.
** These are 'themed' stations produced by WorldSpace
itself.
To receive the coded transmissions, apply to a
WorldSpace office with the radio's serial number. There
is no indication on the radio display as to what these
coded channels transmit.

Those with Internet access should go to
www.lyngsat.com to obtain up-to-date channel listings
for Afristar and TV broadcast satellites around the
world.

satellite. When I tried this with a 1-2m
with the supplied aerial, for the input to the
offset dish in southern Portugal I was
receiver's tuner to be at an acceptable
rewarded with the left-hand polarised
level. A standard satellite TV line amplifier
signals from beam 2, the eastern beam -a
may be OK for this application, as the IF
long way from its intended coverage area.
that comes from a TV LNB is in the same
Strangely the right-hand polarised signals
frequency range. but such amplifiers are
couldn't be received. though they were just designed for powering at between 13/17V,
detectable with a spectrum analyser. These
not the receiver's low line -voltage supply.
signals are about 10MHz below the beam 1
signals, at around 1,467-1,472MHz.
Conventional radio
But things are never that simple. and
performance
there's a complication when using the
Press the WS/RADIO button to select the
supplied aerial as a feed for picking up
conventional radio bands. Changeover
signals from a dish. Once the incoming
between these is by means of a slide switch
signals have been reflected from the
at the top of the receiver. Memorising a
surface of the dish their polarisation is
station is simple.
reversed. So right-hand polarisation
The only drawback on the short waves is
becomes left-hand and vice versa.
that two well-known, slightly out of band
Unfortunately the receiver is programmed
BBC World Service frequencies,
to control the aerial polarisation at specific
12.095MHz and 9.410MHz, couldn't be
frequencies, and cannot adapt to reversed
tuned in. This was a shame.
polarisation during a brand-new scan. Once
the signal polarisation has been reversed.
Obtaining a receiver
the aerial tries to pick up the wrong
The supply of WorldSpace receivers has
polarisation from the dish. Because of the
improved over the past year but, because
flat -plate aerial's high rejection of reverse
Europe is not the prime target area for the
circularly -polarised signals, almost no
services, receivers are not widely available.
signal is received from the satellite.
The WorldSpace website lists a number of
For the test I got round this problem by
dealers in Africa. The Hitachi model
blocking the DC feed from the receiver to
should be available for about £100. Try the
the aerial and instead feeding 2.4/3V up the following possible sources:
line to the aerial via a modified line -power
injector intended for satellite TV use. This
Waters and Stanton, 01702 206 835, e-mail
enabled me to select the aerial polarisation
sales@wsplc.com
independently of the receiver.
WorldSpace has available a high -gain
Haydon Communications, 01708 862 524.
Yagi-type aerial'and amplifiers (see the
website). If you construct something
Nevada, 023 9231 3090, e-mail
suitable it will require preamplification, as
info@nevada.co.uk, www.nevada.co.uk
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Unique reader offer:

xl, x10 switchable
oscilloscope probes,

only £21.74 a pair,
fully inclusive*
*Additional pairs as part of the same croe- only
£19.24 each pair.
Please supply the following:

Probes
Total

Name
Address

Seen on sale for £20 each, these high quality oscilloscope probe sets
comprise:

two xl, xl 0 switchable probe bodies
two insulating tips
two IC tips and two sprung hooks
trimming tools
There's also two BNC adaptors for using
the cables as 1.5m -long BNC-to-BNC
links. Each probe has its own storage
wallet.
To order your pair of probes, send the
coupon together with 221.74
UK/Europe to Probe Offer, Electronics
World Editorial, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.
Readers outside Europe, please add
£2.50 to your order.
Specifications

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment (please circle)

Switch position 1
Bandwidth
Input resistance
Input capacitance
Working voltage

DC to 10MHz
1MS2- i.e. oscilloscope i/p
40pF+oscilloscope capacitance
600V DC or pk-pk AC

Switch position 2
Bandwidth

DC to 150MHz

Rise time
Input resistance

2.4ns
1 OMS2 ±1% if oscilloscope i/p is

Cheques should be made payable to Reed Business

Information

Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO

1MS2

Input capacitance
Compensation range
Working voltage

Credit card no

Card expiry date

Signed

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

12pF if oscilloscope i/p is 20pF
10-60pF
600V DC or pk-pk AC

Switch position 'Ref'
Probe tip grounded via 9MS2, scope i/p grounded
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Twenty years ago, who would
have thought that the humble
electromechanical relay
would still be around? But it is,
and what's more, it is still
being designed into new
equipment. Here J P LeJeune

provides a background to the
relay and presents some
ingenious ways of making use
of it.

semiconductors seem to
have taken over everything
in our lives, well... nearly
everything. However there
is one humble servant that
still has a place in our designs and
developments - the relay.
This electromechanical switch is
rugged, versatile and reliable and it
can be used where semiconductors
cannot. Its on resistance is virtually
zero ohms while its off resistance
virtually infinite, making it ideal for
applications where on/off switching
has to be clean and absolute.
The most common relay is the
P03000 series, used in telephone
exchanges across the world and
many other pieces of equipment,
Fig. 1. An open -frame construction
makes it possible to adjust and
clean the contacts. The operating
coil (solenoid) can be changed and
various 'slugging' arrangements
used to modify the speed of closure
or opening of the contacts. Slugging
involves adding a brass or
aluminium sleeve to the operating
coil.

Relays are generally considered to
be intended for light current
control.They have a bigger brother
in the contactor, generally accepted
to be necessary for power
applications. Operational principles
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are much the same except that
contactors are sometimes supplied
with operating coils, cores and
armatures designed specifically for
AC operation.
Types designed for AC use have
laminated iron cores and are
sometimes gapped as well. Relay
coils, however, are normally for DC
operation, though the contacts can
switch AC circuits, audio, and low frequency RF as well as DC. For
high -frequency switching co -axial
relays are widely used.
Semiconductors can switch AC
and DC circuits, but they have only
one on/off operation. Moreover, the
control circuit and the switched
circuit cannot easily be isolated.
Here the relay scores heavily with
its total isolation between operating
coil and contact set, and that contact
set can be made up of normally
open (NO), normally closed (NC)
and changeover (CO) types in a
variety of combinations, permitting
several different circuits to be
switched simultaneously.
Relays have been used for several
decades in microwave ovens and
television receivers. Look in a
microwave oven and you'll find
several relays controlling the
application of power to the cooling
fan, magnetron power supply,
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turntable motor, interior light and
grill element. In television receivers
they have been used for stand-by
switching over a number of years
and are highly reliable.
Most relays are capable of a
million operations before they have
to be serviced or replaced. In older
telephone exchanges the relays
assigned to each incoming line also
acted as transformers for the
insertion of dialling tone, etc, by
having triple windings, Fig. 2.
Away from the now elderly 3000
relay, the range of types and sizes
now available is amazing. Some
relays have polarised armatures that
require a pulse of current in one
direction or the other to change
from 'operated' to 'not operated'.
Most famous of these was the
Carpenter relay, used as a telegraph
repeater for teleprinter signals on
long routes.
The Carpenter relay responded
sensitively to the + and -80V
signals weakened by the loop
resistance of a long line. Its
changeover contacts supplied a
fresh + and -80V to the next section
of line. Carpenter relays were
housed in cylindrical cans, were
quite large and exquisitely made.
Today they would cost a lot of
money.
Miniature relays have been sealed
into evacuated glass envelopes of
the kind once used for B7G based
valves, enclosed in metal cans,
plastic see-through cases, or just left
open like the old 3000. Most though
are much smaller and even more
reliable than their predecessor.

Uses of relays
On their own, relays have several
applications. The very simplest is a
buzzer, Fig. 3. The frequency of the
buzz depends on the mass of the
armature, tension of the spring -sets
and the applied voltage.
With this arrangement, a lot of
arcing occurs at the contacts unless
suppression is included. A capacitor
of about 100nF connected across
them will help, and also suppresses
any RFI that is generated.
Of more use, possibly, is a
latching switch, shown in Fig. 4.
Here the normally -open contacts are
connected across a pushbutton with
normally open contacts (push to
close). The parallel combination
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Fig. 1. P03000 the most
common relay,
as used in
telephone
exchanges
across the
world.

Via
line circuit
and line

11

Dial contacts

Tone
supply
Fig. 2. In older telephone
exchanges, relays assigned
to each incoming line also
acted as transformers for
the insertion of dialling
tone, etc, by having triple
windings.

connects in series with another
pushbutton and the relay operating
coil. This time though, normally closed or 'push to open' contacts
are used.
Pushing the SET button applies a
voltage to the coil and the relay
operates, closing the contacts set
and maintaining the voltage across
the coil. To reset the circuit, the
RESET button has to be pushed.
This opens the circuit and the relay
is de -energised.
The buzzer circuit can be
augmented with a second,
changeover, set of contacts to
provide a square wave with a peak to -peak voltage equal to the supply
voltage. This is a very cheap and
simple signal source, though of
fixed and somewhat low frequency,
Fig. 5.
One use I came across for this was
for testing loudspeakers used on an

Control
pulses to
switching
equipment

A

Fig. 3. To make a buzzer, you
need nothing more than a
relay and a DC supply. When
the coil, represented by the
rectangular box, is energised,
the normally -closed contacts
open, de -energising the coil
and closing the contacts again
for the cycle to repeat. Note

that without suppression, the
circuit also makes a good RF
noise transmitter!
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Fig. 4. Latching
switch. When
the set button is
pressed, the coil
is energised so

contacts Al

Sealed glass envelope

RL'A'/1

close. Releasing

the set button
has no effect. A
reset button is
needed to reopen the circuit.

Reset

Al

ImoSet

r

Fixed contact

Fig. 7. Not strictly a relay, the hermetically sealed reed switch is suitable
for low power applications. it can be activated by a magnet or by a coil in which case it becomes a relay.

the nights are long -a fluorescent

RIJAY1

Square -wave
out

A2

Al

Fig. 5. Not far removed from the simple buzzer circuit,
this one produces a square wave whose amplitude is
equal to the supply voltage.

Fig. 6. Contacts

marked with an
asterisk can take
an ORP60 or
similar light dependent
resistor to turn
the circuit into a
dusk -to -dawn

switch.
Alternatively,
they can take an
NTC bead

thermistor of
100142 at 20°C to

make a room
heating
controller.

5.6V zener

old wireless relay network! The
speakers were fitted with a 6000
matching transformer and a volume
control potentiometer, so no-one
was deafened.

Relays and
semiconductors combined
In combination with
semiconductors, relays take on
more useful applications. Very few
semiconductor switching circuits
will operate satisfactorily with
fluorescent lights or energy -saving
lamps. The relay does not mind
what kind of load it switches within its ratings. Automatic
switching of lights on at dusk and
off at dawn can make a useful
contribution to safety and security
for many households.
Obviously, for long operational
periods - especially in winter when
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Moving contact

or other energy -saving light is ideal.
These can be operated safely from a
relay -based circuit and have high
reliability over many years.
A circuit for such a device is
shown in Fig. 6. With a different
sensor, the same circuit can be used
as a thermostat for controlling a
room heater, Fig. 7.
Relays have applications in many
other home security systems where
high reliability and minimum
vulnerability to lightning - often a
cause of false alarms if the alarm
system itself survives. Circuits can
be devised simply for such uses.
In hazardous environments,
ordinary switches are sometimes
inadvisable. The low
required by most relay operating
coils makes the relay or contactor
ideal for remote control of lighting,
heating and industrial processes. It
is also ideal for switching
dangerous voltages.
In heavy -current applications,
contactors can be used to advantage
by allowing the switching to take
place close to the device under
control. This eliminates the need for
long runs of heavy -current wiring to
a convenient switch.
Many time switches do not have a
high current -switching capacity, but
by using a relay or contactor
between the time switch and the
load that problem can be solved.
At the very low current end of the
scale are the reed switches and reed
relays. The reed switch is normally
a pair of open contacts sealed in a
small glass tube, Fig. 7. They can
be operated magnetically by a coil
or small permanent magnet. Though
not strictly relays, the addition of a
coil to the reed switch turns it into
one.
You can buy pre -assembled reed
relays, but their versatility comes in
the ability to make up one for a
specific application. A few years
ago a police force required a circuit
to warn drivers of police vehicles
when the stop lights were not

OK'
indicator

Stop lights
2 x 21W

Brake pedal
switch

Fig. 8. This simple application of a
reed switch gives the driver of a car
an indication of whether or not his
or her brake lights are working.

working. The device had to be
simple to fit and positive in
The solution was easy and cheap.
With twin stop lights, the total
power amounts to 42W. At 12V the
current will be 3.5A. However, the
inrush current taken momentarily
by a cold lamp filament before it
reaches its operating temperature is
much higher. A few turns of
ordinary single 0.5mm insulated
copper wire wound around the glass
tube of a reed switch was the
answer.
If both stop -lights were
functioning, the reed relay would
operate and hold, lighting a small
lamp on the dashboard to tell the
driver all is well. If one of the lights
failed, the inrush current of the
remaining light was insufficient to
close the reed contacts and no 'OK'
signal beamed from the dashboard.
It was a great success.
Figure 8 shows the circuit. The
prototype was designed and
constructed on the bench using a car
battery, two 21W stop -light bulbs
and the reed switch. It cost very
little in time and effort to set up.
Present-day designers would
probably use a microprocessor!
The relay may look humble, but it
really is a versatile and reliable
component that deserves more
applications.
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reliability and manufacturing
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Reading this book will
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analog circuit design. These
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Service
data on

discs
The use of computer discs for service data and spares catalogues has
advantages and also some serious disadvantages. Steve Beeching, I.Eng.,
sums up the present state of the game
sn't it always the same way? manufacturers want to save money.
Their latest wheeze is to stop issuing
service manuals on paper. Very soon
many of them will be issuing service
information only on computer
storage media - CDs or DVDs. They say
the reason for doing this is to save money
and forests. Then comes the promotion:
easier to store, direct access, millions of
service manuals and technical bulletins on
a single disc and so on.
Who saves money through this scheme?
The service organisation? No, it's the
manufacturer, who is actually transferring
the cost to the service organisation, which
means us!

Investing in the future
To secure their future all service
organisations, from the single selfemployed operator to firms with a larger
number of employees, have to invest in the
business. Many service organisations have
done so in recent years by investing in
workshop computer facilities. Some have
gone as far as one PC per bench networked
to a server computer. There are several
benefits. Once a job is booked in the
details can be kept up to date, enabling the
customer to be told about progress should
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he enquire. The job can be tracked,
accurately costed, and spares can be
ordered for the repair or to replace used
stock. Software such as Service Base is
available for medium to large companies.
For the more adventurous a database such
as Filemaker Pro can be used to track jobs
and print out paperwork of your own
design.
With some products PC -based software
is required for alignment or data
management to and from an internal
EEPROM. When digital still -picture
facilities are incorporated, the picture
download system may have to be checked
for a customer. Soon, the DVC IEEE1394
input/output facilities will require
confirmation. This happens now in my
organisation, as more of my customers set
up with a PC and then complain that a
product has failed to communicate, in
most cases because of a PC or software
problem.

http://www.adobe.com/prodindexJ
acrobat/readstep2.html
The Acrobat reader can magnify a circuit
many times, but unfortunately the selected
magnification cannot he printed out. If
print is selected, the whole file is printed.
By ticking the fit -page option a full circuit
diagram can be printed out on an A4
sheet. You can't read it of course, but that
doesn't seem to bother these
manufacturers!
A second PC may be required at each
bench, with at least a 17in. monitor, as a
substitute for the old paper service
manual. In some cases the PC can double
for software set-up, but what if the set-up
procedure is on the CD-ROM?
The window for the circuit diagram or
exploded view is usually less than the
screen area, and a fairly high resolution is
desirable - 1,024 x 768, more if the
monitor is capable of it.

Electronic service data

Most if not all manufacturers will be
going over to CD/DVD-ROM instead of
paper, and will distribute the discs free -of charge to those with spares accounts. This
is not Sony's policy however. The
company charges for the discs, which
time-out after a specific period.

There are a number of ways of converting
service data to electronic form. The most
commonly used is the portable document
file (.pdf) from Adobe, using a system
called Acrobat. A reader is available free
as a download from the Adobe website at

Manufacturers' policies
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As a supplement to their electronic data,
JVC and Panasonic both issue short service
manuals that consist of basic schematic
diagrams in print form. This is an ideal
solution. The CD-ROM is very convenient
for parts lists, and for exploded diam-ams
of a product's component units and case
parts, as these are reference items. For
fault finding you get a paper circuit
diagram that you can scribble on. I find it
strange that the user instruction book is not
included with the CD-ROM service data
as it was with the printed service manuals.
In the case of camcorder menus this was
very useful, particularly when a customer
complained that he couldn't understand
some function or other.
When a recently mailed -out information
sheet from Sony stated that paper service
manuals would no longer be issued there
were a few flurries in the industry. Sony
listed the computer requirements for its
Assist ROMS, and left out the crucial item
- that the information would be on a DVDROM, not a CD-ROM as some may have
assumed. What's more the service
organisation is expected to rent the Assist
DVDs at £199 a year (£99 if you are an
authorised service centre, free if you do a
lot of work for Sony). Oh, and you will
need an A3 colour printer (cost about
£300-£1,900) to print out any circuits, as
these will not be supplied even as short service manuals.
calls saving money.
This
Not many small local service departments
are going for it. They can't justify the
annual outlay, or the cost of updating
current PCs for just a few Sony repairs.
This may be what Sony wants. But in time
Sony's customer service operators will
experience difficulty when it comes to
finding a local service organisation that's
able to assist their customers. A 'local'
repair shop may be 20-30 miles away.
Customers will be unhappy about this, and
eventually sales will fall. It's all too typical
of the short-sightedness in our service
industry.

Disadvantages of ROM
manuals
The main problem with a ROM -based
service manual is lack of peripheral vision.
When you look at a paper circuit diagram
you scan it with your eyes to assess the
general layout, then go to the bit you want.
At this point you may concentrate on say a
particular IC, but you can also check where
all the interconnections go to and come
from. The paths often go over considerable
distances. It's not possible to see all this
when a circuit is viewed on a monitor: all
you can see is one bit of it. You can print
this bit out, but only if the software allows
printing of the enlarged view on screen.
Otherwise what you get is an A4 version of
an AO circuit. Tiny, that is.
I have found that many of these ROM
service manuals contain more mistakes
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than the paper versions. Perhaps the
tunnel -vision effect impairs the detailed
checking process. And corrections are
issued on paper!

Spares ordering
Most service companies now order spares
using a CD-ROM or the interne, as the
distributors.7 apart from CPC and Willow
Vale - no longer issue catalogues. Those
who don't issue catalogues, or don't have a
representative calling on their clients, are
finding that their turnover is on the
decrease. Why? It's simple really.
When a rep called on you perhaps all you
wanted was some resistors. After a chat
and a coffee however you would be told
about new lines, special offers and such
like, and ended up giving him an order for
far more than a few resistors. Catalogues
stimulate sales in a similar way. When you
browse through one the pictures provide
prompts that you may need this or that, and
would like to try something new. You end
up placing a larger order than you may
have intended. The use of a CD-ROM or
the internet is different. You concentrate
on what you immediately need. It's the
tunnel -vision effect again. If you want a
couple of resistors, that's what you order.
Am I right?

What goes round
There has been an increase in the number
of flyers, leaflets and brochures that arrive
by mail each week. CPC always issued
pages or products, others the odd leaflet.
Some are new products, some special
offers, some just reminders to re -order
your service aids before they run out:
others range from non -essentials to toys for
the boys. These weekly mind -prompts
generate orders for products from
essentials to trivia, more than would be
generated as a result of browsing through a
catalogue, and certainly much more than is
generated via a CD or the internet.
Other distributors are joining the
supplementary mail out. RS Components
issues regular themed brochures: IT and
computer products; tools; electrical
products; and general product offers.
SEME has always been active with the
occasional mail shot or promotional
leaflets.
Connect has taken the unusual step of
appointing real people to visit Willow Vale
account holders. These visits are followed
up with promotional leaflet mail shots. The
whole range Connect white goods and
floor -care products is available via a
Willow Vale account.
What goes round comes round. While
CDs and DVDs have their uses, there's a
downside that gets overlooked in the
enthusiasm to save costs: lost business.
The change to CD service data has a
number of advantages. There are also
practical disadvantages that have yet to be
addressed.

Make sure of
your copy of
Television
It can be difficult finding a
copy of Television at local
newsagents. The number of
magazines being published
keeps increasing, which means
that newsagents have less
shelf space for the display of
particular titles. Specialist magazines in particular get crowded out.
There's a solution to the problem. Most newsagents provide
"shop -save" and/or home delivery services. There's no
charge for a shop save. You
simply ask your newsagent to
order a copy for you: it will be
kept on one side each month
ready for you to collect. Home delivered copies are ordered in
the same way, but generally
incur a delivery charge.

A newsagent can order any
magazine for you, whether or
not the shop normally stocks it.
If you buy your copies of
Television from a newsagent
and want to make sure you
get every issue, just ask at the
counter.
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o carry out successful car radio
installations, certain rules have
to be observed. First, a point
that's worth emphasizing, is to
read the fittinab instructions
before you attempt anything. I've on
many occasions been caught out because,
having fitted the things for so many
years. I've assumed that I don't have to
bother. It's as if the manufacturers know
this, and keep introducing something new
to catch me out.

Line -fit radios

Most cars come with a
fitted radio. But the
owner may well decide
that he wants something
different. This is when the
problems start and you
get called in. There is also
the matter of fitting
amplifiers.
on

how to go about it
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Modem cars have line -fit radios'. This
means that they have the radio leads in
the wiring loom as standard, so that Fred
at the end of the production line can open
a box and insert a radio in the space
revealed. This is all very well, and indeed
commendable, but when Mr Angry buys
the vehicle the first thing he decides to do
is to replace the radio. He takes out the
one that was neatly fitted and designed to
work with the speakers, which were also
neatly fitted and expertly hidden, so that
he can install something that looks and
lights up like a Christmas tree. He then
cuts enormous holes in the back parcel
shelf, where he fits speakers that could
have been used at the Glastonbury
Festival, also a sub -woofer in the boot, so
that he can damage his eardrums and
those of anyone else within two hundred
yards. This is where we come in, because
Mr Angry wants to spend lots of money
to get the job done right. Well, maybe he
doesn't, but as he can't do the job himself
he's got to pay someone else to do it.
And why shouldn't that be us?
Line -fit radios are the ones most punters
want to change. To make the job easy for
us, there are adaptor looms that can be
bought for £10 or less from car accessory
shops. But unfortunately, in my
experience, Mr Angry has already had a
go at this. He starts by cutting off all the
plugs, then connects any coloured lead to
any other that takes his fancy. When he
switches on, the fuses for his interior
lights and accessories blow. This is were
we come in. We are asked to put things
right, in thirty minutes which is when he
wants to pick it up.

Sorting out the live leads
As mentioned last month, I find a tool
called a Power Probe very useful. It tells
me the electrical state of a wire at any
given time. The first thing to look for is a

permanently live wire. If you are lucky
enough to find one, my advice is to put
some insulation tape over it - before you
are unlucky enough to short it to an earth
and blow another fuse. If you can't fmd a
permanent live, Mr Angry has already
blown the fuse for you. But you can
forget about this for a while.
The next wire to find is the switched
live one. For the 'twit' lights to come on
some cars need the ignition switch turned
to the auxiliary position while others
need the switch to be in the full ignition
position. Hopefully you will be able to
find a wire that lights your probe. If you
do, stick some insulation tape round it so
that you can identify it when you need to.
Next turn the ignition switch back to
off, turn on the lights and look for
another live wire. This will be the
instrument illumination supply so that,
when the side lights are turned on, the
radio's front panel lights up and is visible
in the dark. If you don't fmd such a lead
not every car
has one.
There will normally be a thick wire,
brown in most cars but not in all. This is
the earth wire. It's probably not a bad
idea to mark this one as well.

The speakers
On next to the speakers. My most -used
gadget after the Power Probe is so simple
it's frightening. It consists of a PP3
battery with a wired connector attached. I
use it to ascertain which of the remaining
wires are for the speakers and the
positions they occupy in the car, i.e. front
or rear, left or right.
There is no easier way to do this than to
choose one speaker wire, link it to one of
the wires from the PP3 battery and, in
turn, touch the other wires until you hear
a scratching noise from one of the
speakers. When you've ascertained which
direction the noise is coming from, make
a note of the two wires - either by
labelling them or writing down their
colours on a piece of paper. You should
eventually end up with four pairs of wires
for two front and two rear sets of
speakers.

Aerial
Should you have any wires left over after
doing this you can safely assume that one
of them is the permanent live you
couldn't find before and one of them is
for the electric aerial. The car you are
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working on may not have what you
presume is an electric aerial, but most
modern cars have an amplifier built into
the roof or a wing, or front or back window
aerial. This amplifier requires a feed from
the radio to activate it, and there will be
very poor reception if it's left off. I've seen
this happen many times. When you restore
the supply for the customer. he can be very
grateful indeed and promise to bring you
all his work in future.

Permanent live
The next job is to find out why your
permanent live is dead. This isn't as
difficult as it might seem - all you need to
do is to fmd the master fuse box. The fuse
box isn't always the easiest thing to find
however. But, working on the premise that
all cars have one, you'll eventually find it.
Once you've done this, look for the
blown fuse and replace it with one of the
same type. Then go back to your loom.
Hopefully you will now find a permanent
live. Cover the end with your insulation
tape to prevent it touching what it did
before and again blowing the fuse!

Connecting the new radio
We now come to the problem of how best
to connect the new radio to the existing
loom. If the radio's manufacturer has
fitted bullet connectors to the ends, the
easiest thing to do is to put bullet
connectors on the loom. Ensure that they
are crimped on correctly, as described in
the previous article in this series (see page
400 last month).
There is only one more thing to do: to
make sure that the permanent live and
switched live are the right way round. An
error here won't stop the radio working.
But getting it right will ensure that the car
doesn't come back to you in two days'
time because its radio can't remember the
stations your customer has just spent
hours putting in.
If there are no bullet connectors, the best
way to connect the radio is either with
butt -end connectors or, preferably, solder
and shrink-wrap insulation. Don't use
chocolate -block screw terminal strips, as
the wires may well pull out.

The 500W amplifier
Sorting out Mr Angry's problems will,
hopefully, have whetted your appetite for
this type of work, especially when he
opens his wallet to pay you. Hopefully
because it's normally at this time that Mr
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Angry's wayward son Walter Bodger
comes along and asks you to fit his 500W
amplifier in his Vauxhall Cavalier.
Before you attempt this type of job you
need to take a little time to work out where
things are going to go and to plan it
carefully. This is what makes the
difference between a professional job and
one done by Walter. The following things
need to be considered:
(1) Measure the size of the unit, then look
for an appropriately -sized place where it
can be fitted without standing out like a
sore thumb.
(2) Determine whether it will be safe to fit
the amplifier there. I don't mean safe from
being stolen. I mean that amplifiers can
get very hot and can burn the upholstery or
carpet or discolour the paintwork.
(3) Consider how it is to be attached to the
vehicle. If screws are to be used, where
can holes for them be drilled?
(4) Will there be enough space to get the
extra wiring in safely? Remember that the
bigger the amplifier the thicker the cable,
which will be harder to bend to fit neatly.
(5) Where will the 12V supply come
from? Ensure that the supply can provide
the heavy current the amplifier may need
to work.
(6) Have you got enough of the correct sized cable, for both the supply feed and
the speakers? It's important to use the
correct cable size for the speakers. This
cable can affect the frequency response,
and the speakers will not work as
efficiently as they are designed to do as
the cable doesn't pass sufficient current.

(7) Has the wire for the remote connection
between the amplifier and the radio been
allowed for?

(8) Is there a place near the amplifier for a
good earth connection?

Once these things have been considered
you are ready to start fitting the unit.
Remember that the larger the amplifier
the hotter it will run, so a good heatsink
will be needed. The boot metalwork is
suitable, or underneath the rear metal
parcel shelf - as long as it isn't
removable.

Amplifier repairs
A lot of lads bring me their amplifiers for
repair. Most of them are brand new. The
lads can't face taking the amplifier back to
the shop where it was bought: they think
the shop will refuse to give them back their
money or replace the unit as they've blown
it up themselves through incorrect fitting.
I very rarely fmd that there's anything
wrong with the amplifier, other than the
fact that the remote connection between
the car radio's electrical aerial wire and the
amplifier terminal labelled "remote" is
missing. Most people don't realise that an
amplifier, though permanently connected
to the vehicle's battery, will work only
when the car radio is switched on. It
recognises this when the 12V feed to the
amplifier's 'remote' connection is present.
The feed is present only when the radio is
switched on. It comes from the radio's
electric aerial output or via the wire
designated for this purpose and marked
accordingly.

A spotty Herbert
A rather spotty Herbert once brought his
car round to me because, according to him,
there was a radio fault and it kept blowing
fuses. In addition the sound from the
speakers was awful.
Before I removed the radio I asked him to
show me what was wrong. He put a tape
into the cassette player and turned the
volume up. Dreadful sound came from the
speakers, and I realised in seconds what
the problem was - before the fuse blew. He
had connected a large amplifier to speakers
that were obviously too small for it, and
both the radio and the amplifier were being
fed from the same overloaded live 12V
feed.

After a slight difference of opinion
between us he began to see the point about
fitting it correctly and agreed to let me do it
for him. Many pounds later, after I had
installed a proper feed and replaced the rear
speakers with higher -rated ones, he had a
satisfactory system. He was still the same
spotty Herbert, but a poorer and wiser one and probably by now a deafer one!

What now?
I could tell you many more amusing stories
about fitting radios and amplifiers, but I'll
have to leave them for another day.
Subjects I will deal with next include the
intricacies of fitting immobilisers, alarms
and CD/auto-changers. Also how to decode

car radios using the Joule A400 decoder.
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Measuring
CRT heater voltages
0

Since a tube's heater

ne of the most important voltages
in a TV set or monitor is the CRT
heater voltage. It's also one of the
hardest to measure accurately. Since the
CRT's heater voltage determines the life of
the CRT, which is the most expensive single item in a TV set, it also in effect determines the life of the set. It's seldom worthwhile nowadays fitting a replacement tube.

voltage plays a vital part
in determining its life, a
means of determining this
accurately is important.
Most meters are
unsuitable, because of the
nature of the heater
current waveform.
Denis Mott presents a
design that converts the
current to light which it
then measures

Thus correct running of the CRT's heater is
vital.

The tube's heater voltage is usually pro-

scan circuit and, ultimately, the heater voltage.

As you probably know, the CRT heater
voltage is usually specified as 63V RMS.
If the voltage is 6.5V or more the life of the
tube's cathode will be shortened.
Conversely, the if heater voltage is 0.2V or

more on the low side the cathode will
become poisoned, with the same effect.
Because of the nature of the heater current
waveform supplied by a LOPT, it's point-

less to measure the heater voltage with a
conventional meter. A true RMS meter is

vided by a winding on the line output trans-

former. It should be checked whenever a
component in the line output stage has to be

replaced. The most critical components
here are the tuning capacitors, the S-corrector/coupling capacitor, any linearity or loss
coils and, obviously, the transformer itself.

If the value of a tuning capacitor changes
by 100pF, or the HT voltage is not set correctly, the EHT and the CRT's heater voltage can vary by 5-10 per cent.
Another cause of incorrect heater voltage
is tube replacement. Maybe the original
type wasn't available, so a substitute was
fitted. In this case the heater specification
should be checked. The last group of figures in a CRT type number, e.g. "OX01",

also not accurate, because of the unsuitable
pulse length or mark/space ratio. The only

solution is to convert the pulse into a
calorific value and measure that. One
method is to convert it to heat and measure
the temperature, another is to convert it to
light and measure the intensity. The instrument described in this article does the lat-

ter. My original unit has been in use for
over fifteen years, with only occasional calibration and no adjustments.

Circuit description
Fig.
shows the circuit diagram of the
1

meter. In order to measure a voltage in a
low -impedance circuit it's important that

indicate the characteristics of the deflection
yoke, whose resistance and inductance play

the source is not loaded with additional par-

an enormous part in the tuning of the line

operational amplifier, IC1, is therefore used

allel resistance. A high input -impedance

05
IC3
R6

X D1

VR1

14
D6

14
IC1

r-

2

Light -proof box

PD1
R1

C6

no C3

T1

R4

F1

LP1

Heater V
input
0

240V
AC

R3

X D2
C1

R5
M1

D3

01
D4
IC4

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the CRT heater voltage meter.
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at the input. It's configured as a full -wave
rectifier and is a high -power type to drive a
lamp, LP1.
A BPW21 photodiode, PD1, measurers
the light output from LPL It's connected as

Variac

Fig. 2: Calibration
set-up.

part of another operational amplifier circuit, with IC2, that drives a moving -coil
meter, Ml.
Stable positive and negative supplies are
required to power the meter, so battery
operation is not recommended.

Construction
I've not included dimensions for a case
Use and operation

'

since mine was home-made, but a suitable

case from Farrell is listed in the components list. It all depends on the meter you
chose to use and what's available in the
`junk' box. Obviously for more accurate

readings a meter with a large scale is
preferable. The meter I use has a 3in. scale,

with sensitivity to provide a 0-10V FSD
reading. Any movement sensitivity within

reason can be used: the value of R7 is
selected to give an FSD of 10V, with VR2

included to provide a small amount of
adjustment.

The only other important requirement is
the optocoupling arrangement. I use a 12V,
0-18A MES-type lamp which is mounted on
the PCB with its glass nearly touching the
photodiode - to prevent thermal coupling a
gap of about 2mm is required. A light -proof
cover must be provided for the optocoupler
to prevent incident light affecting the read-

This may seem to be obvious, but care must
be taken to get correct readings. The meter
has an input and ground connection. These

must be connected the right way round:
I've experienced incorrect readings when
the wires are crossed over.
Measure the voltage with a steady beam

current - a LOPT-derived heater voltage
will vary as the beam current changes. I use
a mono grey -scale or a test pattern to ensure
a 60 per cent average beam current.

Always find the heater pin and ground
and connect the meter before applying
power. If the meter is connected incorrectly

The dimensions of my case were copied

from those old 'school -lab' type meter

Ideally the meter reading you obtain
should be 6.3V. But as we don't live in an
ideal world, +/-0-1V is acceptable.
If the EHT voltage and width are OK but
the heater voltage is high or low, adjustment of the value of the resistor in series
with the heater supply may be advisable.
But check that the EHT and other voltages
are OK first.

In conclusion
This meter will not be in use every day. But
for the cost of the components it's an invaluable instrument in any busy workshop.

Components list
item

ing. My cover was made of 1 mm plastic
sheeting painted black inside and out.

its input may be damaged.

C2/3
C4/5
C6

cases that have a sloping face.

Specification

Part no.*

22p,F, 25V radial

VH26D
VH37C
VH51F
BX03D

100µF, 25V radial
1,000µF, 25V radial
100nF, 50V ceramic radial

set-up for calibration. For optimum accura-

R4
R5/6

cy a true -reading RMS meter should be

R7

3901Q, 0.6W 1% metal film
221d2, 0.6W 1% metal film
68052, 0-6W 1% metal film
22k.Q, 0.6W 1% metal film
4.7MO, 0.6W 5% metal film
Adjust on test

used. These are a little more accurate - and
expensive - than a normal AC meter.

VR1/2

22k1) horiz. carbon presets

UH04E

scale and either cover it with paper or use
some other masking to cover the original
scale, leaving the curved line as cursor. Fit
the meter back in circuit without its cover.
Set the variac and 10142 10 -turn potentiometer VR3 for an true-RMS meter reading of 6.3V RMS. Adjust the value of the

IC1

TDA2006
LM741
LM7812
LM7912

WQ66W

IC2
IC3
IC4

D1-6

1N4001

QL73Q

calibration resistor R7 so that the heater
meter reading is at centre scale. Mark the

LP1
PD1

BT83E

scale 6.3V at this point, using a draughting

M1

pen and black ink. Then increase the AC
voltage above 63V and mark as required,
also decrease it below 6-3V and mark. I

T1

12V, 0.18A MES bulb
BPW21 photodiode
0-10V moving -coil meter
12-0-12V, 250mA
315mA delay, 20mm
DP mains switch with neon
20mm fuseholder

Calibration
As the scale is non-linear, meter calibration

must be done carefully. Fig. 2 shows the

R1

R2
R3

Before calibration, remove the meter

marked the scale at 0-1V intervals between
5.8V and 6.8V. Refit the cover after marking the scale.
The scale is not linear. Recalibration will

be necessary only if the lamp has to be
changed. The circuit parameters were chosen to keep the lamp glowing moderately,
so it should last a very long time.
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Fl
S1

M390K
M22K
M680R
M22K
M4M7

QL22Y
CR16S

AV2OW

Farnell 327-440
YJ96E
YN16S
GL54
KU99 or YX65
KU33L or RX96
Case
Farnell 722-418
Light -proof box 35 x 15 x 12mm OD

A PCB can be obtained from Denmo Electronics . E-mail
denis_mott@hotmail.com
*Maplin unless otherwise stated
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obtained from Willow Vale (part no.
19545S): its hfe (gain) figure was too high
at about 40. In addition the maker's mark
on the transistor - it looked like a stylised 5
- differed from that on the faulty transistor
removed from the set - this was a sort of
capital T. Most power transistors have a
typical hfe of between 7-14. M.D.

Binatone 01/9014
This set is similar to the Matsui 1455.
After rebuilding the power supply I found
that the sound was distorted at high -volume
levels. The cause of the fault was traced to
the 2SD400F regulator transistor Q607,
which should have approximately 12V at its
emitter. At high -volume levels there was
about 5V here. A replacement cured the
fault.
Power supply blow-up is always caused
by the chopper transistor's drive feed
capacitor C607 (470, 25V) drying out.
This can also cause line output transformer
failure. M.D.

TV FAULT FINDING
Reports from
Michael Dranfield
Gerald Smith
Graham Boor
Graham Richards
David Smith
Denis Foley
Gary Laidler
Ivan Levy, LCGI

Chris Watton
John Stacey
P. Salkeld and
Chris Dakin

Tatung T2OTD50 (D chassis)
This set was dead with the feed resistor
R427 (2252, 0.5W, 2%) to the line driver
stage open -circuit. The transistors in the
line driver stage, TR401 (BC547) and
TR402 (BC337), commonly cause failure
of R427, but not on this occasion. When a
replacement resistor was fitted it burnt up at
switch on.
Further investigation revealed that there
was no line -drive waveform, just a DC
level, at pin 37 of the TDA8361 IF/colour
decoder/timebase generator chip IC503.
The chip was OK however, the problem
being that the regulated 8V supply at pin 10
was low at 5V. Checks in the regulator
circuit then revealed that R822 (4.752, 0.5W
safety) in the feed to the series -regulator
transistor TR803 was open -circuit.
It's a good idea to resolder the line
driver transformer T401 as it's worked very
hard in this chassis and is a common source
of dry -joints. Resolder the line scan socket
as well - this will avoid future burn -ups.
M.D.

Ferguson B68N (ICC8 chassis)
We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 490 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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This set had a straightforward problem: the
line output transformer was faulty and the
output transistor was short-circuit. The new
2SD1546 line output transistor went shortcircuit after just one minute however. I
eventually discovered that the cause of the
problem was the transistor itself, which I'd

Ferguson ICC9 Chassis
The basic problem with this set was
intermittent loss of sound. In addition,
when the sound went off the
microcontroller chip would sometimes lock
up and none of the buttons on the set would
work. Switching the set off then on again
would restore normal operation, sometimes
for days. In this situation the surface mounted transistors around the
microcontroller chip are suspect. I replaced
all four, TR85 (BC848B), TR87 (BC858B),
TR90 (BC848B) and TR81, but after that
the set wouldn't come out of standby.
A lot of time was wasted before I
discovered that there's an error in the
service manual. TR81 is shown as a pnp
device. However a check with an identical
set revealed that it should be an npn type.
Once the correct type had been fitted the set
switched back on, and a lengthy soak test
proved that the sound fault had been cured.
M.D.

Sharp CS05 Chassis
This set was stuck in standby.
Disconnecting the supplies to the sound
section restored operation in the rest of the
set. Now to find the cause of the fault! I
replaced the sound output transistors and
the diodes and zener diodes in the circuit.
but the results were the same. The cause of
the trouble was the sound driver transistors
Q303 and Q304, though they read OK
when checked. G.S.

Samsung CW593
This set was dead - it wouldn't come out of
standby. The front LED would flash orange,
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and the power supply could be heard
labouring. When I checked the HT I found
that there was a short-circuit here. The cause
was C814, which is fitted in parallel with
D802. It was going short-circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation. G.S.

Aiwa VX-T1410K

Panasonic T14S3T

Goodmans GVT66WI (Bush

The job sheet for this portable set said that
there were poor, rolling pictures. When I
switched on, it was quite obvious that the
video was inverted. A scope check at IC601
confirmed this. We carry this chip in stock,
but a replacement made no difference.
Replacing the EPROM IC1205 cured the
fault. G.B.

Tatung T28W730
This 28in. widescreen set had been visited
several times in the customer's house, the
complaint being poor start-up from cold.
But the fault never showed up during any of
these visits. The set was now in the
workshop, along with another one that had
the same reported fault. General checks for
dry -joints etc. failed to reveal anything
amiss, so I contacted the manufacturer and
was told to change CP12 to 1,000g. Doing
this cured the fault in both sets. G.B.

Panasonic TX21S3T
The first of these sets that came our way
was dead because D861 had failed. We now
check this item for the fault before looking
elsewhere. G.B.

Sanyo CBP2180A A5 chassis)
Field collapse was the complaint with this
set. On checking voltages in the field
timebase I found nothing at one end of
L451, which is hidden under a blob of
hotmelt glue. A replacement restored the
field scanning. G.B.

Panasonic T14S3R
This portable came to us after being at
another dealer for some months awaiting a
replacement for IC601. On investigation I
found that the HT supply to this chip was
missing, because D861 was open -circuit. A
replacement restored normal operation.
G.B.

GoldStar CIT2570F (PC12B
chassis)
Lines on the picture it said on the job sheet.
Sure enough there were, and the remote
control didn't work either. Scope checks in
the low -voltage circuits showed that spikes
and general rubbish were present. The cure
was to replace C827 (1,0000, 25V) and
C830 (470g, 16V). These are the reservoir
capacitors for the regulated 12V and 5V
supplies respectively. G.B.
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If you get difficulty with starting up,
patterning on the pictures and/or capstan
servo pulsingAvith one of these combined
TV -video units, replace C522 (2.2g, 50V)
and C523 (100t.t.F, 50V). G.R.

11AK19 chassis)

The symptoms with this set were lack of
width and concave sides to the picture.
Checks in the EW-correction brought me to
R629 (2.752, 1/3W safety type) which was
open -circuit. A replacement restored perfect
geometry.
If you need to enter the service mode
with this set, call up the install menu then
press 4, 7, 2 and 5 in that order. G.R.

some drive at the base of Q402, but it was
less than half of what it should have been.
Q405/6 were again the cause of the fault.
G.R.

Bush 2169NTX
If the set is dead with the mains fuse
blackened, you'll probably find that the
P3NA90 chopper transistor Q1 is either
short-circuit or leaky. The cause is usually
that R4 (270k52) has gone high in value or
open -circuit. In this case R5 (680k1) had
gone slightly high as well, and was replaced
as a precaution, also Cll (47ptF) and C12
(1RF). After that the set worked normally.
Note that if the FET is replaced without
renewing R4, the chances are that it will
bloW at switch on. D.S.

Sanyo CTP3131 (80P -B14
chassis)

Alba CTV4808 (11AK19E3

The BUT11A chopper transistor Q304 was
short-circuit and the 2.752 surge -limiter
resistor 8313 open -circuit. These
components fail when the start-up feed
resistor R302 (39002) goes open -circuit.
For improved reliability fit a high -stability
resistor. G.R.

There was no tuning, though the tuning
indicator moved. The cause was traced to
Q501, which is a BF240. A BC548C seems
to be able to do the job. When one was
fitted all was well. D.S.

NEI E28G1IFXN
This set was dead with the BUZ90AF
chopper transistor T651 short-circuit. When
I checked with the NEI technical
department I was told to ensure that D653 is
type BYT52M, not type BA158 as in early
production. This can apparently be the
cause of T65 l's failure. I also checked that
the high -value resistors connected to pins 2
and 3 of the TDA4605 chopper -control chip
were OK. After attending to these points I
switched on, but the set was still dead.
There was only 255V across the mains
bridge rectifier's 220g, 400V reservoir
capacitor, which was clearly open -circuit. A
replacement brought the set back to life.
G.R.

Goodmans 255NS (Daewoo

chassis)

Crown CRV37 (11AK08 chassis)
This set was dead with the BUZ77 chopper
FET Q801 short-circuit. In addition its
0470 fusible feed resistor R809 had gone
open -circuit. When you get this situation
check R805 (3301M), which in this set had
gone very high in value. Always replace
R805 when Q801 has failed. In the interests
of reliability I also replaced C817, C831
(both 11.15, 50V) and C812 (47µF, 16V).
D.S.

Sony KV14T1U (BE4 chassis)
I've recently had two of these sets in with
the same problem. They were both dead
because of fine cracks around the line
output transformer. I was able to carry out
repairs by installing wire links. Some
people may feel that this is a bit risky, but
what else can you do? D.S.

CP775 chassis)

Sony KVM1420U (BE2A chassis)

This set was dead though the power supply
was running. A check at the base of the
2SD1207 line driver transistor Q402
showed that the drive was missing. It
comes from pin 40 of the TDA8375A chip
1501 via a pre -driver stage, which consists
of an npn/pnp pair of transistors, Q405
(2SA854) and Q406 (2SC945). These transistors were both leaky. As I didn't have the
original types I fitted equivalents -a
BC639 in the Q405 position and a BC640
in the Q406 position. This produced perfect
operation.
I've since had another of these sets with
the same symptoms. This time there was

After about fifteen minutes the picture and
sound would fade. Adjusting the volume
control would result in a slight increase in
the contrast! Q005 (DTA143TK) and R045
(4702, chip type), which appear to form
some sort of muting circuit, had been
damaged when C012 (220) had leaked
electrolyte through the PCB. Replacing
these three components cured the fault. D.F.

Hitachi CPT2660 (Salora J

chassis)

Loss of red and severe Hanover blinds is a
fault that's appeared before in these pages
(July 1990 page 678 and September 1992
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page 785). If you -find that the problem is
present after replacing the TDA2653A field
timebase chip, try adjusting the vertical
frequency control RTB400. Although the
picture will lock, the 50/60Hz switching can
be affected if RTB400 is not correctly set.
D.F.

NC C14ET1EK (Onwa chassis)
Intermittent sound and paired scanning lines
at the bottom of the screen can be the result
when R434 (0.680, 0.5W) goes high in
value. It's the surge -limiter resistor in the
rectifier circuit for the LOPT-derived 12V
supply. D.F.

Sharp DV6635H (BCTV-A
chassis)
There was bad EW distortion and the field
scan covered only the top half of the screen.
I decided to look into the EW fault first. and

in the line output stage but couldn't find
any. When the feed to the LOPT was
disconnected, the set started up with the
correct HT and line drive. So the LOPT was
checked out of circuit with a tester It was
OK. Next, the lead from the LOFT to the
EHT splitter was disconnected. Once again
the set started up. The EHT splitter, which
is near the green gun, was faulty. I.L.

Sharp DV6635H (BCTV-A
chassis)
This set was dead and there was a smell of
burning. I soon spotted the culprit, which
was the 1nF, 2kV disc capacitor C706 in the
chopper transistor's collector circuit. A
replacement restored the picture but there
was an EW fault. The diode modulator
circuit was OK, the cause of the fault being
the TDA3850 field/EW output chip. C.W.

found that L604 (151.111) in the drive to the

Tatung TUNOA51

diode modulator had melted. When I looked
for the cause I came to C607 (0.56µ.F, 250V)
in the line scan current path. It read 27pF
when checked with a capacitance meter.
Once these two components had been
replaced there was a good picture. The field
fault had gone, maybe because the EW fault
had overloaded the TDA8350Q chip IC500,
which provides both the field scan and EW
drive outputs. G.L.

This set sometimes failed to start up, though
HT was present. The standby LED went out
when the set was turned on with the
handset, but it didn't start. The cause of the
trouble was the LM317 regulator IC802.
C.W.

Mitsubishi CT25A5STX (Euro
14SF chassis)
There was field collapse and checks showed
that 2551 (SOC3150) was open -circuit and
D553 (BYD33G) short-circuit.
Replacements were fitted, but when the set
was switched on D553 promptly went black
and 2551 open -circuit. When I checked
with the circuit diagram again I found that
this supply also feeds the TEA2031 EW
correction chip IC5E1, which was shortcircuit between pins 5 and 6. I decided to
check the rest of the components in the EW
correction circuit and found that L555
(1501) had shorted turns. Once these items
had been replaced and a few adjustments
had been carried out there was a good
picture. G.L.

Ferguson TX92 chassis
This set was dead with the 2.5AT mains
fuse FP01 open -circuit and the MOSFET
chopper transistor TP16 short-circuit. TP16
fails when RP11, one of a string of three
1801d2 resistors that's connected to pin 2 of
the TDA4605 chopper control chip IP01,
goes open -circuit. It's quite a common fault.

I.L.

Ferguson RP46 rear projector
At switch on the red standby LED came on
then went off. On investigation I found that
a buzzing noise came from the chopper
transformer: the power supply appeared to
be overloaded. I checked for obvious shorts
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Bush 1407 (Onwa chassis)
There were strange intermittent faults with
this set: on -screen graphics, the volume
would turn up by itself, tuning and remote
operation would be lost. The cause was the
1N4148 diode D602. C.W.

Toshiba 349P9B
There were no signals, the field scanning
was folded up and there were lines on the
raster. The cause was R327 (6.252) which
was open -circuit. C.W.

Hitachi C2119T (GIPS chassis)
If the set is stuck in standby, go straight to
R903 (82k0) which is adjacent to the
BUTI2AF series chopper transistor Q903.
If a replacement doesn't cure the fault,
check whether the LA7836 field output chip
IC601 is short-circuit. J.S.

Pye 25KX2101
There was no audio output from this nice
little mains/battery colour portable. I
noticed that the resolderable fuse resistor
R401 had sprung. When this had been
resoldered there was distorted sound, which
suggested that the TDA4190 audio output
chip was faulty. Unfortunately it seems to
be impossible to obtain this device.
However further checks showed that the
470g.F, 40V audio output coupling capacitor
C431 was short-circuit. J.S.

Panasonic TX25T2 (Alpha 2W
chassis)
I've had this fault before: the symptoms are
excessive height with top foldover. The
cure is to replace R469 (1500) which goes

open -circuit. It's in the field feedback
network. You will find it under a white
ceramic resistor next to the line output
transformer. P.S.

Bush 2872NTX (I IAK19ES
chassis)
When you switch one of these sets on the
red standby LED glows: it turns to green
when you select a station. But not with this
one. The LED flickered a low green and
was dead. It didn't take long to establish
that the 5V supply was missing. R867
(0.33D) was open -circuit. P.S.

Hitachi C28WD2TN
This set produced a dull red raster. Checks
showed that the tube's voltages were all
wrong. On investigating further I
discovered that two of the 5600 cathode
feed resistors R807/8/9 had burnt out
because of an internal short in the tube. A
replacement tube is expensive. P.S.

Bush 2850NTX/A (Schneider

chassis)

There was no line -scan operation. The scan
plug and socket had melted, so as a start I
removed them and soldered the wires
directly to the PCB. But there was still no
scanning, because the scan coupling/correction capacitor C307 (330nF) was open circuit. Resoldering a number of dry -joints
completed the repair. C.D.

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro 2
chassis)
This set would run for about five seconds
then trip. It would then run and trip again.
No sound or picture appeared. After about
five minutes of running and tripping the set
would come on with a good picture and
sound. A phone call to Panasonic brought
the suggestions that the EAROM or the
video processor chip could be the cause of
the problem, but replacements didn't help.
When I tried freezing the various ICs I
found that application of freezer to the
MSP3410-15 audio processor chip IC2101
brought the tripping state back. A new chip
solved the problem.
When ordering this IC from Panasonic,
add TV after the type number. Otherwise a
surface -mounted version of the device
that's used for VCRs will arrive. C.D.

Sharp 66CS-03H (CS chassis)
The field scanning in the lower half of the
screen was perfect, but the upper half was
very distorted. A check on the 45V supply,
at C619, showed that it was low - about
15V. The following components were
responsible: R643 (5.6f2), which was
overheating; the surface -mounted 10V
zener diode D623, which was leaky; and
the lA protector R632, which was open circuit. Once these items had been replaced
there was a good picture. C.D.
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5 -in -1 di ital multi -tester
Reader offer price £49.99

fully inclusive

Complete with batteries, holster, test leads and temperature probe
Now you can record measurements together with
readings of environmental conditions temperature, humidity, light level and even sound
pressure - using just one meter, the DT21. This
3.5 -digit multi -tester even checks transistors.
Sound level readings in decibels are taken via the
meter's inbuilt microphone. The light function relies on
a very stable long -life diode - also built in - and is fully
cosine corrected for the angular incidence of light.
Relative humidity sensing - with direct reading in
percentage - is taken using an inbuilt sensor, as is
ambient temperature in °C. A probe is also supplied for
making localised temperature readings. Alternatively,
you can use any K -type thermocouple.
The digital multimeter performs AC/DC voltage, DC
current, resistance measurement and audible continuity,
diode, transistor hFE test.

Features
1 1 functions: measures sound level, light, humidity,
temperature, DC voltage, AC voltage, DC current,
resistance, transistor, diode and continuity test.
31i, large LCD with indications for lux, °C, %RH and
dB.

Sound level: from 35dB to 100dB with C weighting,
0.1dB resolution.
Light: levels ranging from 0.1 lux to 20000Iux.
Humidity: from 25%RH to 95%RH with 0.1 %RH
resolution and fast time response.
Temperature: -20 to 200°C and -20 to 1200°C
ranges

Transistor hFE, 0-1000 with 10pA base current
Diode test current 1.4mA
Separate jack for 10A current measurement
1M.C1 input impedance

wimiegaws
For a PDF file of the meter's manual, e-mail
eworld.orders@rbi.co.uk with the subject heading
'Meter manual'.

Use this coupon to order your DT21 multimeter
Please send me
DT21(s) at the special offer price of £49.99
each. Note that the price includes VAT and recorded UK delivery.
Please add £5 for overseas orders.
Name

Company (if any)

220V DC or RMS AC maximum overload for 200mV
DC range, 600V RMS AC on other DC ranges

Address

Voltage and current and resistance
DC volts
Range

Resolution Accuracy

200.0mV

0.1mV

20.00V
600V

10mV
1V

±0.5% of rdg, ±2dig.
±1% of rdg, ±2dig.

AC volts
200.0V
600V

100mV
1V

±1.2% of rdg, ±10dig.
±1.2% of rdg, ±-10dig.

DC current
200.OpA

0.1pA
100pA
10mA

11% of rdg, ±2dig.
±1.2% of rdg, ±2dig.
±2% of rdg, t5dig.

200.00

0.10

±0.8% of rdg, ±4dig.

2.0001(0

10
1000

200.0mA
10A
Resistance

200.0k0
2.000Mi2

l k52

±0.8% of rdg, ±2dig.
11% of rdg, ±2dig.

Phone number/fax

Total amount

£

Make cheques payable to Reed Business Information Group.
Or. please debit my credit card.
Card type (Switch/MasterNisa etc.)
Card No
Expiry date
Issue no
Please mail this coupon to Television together with payment. Alternatively fax credit card details with
order on 020 8652 8111.
Address orders and all correspondence relating to this order to DT210ffer. Television, Quadrant
House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

Terrestrial DX and satellite TV reception reports.
News on terrestrial TV and satellite band changes.
The Smartsat D2000 dish alignment meter
reviewed. Roger Bunney reports

DX and Satellite Reception
The MIR space station fmally burnt up over the South Pacific
during late March: in effect as a mega meteor. I wonder, had
it burnt out over Europe, whether we would have experienced
fantastic signal reflections from the South East? - the MIR path
always showed a sinewave track, generally heading towards the
SE, when it was near the UK. In theory, the answer would have
been yes. Incidentally those who live near an airport can make use
of the fact that aircraft reflect signals, which often display a
`steam -train chuffmg effect'. Airline timetables could well help
with aircraft -scatter DXing.
There are encouraging signs for the 2001 Sporadic E season. In
a recent letter Peter Schubert mentions SpE reception in chs. E3
and E4 on March 3rd, 11th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 24th.
Unfortunately the signals all consisted of programming, so no
identification was possible. It's nevertheless a hopeful sign for the
coming months.
Down under, our Australasian colleagues are experiencing the
end of their current SpE season. In an e-mail Todd Emslie
(Sydney) says there were reports of SpE reception from all over
Australia on February 24th, with double -hop reception in Perth,
over a distance of some 2,000 miles. A bonus was reception from
SE Asia via long -hop SpE coupled with evening transequatorial
skip. Numerous Chinese signals in chs. Cl and C2 (same as RI
and R2) were received and reception of Thai TV (Nakhom
Ratchasima, 48.239589MHz) and East Malasian TV (Limband,
48.2513MHz) was confirmed. Dramatic catches were KHON-TV
Honolulu and KHBC-TV Hilo, Hawaii, both ch. A2, and DCRTV
Dubai ch. E2 (48.250058 MHz). Todd comments that the Class 2
TEP flutter resembles a "sleighbell sound". The ch. A2 and E2
pictures were received between 2150-2300 UTC. Incidentally the
Australian TV station RTQO at Toowoomba is still on air. Todd
provides information on how to measure VHF TV carriers down to
1Hz resolution at his web site,
www.geocities.com/toddemslie/Tevhftvlist.htm
live relay of
the shooting at

A

Santana High
School, San
Diego on March
30th, carried by
Reuters from the
local NBC
station.
Reception via
NSS K at 21-51N.
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Satellite sightings
It's unusual nowadays to come across an analogue test pattern
from a previously unknown satellite. While checking out my new
dish installation however, and trying to fmd the 45° and 48°E
locations with the new actuator arm. I came across strong colour
bars at 11.646GHz H. There was no audio. Once I'd found the 45°
and 48°E slots it seemed that the colour bars had come from about
51-52°E. My first thought was that this could possibly be the
recently -launched Eurobird, on test before being moved to its
destination at 28°E. It subsequently transpired that the satellite
concerned was Anatolia, which is at 50°E, and that Eurobird had
been testing at 33°E, also with analogue signals but in this case at
12-542GHz V.
While waiting a motor and rear dish cover for the new

installation I've kept it mainly directed between 21-31°W, with a
taped up polythene bag for protection from the persistent rain.
While checking Intelsat 801 (31.5°W) during late afternoon on the
21st a corporate Rome feed appeared with an Italian car/jeep doco
and commercials. This was at 11-024GHz V (SR 5632, FEC 3/4).
The Italian uplink cut at 1745 GMT and a minute later was
replaced with a TF-1 news feed from Tours, where a massive land
slip had occurred. Meanwhile TES -10 Marseilles had fired up at
10.964GHz V with indoor football. BT TES 42 at 10-983GHz V
was active with a live foot-and-mouth news item from Anglia TV
while BT TES 43 at 10.988GHz V was uplinking a live interview
with a householder who lived near Hambledon, Hants. Her house
was seen amidst a huge lake, and may have to be demolished.
There was a story about planning permission, which shouldn't
have been granted in an area known by locals to be subject to
flooding. All these signals had the SR 5632, FEC 3/4 parameters.
I also received from Intelsat 801 a weak analogue signal at
11.159GHz V. Even with full threshold extension a recognisable
picture couldn't be obtained. As the video was positive -going, the
signal could have been 'bleed -through' from a C -band (4GHz)
downlink. A check on the listing for 801 shows only Tele Sahel in
C band. It's a Secam analogue signal that's present from about
1800 to 2300 GMT.
On March 18th I noticed, from NSS K (21.5°W), colour bars
with the caption "Eutherapie MVS". This was on a VYVX
Washington uplink via the BT lease at 11.556GHz H (5632, 3/4).
Eventually a medical programme from the American College of
Cardiology appeared, with French -language sound.
Edmund Spicer (Littlehampton) reports that Astra 1D has
moved to 24-5°E. He received an analogue PAL trailer for Castle
Vision at 10.744GHz H, with a 1kHz audio tone at 7.02/7.20MHz.
The trailer was also present in digital form at 10.847GHz V (SR
23566, FEC 7/8). Edmund also reports reception of RTKZ Kosovo
in clear PAL from Eutelsat W2 (16°E) at 11.431GHz V. This was
at approximately 1700-2100 GMT. Edmund originally used his
60cm dish for distance learning from French TV via Telecom 2C
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at 3°E. It has now moved to 8°W, displacing 2B which is now co located with the Russian Express 2 satellite at 11°W. Roy Carmen
(Dorking) notes. that news is often present here at 12.698GHz H
(6111, 3/4) - this is likely to be from the Telecom rather than the
Express satellite.
The foot and mouth epidemic has been much in the news
recently. At the end of February I came across a report from Solo
Sat Comms at an unnamed farm in the Northern UK. This was via
Eutelsat H F3 (21.5°E) at 11.039GHz H (5632, 3/4). A couple of
days later I came across another F and M report, via Eutelsat W2
(16°E), this time from Germany. There were airshots from a
newscopter via the German sat truck DSNG-6 for Globecast
Teleport, London. Reception was at 11-134GHz H (5632, 3/4).
Eutelsat II F3 became the main carrier of news about the Selby
rail disaster. Within a few hours at least five uplink trucks were
active in the crash area, including one at Pontefract Hospital. To
avoid complication. newsfeeds tend to use similar frequencies dayby-day for their studio links. Usually few bother with encryption,
which is hardly necessary for the short uplink periods. The
commonly -used 10-995. 11.039, 11.072, 11.647 and 11.692GHz
frequencies, all H with SR 5632 and FEC 3/4, were present during
the Selby reporting. 11.072GHz is used by the ITN Scottish News
Bureau.
On March 30th there was another high school shooting in the
USA: Reuters carried live TV helicopter pictures. with shots of the
school and the police in action, via NSS K at 11-462GHz V (5632,
3/4).
The Balkans' satellite channel RTS-Sat has continued its
wanderings. It moved from Express 3A at 11°W to Eutelsat II F4
at 28.5°E and has now moved back again. Check at 11.659GHz V
(SR 2894, FEC 3/4). Another wanderer is Iran National TV which
has now arrived at Eutelsat W2 (16°E). Check at 11.303GHz V
(SR 3000, FEC 3/4).
Hugh Cocks (Algarve, Portugal) mentions receiving. Colombian
(Spanish) FM radio at 269.74MHz with a scanner. It's relayed
inadvertently via Fleetsatcom capacity at around 15°W: the
satellite picks up a studio -to -transmitter feed at about 300MHz,
downconverts and transmits it. Brazilian pirates can sometimes be
heard at 260-528MHz. They use modified amateur 2m equipment,
feeding about 10W to a Yagi aerial directed at the Fleetsatcom
satellite. This relays the signals to Europe for the folks back home
in Iberia. They, in turn, can reply, using similar equipment. I've
heard various 250-270MHz signals using a basic scanner and a
discone aerial. A cut -to -frequency dipole or a small Yagi would
greatly enhance such signals.

Broadcast news
USA: The digital terrestrial TV system saga continues. While the

FCC has decided to retain 8VSB modulation, the NAB and MSTV
boards have both confirmed that there are problems with it and
have stated that there is an "urgent need for swift and dramatic
improvement in the performance of the present US digital TV
system". A programme of research for improvement is being
encouraged to overcome shortcomings in transmission and
reception. Signal reflection in particular causes severe problems,
especially when indoor aerials are used.
Latvia: The authorities have given TV3 a national licence. It also
transmits in Lithuania and Estonia, and plans to extend coverage
across the whole region.

Satellite news
Eurobird is now in position at 28-5°E. with coverage of western
Europe including the British Isles. It's intended for TV use,
including DTH transmissions (45cm dishes). corporate
applications and cable head -end feeds. BT Broadcast Services has
leased a transponder with options on two more. It will therefore be
able to offer downlinks to broadcasters, bypassing Sky - four
broadcasters have already signed up. In addition BT is developing
its own call centre, billing and subscriber management operation.
With ITV intending to go digital at 28°E, it will be interesting to
see which platform it adopts.

A noisy RSL TV logo from The Oxford Channel. Received by Simon
Pearson in Chipping Norton.

Intelsat has ordered an all Ku -band satellite, to be called APR3. which is due to go into orbit at 85°E in early summer 2002. It
will provide Asian coverage, and Chinese operator Sinosat has
already leased six transponders. Intelsat now has ten satellites on
order for launch during the next three years.
Because of extensive hacking, Italian pay -TV operator Telepui
has changed from Irdeto to Seca/Mediaguard encryption.
Subscribers are being offered twelve months free rental of a
Mediaguard box.
Spanish Canal Satellite now has more digital (11 million) than
analogue (890,000) subscribers. Since a substantial increase in
subscription charges, many subscribers are using pirate cards often to obtain premium channels after paying for a basic package.
Radio Caroline is to be carried in digital form by Astra from
both the 19.2° and 28.2°E positions. Analogue transmission from
19.2°E has ceased.

Aerial Techniques
59Wateombe Road, Southbourne., Bournemouth, Dorset BH6 3LX
Tel: 01202-423555

,r

Fax: 01202-425055

E-mail: atech(a'dircon.co.uk

THOMSON MULTISTANDARD
NICAM TELEVISIONS
21"

25"

28"

211'1251728" PAL/SECAM/NTSC colour TV
(with infra -red remote control)
21'125"/28' black matrix picture tube Multi -system reception (8
systems) Voltage: 165-265v, 50/60Hz 2 Scan sockets Nicam
digital stereo Fastext Headphone socket On screen display

Remote control Sleep timer
Covers VHF (bands 1, 2 and 3), UHF, plus in between cable channels.
PAL System I (for UK); PAL Systems B/G (for Europe); PAL System D
(for China); SECAM L (for France); SECAM D/K (for Eastern Bloc);
SECAM BIG. Including NTSC 3.58MHz via the Scan.

21" model
25" model
28" model

Pace

£299.00
£349.00
£399.00

250

Digital Satellite Receiver
Complete system including 60cm
For reception of BBC1, BBC2, Channel 4,
Channel 5, BBC Choice, BBC
inc VAT
Knowledge and
BBC News 24.
You may also subscribe to Sky pay to view channels.

£399.00

No subscription to pay. No phone line connection required.

We now stock multi -region DVD players. Ring for latest details!

FULLY COMPREHENSIVE 35 PAGE CATALOGUE
Available by return of post for only £1.50 or ring with your
credit card (fully refundable on first purchase over £20).
WE SUPPLY/STOCK THE VARIOUS EQUIPMENT WITHIN.
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Overnight
delivery by

imured courier

00.00
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Review:
The

Smartsat
D2000 dish
alignment
meter
Aerial Techniques recently sent me a
small satellite dish alignment meter
to try out. It's made by Graham Capener
of Capener Electronics. Graham has
designed and produced several extremely
useful pieces of test and servicing equipment over the years, including a CRT
reactivator and a rotary -tuned signal strength meter. He specialises in basic,
easy -to -use gear at sensible prices to fill
various gaps in the range of what's generally available.
The D2000 is for external use when
carrying out Astra dish alignment, with
either digital or analogue signals. It's also
suitable for Hot Bird installations. The
meter is compact and is housed in a substantial hammer -grey steel case. Its cream
front panel may seem to be rather
crammed, but is well laid out for ease of
use. Overall measurements are 15cm
wide, 12.2cm deep including front -knob
projections, and 7.5cm high. Weight is
approximately 930g including the
leatherette case.
Power is provided by a 10.8V NiCad
battery pack that consists of nine AA batteries. They are charged from an unregulated 12V plug -top power supply. The
recharge orange LED glows brightly for
the five -hour topping -up cycle. This
keeps the average LNB running for about
80 minutes continuously and also provides 15/18V for V/H polarisation switch-
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ing (or bandswitching where required). If
a short is detected across the output, the
meter shuts down. There's a low -battery
warning LED, and the meter can be
switched to check on battery condition.
The main feature however is the
D2000's ability to monitor both digital
and analogue signals. A front -panel toggle switch is moved to up for analogue
and down for digital.
The review meter was fitted with the
Version 1 PCB. Meters are now fitted
with the CAD -engineered Version 2 PCB.

In use
The leaflet says that the D2000 is "very
easy to use". It is. The F socket connector
and all controls are on the front panel.
There are analogue/digital and
vertical/horizontal polarisation switches
adjacent to the F socket. The upper left
four -position rotary switch has off, battery -test, signal -level and LNB-voltage
positions. When battery test is selected
the meter needle should pass the `bt
mark'. The signal -level position is for up
the ladder work: the meter needle is
deflected as the dish is peaked for maximum signal (remember to switch to analogue or digital for 19.2°/28-2°E dish
alignment). The LNB-voltage position
gives indication of the output from the
receiver indoors. But when the green 'set'
button is depressed the meter indicates its
own output to the LNB, which should be
either 15V or 18V depending on the setting (V/H) of the second toggle switch. A
central red LED provides a warning glow
when the D2000 is switched on.
Once you've got used to it, operation
is simple. The leaflet stresses the need
first to confirm whether you are carrying
out an analogue (19-2°E) or digital
(28.2°E) dish alignment. Check with a
compass, then switch the meter for the
relevant type of incoming signal.

To align the dish, switch to position 3
then press the 'set' button to apply LNB
voltage to the cable. If the green LED
above the F socket remains out, there's a
short-circuit somewhere. If the green
LED is alight and the D2000 emits an
`audio tone' (actually a loud buzz) there's
an open -circuit, e.g. the cable is disconnected. An experienced dish installer
commented favourably on the 'gain' control, which enables the meter signal level
to be backed off so that it doesn't slam
into the end stop while dish peaking. It's
not an eyes -down only meter, since there
is also an audio tone that varies with signal strength. The leatherette case that
hangs around your neck balances well
and is comfortable.

Charging
The red warning (low) LED below the
meter comes on when the battery pack
needs recharging. In this event plug the
D2000 into the charger. Watch for the
orange charge LED to glow, then settle
down to something else.
The 13A plug -top power supply runs
warm in the charge position. This seems
to be the way of all things nowadays.

Conclusion
This is a solid, well -made signal -level
meter that's intended for dish alignment
with strong signals from either the Astra
or Hot Bird satellites. It caters for both
digital and analogue inputs and is much
more versatile than the usual alignment
devices. The meters are not production line jobs from the Far East: they are
freshly -made to order.The D2000 costs
£139.95 plus £5 post and packing (in the

UK). It's available from Aerial Techniques (see advertisement on page 487) or
Capener Electronics, 19 William Bandy
Close, Wing, Leighton Buzzard, Beds
LU7 OTY, phone 01296 682 030). R.B.
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STILL AVAILABLE PREVIOUSLY
ADVERTISED WITH PHOTOS

MARCONI 2019A

SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT
GOULD OS 300 OSCILLOSCOPE

MARCONI 8930 AF Power Meter. Sinad Measurement
UnUSed
£100
'

MARCO. ''''' - No '''' '

.

....... Osc. ..........

..... ....
........Low
..
distortion
.......... __._....._._
........... __.£75-£125
:31 BMAS in Ever Ready Case, with leads etc
280

GOULD

£400

Avos from ISO

H.P. 3312A Fun Gen 0.1Hz-13MHz
AM/FM Sweep/Tri/Gate/Burst etc. H.P. 3310A Fun
Gen 0.005Hz-5MHz
K125
Sine/Sq/Tfi/Ramp/Pulse FARNELL LFM4 Sine/Sq
Oscillator 1014z-1MHz
£125
Low distortion. TTLOutput. Amplitude Meng H.P.
545A Logic Probe with 546A Logic Pulser......£90
and 547A Current Tracer
FLUKE 77 Multimeter 314 digit liandheld.........£60
FLUKE 77 Series 11
....£70
HEME 1000 LCD Clamp Meter 0-1000k In
Carrying Case
£60

RACAL 9008
AUTOMATIC
MODULATION
METER AM/FM

:ODWILL EFC80106 Freq. Counter 1Hz-120MHz
175
L :YIP/ILL SVT427 Dual Ch AC MIlivoltmeter..£100-1125
V -300V in 12 Ranges Freq 10flz-1MHz

S:i.ARTRITII 7150 DMM &A digit True RMS - IEEE
.195-£150
SOLARTRON 7150 Plus
RACAL TRUE RMS VOLTMETERS

£200

9916 Counter. 113112-520MHz

_

£250

H.P. 8492A Attenuator DC-186Hz 0-6dB
APC7
£95
MANY OTHER ATTENUATORS, LOADS,
COUPLERS etc AVAILABLE

DATRON 1061 HIGH QUALITY 5%
DIGIT BENCH MULTIMETER

True RMS/4 wire Res/CurredD
Convertor/IEEE
MARCONI TF2015 AM/PM sit gen. 10-520MHz.._._ £175
RACAL 9008 Auto Mod Meer. 15411*-26Hz
£200
LEVELL TG2000MP RC OscRator.1Hz-11Aftz
£50
Sine/Sq. Meter. eatery operated (ham. not supplied)
FARNELL In Sine Sq. Osa...tor.
£75
RACAL/AIM 9343M LCR Dambridge. Digital Auto__ £200

81E67A Synthesised 2.18GHz Sig Gen

.__£4000

ILP.8667A Syremesed 100kitz-10411MHz Sig Gen...._......£2000

H.P.8656BSyrimsiseci IGO:Hz-99MHz Sig Gen..__.......£1350
H.P 8656A Syntesise0 100'dt-93CMHz Sig
HP.8640AAWFM500rHz-1024MHz Sq
._....... £403
H.P.E640A AWFM 50Crdiz-512t1Hz Sig

M.15223 100kHz.180MHz with 200MHz Sig Gee Reg
*

£400

- CLASSIC AVOMETER DA 116
DIGITAL 3.5 DIGIT
.
COMPLETE WITH BATTERIES
AND LEADS

ONLY

(ED

SOLARTRON 7045 BENCH
MULTIMETER
4% digit BRIGHT
LED WITH LEADS

ITS SO CHEAP YOU SHOULD HAVE IT AS A SPARE

HUNTRON TRACKER Model 1000._ .......... ....£125
H.P. 5315A Universal Counter. 1GHz. 2-ch
LUKE 8050A DMM 4% cbgd 2A True RMS

c80
£75
c5

FLUKE 8010A DMM 3:. toit 10A

TIME 1051 Low Ohm Res Box

0.01ohm to 1M Ohm in
0.01ohm steps. Unused

:1)

STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL
Telephone: (0118) 9268041 Fax: (01151 9351696
Callers welcome Gam-5.30om Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

ONLINE SHOPPING
CHEAPER AND EASIER
www.elclondon.co.uk
TV, VIDEO SPARES AND ELECTRICAL ITEMS

..0..
DUIRACEL1:
-

£1000
MARCONI 2382100Hz-400MHz High Resolulion.U000
B & K 2033R Signal Analyser
£1500
H.P 182 with 8557 10kHz-350MHz_
£500
MARCONI 2370
... from MO
HP141 Systems 8553 11d-lz-110fAHz from
£500

8554 5001(Hz-1250MHz from £750; 8555 10MHz1801-tz

.

:-:titucle Analyser_

C.1500

£1251

DkTisai-A=CalMlifirreler 5'i.-ThdigL1065/1061N1071_

from £1000

UNUSED OSCILLOSCOPES

t

I MUNIXTAS485 4 Ch 200MHz etc
£900
H P.546008 Duel Trace 100MHz 201AS
£900
TEKTRONIX THS720A Dual Trace LCD 100MHz MOWS
£900
HITACHI VC6523 Dual Dace 20MHz 20665 Delay Cursors

Jan 330-160

OSCILLOSCOPES
RP 536C6 Frequerry Counler 20G4z..
RP. a3JI 101.0-18GHz Frequency Counter-

BAK Pa,...QUIrktr type 4366---._._._...___._......_.._..£370
HP HMO Dual Diectioral
Eli 11310 Dual Medians! C,expler 21.4Hz18GHz._....._.£130
TEKITONIX P61093 Probe 100MHz Readout. Unused.
TEKTROMX PEI06A Rote 250M1-tz Readout. Unused..

£85

41042003 Auto Mod Meler.10Hz-24Gt. Urnze6a69
U.,17. 33'

2335 Mod Teter, 5001thz-26Hz..

ROHDE & SCHWARZ APN 62
SYNTHESISED 1 Hz-260kHz
SIGNAL GENERATOR. BALANCED/
UN -BALANCED OUTPUT. LCD DISPLAY

ONLY 4E)

H.P. 35804 Audio Analyser 5112-50kHz. As new

L.WR:l Sig DM S-5207.116_:____..1250

£75

9918 Come; 10Hz-560MHz. 9-MgiL
150
FARRELL AMM255 Automatic Mod Meter 1.5MHz-26Hz.

H.P. 8494A Attenuator DC-4GHz 0-1 1dB
N/SMA

H.P. 853A (Dig Frame) vAth 8559A 1001dt-216Hz _.E2750
1:525-1750

9904 Unix:sal Timer Counter. 50MHz

.._ _

ONLY 40110

EATON/AILTECH 757 0.001-220Hz
£2500
TEKTRONIX 492 50KHz-18GHz
£3500
H.P. 85586 with Main frame 100kHz-1500MHz £1250

WAGON! 2022E Synthesised A.'47./2 Sg Gel
OKHz.1.01Gl4z LCD Cimay etc

PP

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
ADVAI1TEST R32614 9111-1z-2.6GHz Synthesised .. £4000

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER ONLY
IT'S SO CHEAP YOU SHOULD
£95
REPLACE THAT OLD SCOPE

9300 5Hz-20MHZ usable to 601,11t, 10V -311V .
.£95
93008 vcrmon
£150
930119302 RF Version to 1.56 Hz from
E200-£300
HIGH DUMMY RACAL COUNTERS

Unused_

1.5MHz-26Hz

DUAL TRACE 20MHz
TESTED WITH MANUAL

.........

MARCONI 2610 True RMS Voltmeter Autorangin 5Hz..
2511Hz-.. ..... _ .....
...... £195

AM/FM synthesised signal
generator 80KHz-1 040MHz

NOW ONLY

'''''

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS TEST SETS
MARCONI 2955/2955A
from £2000
SCHLUMBERGER 4040
£1250

from £750

41D

H.P. 5: '. 2E 22 ?SU 0-60V: 0-5041000W
FARNELL AP6a60 ikW Autorangieg
FARRELL H60/500 -60V; 0-508
FARNELL H60/250 -60V; 0-258
Power Supply HPS3010 0-30V; 0-10A
FARNELL L30-2 0-30V; 0-2A
FARNELL 130-10-30V; 0-1A
Many other Power Supplies avaIlable
Isolating Transformer 240(1 In/Out 500VA

£100
£1000
£750
£400
£140
£80
£60

£40

PORTABLE APPLIANCE TESTER
MEGGER PAT2
Only £180

PHILIPS PM3092 2+2 Ch 200MHz.. Delay etc
£800. As new
£950
PHILIPS PM3082 2+2 Ch 100MHz Delay etc
£700. As new
£800
TEK TAS465 Dual Trace 100MHz. Delay
£800
TEK 24656 4 Ch 400MHz. Delay Curs
£1250
TEK 2465 4 Ch 300MH7. Delay Curs
£900
TEK 2445/AB 4Ch 150MHz. Delay etc £500-£900
TEK 468 Dig Storage. Dual 100MHz Delay £450
TEK 466 Analogue Storage. Dual 100MHz £250
TEK 485 Dual Trace 350MHz. Delay
£600
TEK 475 Dual Trace 200 MHz. Delay
£400
TEK 465B Dual Trace 100MHz. Delay
£325
PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHzDelay
£250-£300
GOULD 051100 Dual Trace 30MHz. Delay..£200
HAMEG HM303.4 Dual Trace 30MHz
£325
HAMEG HM303 Dual Trace 30MHz
£300
NAMED HM203.7 Dual Trace 20MHz
£250
FARNELL DTV20 Dual Trace 20MHz
£180
MANY OTHER OSCILLOSCOPES AVAILABLE

RACAL RECEIVER RA1772

50KHz -30MHz LED DISPLAY
BASICALLY WORKING

USED EQUIPMENT - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
This is VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before
ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage.

Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS?
A phone call to us could get a
result. We offer an extensive
range and with a World-wide
database at our fingertips, we arc able
to source even more. We specialise in
devices with the following prefix
(to name but a few).
2N 2SA.2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2S1 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 61\11740 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BI BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BFS BFT BFW BFX BFY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV
BUW I3UX BUY BUZ CA CD DX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD-HEF ICL ICM IRF j KA
KEA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MANLAB MAX MB
MC MDA J NUE MIFF MM IvLN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC I'N RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM STRS SV1 T TA TAA TAG TBA TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC 'IMP TIVIS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZiN
T_ TX + many others

We can also offer equivalents (at customers' risk).

ELC EAST LONDON COMPONENTS
59/63 PLASHET GROVE, LONDON E6 lAD.
TWO MINUTES WALK FROM UPTON PARK TUBE STATION

TEL: 020 8472 4871 OR 020 8472 8899
FAX: 020 8503 5926
E-mail: sales@elclondon.co.uk
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We also stock a full range of other electronic components.
Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.
VISA

Connect

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET

Te1:020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441
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Dell P991
If you fmd that Q507 or Q901 is short-circuit, C507, C644 and C914 should also be

replaced. The part no. is 113618791. There
was a batch problem with these capacitors,
also with a similar capacitor (C660) in the
power supply, which also fails causing a
dead monitor. In this case the part no. is
110434121. When Q901 has blown, Q902
and R934 should also be replaced: with
Q507 blown, replace IC502, Q506 and
R511. R.T.

ICL Ergo PRO 14C (7134T)

MONITORS
Fault reports from
Roger Thomas
Ian Field
Geoff Butcher

A. Rawson Williams
Gerry Mumford and
Duncan Newell

We welcome fault reports from readers
- payment for each fault is made shortly
after publication.
Reports can be sent by post to:

Television, Fault Reports
Anne Boleyn House,
9-13 Ewell Road,
Cheam,

Surrey SM3 8BZ
or e -mailed to:
tessa2@btinternet.com
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Two of these Acer manufactured monitors
came in with different cases but very similar innards and identical faults - dead:
Simple: the start-up resistors were open circuit (everyone knows where they are in
this chassis by now!). In one monitor the
two resistors were both 33k52, 2W, as
usual, but in the other one they were both
27k.Q. Handy to know next time the stock
of 33kf2 types is exhausted!
After repair the first monitor worked
very nicely for such an old model, but the
second one turned out to have a purity error
at the top right-hand corner. It was faintly
visible across most of the top of the screen.
There wasn't much point in checking the
degaussing circuit, because tilting the monitor to the right made the purity problem
worse while tilting it to the left cured the
error - the shadowmask was loose.
I didn't have an Hitachi
M341CDD80X06 tube in stock, so I rummaged around in the spares room for
another Acer monitor of similar age. The
only one I could find was a 7033D/K6C,
which is quite a bit older. It was fitted with
a Panasonic M34KNZD80X05 tube, which
didn't have so many 'out -rigger' coils
extending from the main deflection yoke.
But once it had been installed everything
was fine - except that there was lack of
height. Adding an 8-252 resistor in parallel
with R277 (10, 1W) cured that. I.F.

Packard Bell 7480
This monitor was brought in because it was
dead. Some quick checks revealed that the
Toshiba 2SC5386 EHT generator transistor
was short-circuit. Not having this item in
stock, nor any data to check for a possible
substitute, I decided to look for the Toshiba
website. Several on-line search engines
failed to produce a result, so I switched to
searching for search engines! It was early
in the morning, and I expected web traffic
to be light. I couldn't have been more
wrong! Loading was painfully slow, and
several of the most popular search engines
failed to load even the opening page before
the server gave up with "too many errors".

I decided to try a little-known search
engine in the hope that it was less
swamped. The one I tried was
http://www.dogpile.com
The search results were mainly consumer electronics, but Toshiba was listed
and once I had a starting point it wasn't
difficult to find the company's semiconductor data sheet download area.
Transistors are at
http://www.semicon.toshiba.co.jp/noseek/u
s/td/tdframe.htrn
At first glance the 2SC5386 appears to
be fairly ordinary: Vcbo = 1.5kV; Vceo =
600V; Ica = 8A; Icm = 16A; Ptot = 50W.
What isn't so ordinary is that this transistor
is a "triple diffused mesa type". This
method of manufacture is usually associated with exceptional transition frequencies,
but the data sheet indicated Ft = 1.7MHz.
A look through the data books revealed
that the 2SC3886A has a very similar specification. It's actually faster (Ft = 3MHz).
So I fitted one.
As I could find no definite cause of the
failure I decided to check the soldering
very carefully and wire -brush the flux off
the print side of the PCB. A few decidedly
suspect solder joints came to light once the
flux had been removed. I.F.

Acer 7134T
The complaint was no display. When the
setting of the screen/first anode control on
the LOPT was advanced a normal display
appeared. The contrast control then worked
but the brightness control did nothing. I
found that R380 (391d2) in the positive
feed to the control was open -circuit
(>20M52). There were no other problems
once this one had been dealt with, but the
appearance of the soldering suggested that
there would be before long! A general
resolder is, anyway, part of what I regard
as the overall check for safety and general
condition. I.F.

Packard Bell A720
There was excessive width with side pincushion distortion. This suggested trouble
with the EW diode modulator. The two
diodes are in a shared encapsulation (D434,
type MRC-DMV32), and sure enough the
lower section was short-circuit. This item
can be hard to find, especially as it's a
`metal -tab' T0220 with electrically -isolated tab, instead of the ISO -T0220 case that
might be expected. The nearest I had in
stock had an ISO-TO3P case. The pinout
was back-to-front, and it was anyway too
tall to line up with the fixing hole. But the
customer wanted the job done quickly. So I
fitted the larger component, with its pins
pointing upwards, and used flyleads to con -
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nect it to the PCB. The monitor worked all
right and the customer happily paid up. LF.

IBM 6322-002
I've had several cases where the complaint
with one of these monitors has been "power
light OK but no display". Each time the
cause has been bad joints at the scan coil
connector. A quick and easy job for a
change. G.B.

Sony CPDE100E
A rapid ticking came from the power supply,
and a quick check showed that the HT was
low and pulsating. When the monitor was left
for a few minutes the ticking stopped and the
HT rose slightly, but it was still low and pulsating. Capacitor checks revealed that C625
(220µF, 100V) was virtually open -circuit.
Normal operation was restored once a
replacement had been fitted. G.B.

Packard Bell 1512ME
This monitor was dead except for the orange
standby light. The customer said that prior
to the failure the picture had occasionally
flickered. I found that the line output transistor was short-circuit. The cause of the
transistor failure, and the flickering, was not
far away: there was a bad joint at C430.
G.B.

Belinea 102010

invest in an inexpensive EEPROM programmer, so that I could copy the good
chip's contents to the new chip. This was
successful -and restored normal operation.
All I need now is lots more monitors with
the same problem! G.B.

GoldStar 1555D
If one of these monitors is dead, check the
2.5AT HRC mains fuse first. It seems to be
prone to spurious failure in this model.
G.B.

Amstrad PC14M8LR (Tatung
Y2V chassis)
You sometimes find that one of these monitors is dead with the BU2508AF line output
transistor TR407 short-circuit. Before you
fit a replacement, connect a 40W dummy
load between the transistor's collector connection and chassis, then check the B+ voltage which should be 110V. If it's high,
check the value of R504 (210k52, 1W carbon film). In the last one I had with this
fault R504 had risen in value to 270k52.
You will find it at the centre of the chassis,
next to the B+ adjustment potentiometer.
A.R.W.

Daewoo CMC1427S
The power supply was tripping and there
was a low -resistance reading across the
80V HT line.
Everything in this monitor seems to be
awkward to get at. The CRT base assembly
is fixed to the tube's neck with hot -melt
glue, and there's a knack to removing the
shield, most of which is the heatsink for the
video output chip and remains attached to
the CRT panel. Lever out the tab and unsolder this end. Ease the PCB out of the
shielding box while keeping the solder at
the other end melted.
The main chassis is dismantled by
unclipping the plastic floor from the front
assembly to gain access to two screws, one
in the LOPT cage and one enclosed by the
frame output heatsink. The PCB then
unclips, slides back and lifts out.
When I checked the CVA2415T video
output chip IC802 on the CRT base panel I
found that the HT connection (pin 9) had
shorted to the IC's earth casing. IC802 is
extremely hard to obtain (Daewoo didn't
want to know). When I found one it was
rather expensive. A.R.W.

There was power but no display. When the
first anode control was advanced a grey
raster appeared but there was still no sign of
a display: even the OSD messages were
absent.
Checks on the CRT base panel revealed
that there was no voltage at the contrast
control pin of the video preamplifier chip.
This voltage is derived from a variable
mark -space ratio output at pin 2 of the CPU
chip, where there was no `signal'.
Fortunately I had another, working monitor
of the same type in the workshop. There
was no difference when I swapped over the
CPU chip, but when I swapped over the
associated 93CC66 EEPROM the faulty
monitor worked.
So I fitted a new, blank EEPROM. There
was a display of sorts, but it was completely
misadjusted and there were still no onscreen menus to make adjustment possible.
It obviously had to be correctly programmed.
Many TV sets have some way of restoring default settings to a new EEPROM, but
IBM 6540-02N
I couldn't find a way of doing it with this
For loss of one of the primary colours,
monitor. In the absence of a supplier of the
check whether the relevant output transistor
correctly programmed chip, another solution on the CRT base PCB is short-circuit colwas necessary. I was reluctant to abandon
lector -to -emitter. You'll find that it's
the job after getting this far!
marked SD1609. It's really a 2SD1609, and
After a lot of consideration 1 decided to
can be replaced with a BF459. A.R.W.
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Shin Ho/AV2 SM483F
This strange monitor was totally dead.
Some checks revealed that the B+ secondary diode D151 (HER305) was shortcircuit, but when a replacement was fitted
the monitor powered up then quickly
switched off. This was because the EHT
had risen to 30kV! The culprit turned out to
be Q605 (IRF9610) in the B+ regulator circuit. It was short-circuit source -to -drain. As
a result the full B+ voltage reached the line
output stage. G.M.

CM14UHR (unbranded)
Apart from the type number at the rear of
the cabinet this monitor was without any
brand indication. It did however have a
slight resemblance to an older Dell. It had
died in a storm, and an investigation
revealed that the surge limiter R804 had
burnt up and melted the neighbouring
mains filter capacitor C828 (0.47µF, X2
rated). Replacement of these two items
restored normal operation. G.M.

Viglen AX1595
This monitor powered up but there was no
display. I found that there was a massive
dry -joint at the B+ supply feed choke L102.
It's in the centre of the chassis, and a total
strip -down is required to gain access to it including removal of the speakers and the
plastic frame. G.M.

Schneider VCM14
There was intermittent line collapse followed by turn off. As the fault condition
seemed to be sensitive to tapping, some
time was spent examining and resoldering
many joints on the main PCB - with no
success. Eventually, after some very careful
probing, I discovered that the cause of the
trouble was the horizontal hold preset
VR702 (47052 miniature vertical). It was
going open -circuit intermittently G.M.

GVC M1448
You sometimes get the complaint that the
screen display crashes intermittently: the
bottom power light may be on and the top
two flashing. In this event replace Q101 use a 2SK1117 or 2SK1118. D.N.

Tatung TM3401
If the screen display is small and the width
can't be adjusted, replace the following
items: R465 (4.7S2 flameproof), L405
(33mH) and C423 (3.3µF polyester, 63V,
10%). D.N.

KFC CK1420/1450
If one of these monitors is dead with no
power, replace R531 (5601d2). It's a common fault with these models. D.N.
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Sony SLVE230
Intermittent failure to eject the cassette was
the elusive symptom with this machine.
When I finally got it to misbehave a
whining sound came from the region of the
loading motor, followed by shutdown shortly after. The culprit was a split worm (part
no. 3-977-436-01) on the loading -motor
shaft. Shades of the Panasonic K deck! E.T.

Bang and Olufsen 4500/5000
These machines, which are now about
twelve years old, seem to be cherished by
their owners. They work with the Link system and are controlled via B&O TV sets.
Two have come in recently with fault
symptoms such as tape stuck in. tape running too fast, strange 'control' faults etc. In
both cases the culprit was the capstan
motor, with gungy black corrosion on the
pins of the built-in control/drive chip. This
part is still available at a surprisingly low
price, so both jobs went ahead. E.T.

VCR CLINIC
Reports from
Eugene Trundle
Geoff Butcher
Nick Beer
Dean Ratcliffe
Denis Foley
Chris Walton and
Michael Dranfield

JVC HRJ225
This machine wouldn't eject tapes, though
the motor could be heard to run. The eject
mechanism failed to engage because the
spring anchor had broken off the change arm assembly, part no. PQ46353A-2. I also
found that the spring anchor had broken
away from the take-up lever assembly. This
is item 58, part no. PQ21686-1-3. E.T.

Sony SLVE280
Failure of fusible resistor PR512 is wellknown in this and other budget Sony and
Sanyo VCRs. In latter production the component is uprated to 2A to forestall trouble.
Despite this I've found one of these uprated fuses completely open -circuit, the result
being a dead machine. E.T.

Panasonic NVHS950
As often as not the deck would shut down
when the review mode was selected, with
the left-hand spool stationary and tape piling up between the pinch roller and the
drum. In addition rewind was sometimes
`snatchy'. The cause was excessive friction
on the lower drum surface. Remedial work
was not sanctioned: the lower -drum assembly costs a three -figure sum, even at the net
trade price. E.T.

We welcome fault reports from
readers - payment for each fault is
made shortly after publication. See
page 490 for details of where and
how to send reports.
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ken off - it should engage with the spring
on the loading block. The part no. of the
slide is ML -433567N1. G.B.

JVC HRD660
A cassette was stuck in this machine, with a
large amount of the tape wrapped around the
pinch wheel. After unwinding it the cause of
the entanglement was discovered. The idler
gear, which swings between the supply and
take-up spools. was very sluggish in operation. As a result, the take-up spool didn't
start promptly when play was selected.
A new idler assembly cured the fault. It
was of different design, with two gears
instead of one. Maybe this has happened
before! G.B.

Panasonic NVHD605B
Panasonic VCRs have tended to suffer
from tuner problems, low gain and drift
being common. More recent models have
not been affected to the same extent. The
symptom with this 1996 model was that the
tuning had shifted. I initially thought that it
had been lost, but discovered that the tuning points had all been shifted up the band
uniformly. R7612/6 (33012) had obviously
been getting pretty warm. The cause was
the 0.01til surface -mounted capacitor
C7605, which was very leaky. N.B.

Bang and Olufsen VX7000
This not too old model is based on an
Hitachi machine, but with substantial additions and modifications. The complaint was
"poor pictures", and was extremely intermittent. I initially found that the symptom
could be instigated by gently manipulating
one of the two connectors on the top of the
head amplifier PCB. Once the pins of the
connector had been recrimped the problem
seemed to have been cured, but it returned
when the machine had been on soak test
for a few days. The cause was actually dry joints at the connector at the base of the
head amplifier PCB. It's connected to the
rotary transformer in the drum assembly.
Resoldering produced a lasting cure. N.B.

Hitachi VTF860
There was crosstalk between E -E and playback audio. The cause was traced to
C514R (4-7p.F, 35V). D.R.

Akai VS-G2DPL

Ferguson FV77HV

The cassette loading carriage was all askew
and jammed. This machine's deck is used
in a number of other Akai models. When
trouble with the cassette lift is experienced,
the usual cause is the right-hand loading
block, part no. BL -433561N4. I replaced
the block but the loading mechanism was
still very floppy in the ejected position. A
projecting pin on the loading slide had bro-

This machine was dead with no display.
Checks on the power supply proved that on

If there's defective or no rewind, check for
13.6V at pin 1 of BP03 and 21.8V at pin 2.
Also check whether the 12052 resistors
RP75, RP83, RP84 and RP85 are open -circuit or poorly soldered. D.R.

Sanyo VHR274E
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this occasion it was working. The supplies
to the LED display were normal, but further
checks showed that the always 5V supply
was missing. Once this had been discovered it was easy to find the cause. which
was the 2SC22747F series regulator transistor Q5101. D.F.

Sony SLVE720UX
If speech sounds as though people are
speaking through a long, hollow tube and
there's a background noise, which varies
with picture content, like the sea breaking
on a beach, this is not a fault, just misadjustment. Use the remote control unit to
enter the settings menu, then reset 'Hi-Fi Mix' to off. D.F.

GoldStar P234i
When play was selected the picture went
off then returned. The E -E picture and its
sound were OK, and the sound from the
tape not affected. The cause of the trouble
was in the power supply, where replacement of C19 (1,000g, 10V) cured the
fault. To be on the safe side I replaced all
the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply. C.W.

LG PIA/904i
The owner of this machine complained that
the playback sound was distorted and there
a lot of background noise - but only
with some tapes. He also mentioned that

the display was corrupt for a few seconds
when the machine was powered from cold.
I ignored the display fault to start with and
spent much time in the hi-fi audio department. Getting nowhere, I decided to concentrate on the display fault. All the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply
were replaced. This cleared the display
fault and, you guessed it, the audio fault as
well. The moral seems to be: if there are
two faults, tackle the easy one first. C.W.

Hitachi VTF250
This machine's capstan motor was very
noisy. As a test I replaced it with one from
another machine. Fortunately I hadn't
ordered a replacement, as the fault was
still present. A check on the supply
showed that it was low with ripple. The
cause was C12 (470p,F), which is the
reservoir capacitor for the A14V supply.
C.W.

Panasonic NVF55
There was no sound in any mode because
the -8V supply to the audio pack was missing. D1108 (MA165) and C1112 (56p.F.) in
the power supply section were both faulty.
C.W.

Tatung TVC563
Two of these TV -video combi units came
to us from another dealer. They were
almost new. The first one was stuck in
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standby. The power -on command comes
from the video PCB. A check at pin 35 of
microcontroller chip here showed that it
didn't produce a power -on output. There
was a 10MHz clock signal at pins 67-69,
and the reset pin 66 was OK at the high
level. So it seemed that either the micro controller chip or the EEPROM was
faulty. The other unit worked, but search
didn't stop when a station was found.
I compared the serial data from the
EEPROM, pin 5, to the microcontroller
chip in the two machines and found that
there was a big difference. When I fitted
the EEPROM from the working machine
in the one that was stuck in standby it
came on - but the tuning wouldn't stop at
a station! The cause of the fault in both
units had been found, EEPROM IC1099.
The EEPROM is supplied blank, and
you will need the service manual to program in the 40 odd hex codes. The set that
would sweep tune but not stop just needed
reprogramming - the cure was to change
the data at location OD from 00 to B3.
A very useful feature of these machines
is the service display of running time.
Neither machine had had more than eight
hours' use from new. Note that the running time is shown in hexadecimal form.
I've since come across the same machine
with the brand names Bush, Alba and
Goodmans. M.D.

Television magazine's VCR Clinic column is a
unique forum for practical servicing tips, with the
UK's leading service engineers and servicing
writers contributing their observations and
recommendations month by month. But try
finding those faults reports for the Amstrad
XYZ123 that's on your bench. Even with an
index you will be chasing through a pile of
magazines... until now. Peter Marlow's VCR
Fault Finding Guide is a distillation of the most
used fault reports from 11 years of Television
magazine. Arranged by make and model the
information is extremely easy to access, and the
book is a convenient size for the bench or to
carry with you. This will undoubtedly become
one of the service engineer's most useful tools.
Unlike other fault guides, this one is based on
top quality information from leading authorities,
and genuine repair case studies. This is real -life
servicing information, not just a compilation of
manufacturers' manuals.
Approximately 2,000 reports on 193 models
from 35 different manufacturers Instant on -thespot diagnosis and repair advice Television
magazine's leading writers' wit and wisdom
available for the first time in book form

Post your order to:- Jackie Lowe,
Cumulus Business Media, Anne Boleyn House,
9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey,SM3 8BZ

.

VCR Fault

Finding Guide
Peter Marlow

This book is an
essential repair
tool, not just
another volume for
the shelf
Pages: 464pp
Price: £22.50
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this case nothing happened, so I decided to
look inside.

Access
The PowerMac 4400 is a desktop model
that's quite simple to dismantle - once you
know how! The top cover is secured by
three screws at the rear. Remove these,
slide the lid backwards then lift at the front.
Inside, see Photo 1 with red arrows,
there's a folded -steel strengthening bar that
runs from the front to the back. Remove the
single fixing screw at the front then slide
the bar backwards and off. The hard -disc
drive at the right-hand side is suspended by
two hooks on the CD support plate, and can
be lifted off. The entire assembly,
comprising the floppy -disc and CD drives,
can then be pushed backwards off its
securing tabs, lifted out and placed upside
down on the power supply.

Battery check

JACK'S

ORKSHOP

Jack Armstrong
Although Apple Mac computers are
generally regarded as being too
expensive for normal business use they are,
for a number of reasons, employed in the
printing and publishing industries almost
exclusively. The reasons are as follows.
First, the Apple Mac was the first computer
to become readily available with font handling capabilities and a Graphical User
Interface (this was later copied by Windows
for DOS PC use). Secondly because
Microsoft Word was available, closely
followed by Adobe PageMaker then

QuarkXpress (all later became available
Windows use). Thirdly because the original
Apple Macs were based on the Motorola
68000 microprocessor. which enabled
relatively large amounts of memory to be
used - essential for handling graphics and
complex text formatting. And fourthly
because the Mac is better than most other
computers at rendering true colour, making
it the natural choice for magazine and
advertising design.
Apple Macs have other advantages.
They have always been more user-friendly
and more reliable than other makes and,
nowadays, the price difference between a
Mac system and an equivalent PC system is
relatively small.

A PowerMac 4400

Photo 1. The PowerMac 4400. Arrows
show the initial stage of dismantling.
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A local printing firm asked me to refurbish
a PowerMac that had been lying around in
the office for a year. An apprentice had
been taken on, and it was thought that
repairing the PowerMac would provide him
with a usable computer more cheaply than
say buying a new iMac. The fault
symptoms were that although the
PowerMac could be switched on by
pressing the power button on the keyboard
there was no friendly start-up chime and,
apart from the hard drive making a few
clicks, nothing happened.
A PowerMac can usually be booted from
a System Installation CD by pressing the
power button and holding the 'C' key. In

Once I had gained access to the innards my
first move was to check the battery voltage
- see green arrow in Photo 2. The voltage
should have been 4.5V but measured 3-8V.
Anything less than 4.4V is too lowf don't
be fooled into thinking that it's "near
enough". Batteries are reasonably cheap,
be replaced fairly frequently (try
SatCure - www.satcure.com).
In this case a new battery made no
difference to the symptoms, although I
suspect that it was the original reason why
the PowerMac had been taken out of
service.

Memory
A check on the specification revealed that
there's no on -board memory at all. Since all
three DIMM slots were empty, this
explained why the computer wouldn't
work. Somebody had 'borrowed' the
memory!
Enquiries at the printing office failed to
locate the missing memory, so I was forced
to buy new DIMMs. The PowerMac uses
JEDEC-standard 3.3V unbuffered 6Onsec
EDO DIMM devices. DRAM slot number
one supports only single -bank DIMMs
while the other two slots can take double bank DIMMs.
These 3.3V DIMMs are horribly
expensive, and equipping the Mac with
128Mbytes isn't cheap. The Mac would run
with only 32Mbytes of RAM of course, but
this would greatly limit its capabilities:
64Mbytes is the minimum I would use,
with 128Mbytes preferred for handling
graphics in, for example, PhotoShop.

To upgrade or not?
The question of whether it's worth
repairing and/or upgrading a computer
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If you have any questions about Apple Macs you can e-mail Jack
from the internet web site at:
http://www.ukstay.com/jack
You can also contact Mac Users and ask questions at the Yorkshire
Mac User Group web site (YMUG):
http://www.ymug.york.co.uk

Information about Sky Digital Satellite receivers can be found at:
http://www.satcure.co.uk
You can order Apple Mac cables, connectors, batteries and other
accessories from the SatCure web site at:
http://www.satcure.com
Photo 2: Location of the battery.

PowerMac to run Microsoft Windows.
Although many 'Windows' programs for
the Apple Mac were available before
Windows came along, there are still a few
(such as Sage Accounting) that are
produced for PCs only. An emulation can
be useful in a case like this. But running in
the emulation mode can be very slow.
While a Word Processor or an accounting
application will work perfectly well
(provided a 'clongle' isn't required), a
database CD such as the excellent one
supplied by SEME will run frustratingly
slowly on a 200MHz PowerMac under
emulation. I have in fact tried this: it's like
using a 486DX on Vallium. Not to be
-

depends on the use to which it is to be put
and how much the owner is willing to
spend. In this case the PowerMac 4400/200
was adequate for training the apprentice,
and the cost of replacing the RAM and the
battery came to less than £200 significantly less than the cost of a new
computer. Its second-hand value is only
around £200 however, so the computer
would barely have been worth fixing for
resale.
Use of one of two emulation programs,
a

Test Case 462
The spring is sprung, the grass is riz; while the Doc's away, CR
is doing his biz. Doc Colin is at present on holiday, and Cathode
Ray is standing in for him. Having been given a pay rise recently, he is being made to justify it!
Ray's first call on that Friday was to Tony Birch, who had just
changed over from analogue to digital satellite reception. He had
also bought one of those Global Magic Eye gadgets that enable
you to control the operation of a digibox from a remote location.
It was giving him some sort of trouble. Needless to say it was
working all right when Ray arrived. The problem, he was told,
was intermittent operation. The digibox sometimes changed channels at the command of the Sky zapper at its remote location, but
sometimes didn't - no matter how hard Tony pressed the keys, or
how much he cussed it. The workshop wasn't far away, and there
was a new Magic Eye there. So Ray fetched and installed it, leaving the original on test in the workshop.
One call had been successfully dealt with. Or had it? A few

hours later Ray got a message from receptionist Pam. Tony
Birch had phoned to say that his system was still playing up.
Could he call back? Meanwhile, the Magic Eye in the workshop
had been working just fine.
Once more on site, Cathode Ray cast a beady eye at the digibox. Could it be the cause of the problem? If so, how would he
go about getting it replaced by Sky under guarantee? He went
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recommended!
In contrast a PowerMac G3/266 runs the
SEME CD fairly well under emulation. But
you won't find many G3s on the secondhand market just yet.
It's interesting that the PowerMac 4400
uses an internal IDE hard drive, unlike
earlier Macs that use the more expensive
SCSI version. It has a built-in ethernet card
and two spare PCI slots. The reason why
it's not a real 'flying machine' is that the
200MHz 603e processor is strangled by the
40MHz bus speed. Thus in operating speed
it's roughly equivalent to a 200MHz
Pentium. Sluggish by today's standards, but
adequate in its day (1997).

back to the van and called up the workshop on the radio -telephone. He then poured out his troubles to Resident Workshop
Sage, who offered him some advice. It proved to be sound!
Within twenty minutes Ray had cured the problem and was
ready to go. What was the cause and cure?
Ray might have been ready to go, but he didn't actually get
away just yet. Another of Mr Birch's recent acquisitions was a
new digital camcorder, a very posh Sony DCR-PC100. He told
Ray that playback via the TV set directly was superb. A demonstration followed, while Ray quivered with frustration: he was
already behind schedule. Mr Birch then explained that he needed
to edit and 'polish' his footage. After doing so the pictures displayed by his VHS machine were very mush worse, with poorer
definition, 'smudgy' colour and other shortcomings. What was
the point of buying this sort of gear, asked Mr B, if this was the

best that could be achieved in the editing realm? Ray didn't
know! It seemed to him that once the material had been downloaded to a VHS machine it would be subject to these shortcomings. But he promised to check and get back to Mr Birch. He was
finally released and permitted to get on with his rounds.
After the weekend Cathode Ray repacked the perfectly good
Magic Eye gadget that had come from Tony Birch. He thanked
Sage for his advice regarding the Eye, and asked whether there
was a solution to Mr Birch's editing problem with his wonder
camcorder? There was, and it was arranged that ace salesman
Peter Patter at the shop would call Mr Birch and explain how, by
spendinot' a great deal more money, he could get 'perfect' edited
masters from his camcorder footage. How could this be done?
For the solution, turn to page 504.
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Photo 2: Section of the Echostar
DSE19000's power supply, showing the
start-up resistors R5014/5.

SATELLITE NOTEBOOK
Reports from
Christopher Holland
Hugh Cocks
Pete Haylor
and
Gordon McCrea

Amstrad DRX100
This digibox was about two years old. I was
told that the "no satellite signal being
received" message had appeared on screen
from one day to the next, and that the dish
and LNB had been checked and were found
to be providing a good signal. The obvious
thing to suspect was tuner failure but,
unusually, there were signs of burning on
the PCB, beside the tuner. I removed the
tuner from the PCB and sent it off to Kesh

Electrics (01365 631 449) to take advantage
of the company's speedy repair service even if the tuner had been working, it might
well have failed before long.
I then started work on cleaning up the
affected PCB area, see Photo 1. D102 feeds
U106, which is the regulator for the tuner's
5V supply. The small electrolytic C113
decouples the input to U106. It appeared to
have gone short-circuit and discharged very
hot electrolyte on to the PCB. D102 had
gone open -circuit Fortunately the 5V
regulator was unscathed. Once the PCB had
been cleaned up I saw that quite a deep
groove had been burnt into it. Because of
the damage it was easiest to solder the
replacement diode's cathode direct to
U106's input leg, along with the
replacement electrolytic's positive leg.
When the tuner arrived back from Kesh it
was reinstalled on the PCB. The receiver
produced good pictures when it was tried
out with the workshop's test dish.
Why C113 should have gone shortcircuit remains a mystery. Part of the
explanation could be that the receiver had
spent two years in a TV -style cabinet with
the glass doors shut. It had therefore been
running at a fairly high temperature. C.H.

Echostar DSB9000
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This receiver lives in a local bar and had
been left switched off all winter. When the
bar owner opened up for the new season he
discovered that the receiver was totally
dead.

TF 113

I

Photo 1: Fried section of an Amstrad

I had no circuit information but found
that the mains fuse on the separate power
supply PCB was intact and that there were
no signs of any component distress.
Fortunately two fairly low -wattage 1001d2

resistors, R5014/5, were readily visible see Photo 2. They were connected in series
and one had gone high in value. As a result
the switch -mode power supply wouldn't
start. Once replacements had been fitted the
receiver started up normally: to improve
reliability I used higher -wattage resistors.
Despite being in the bar for a couple of
years the receiver didn't show any signs of
overheating. I often find that things are
placed on top of satellite receivers in bars.
The result can be overheating and an early
demise.

Photo 3: The Via Digital logo.

This receiver, with its embedded
Nagravision conditional access, is used to
receive the Spanish Via Digital pay -TV
service (see logo, Photo 3). It's unusual in
that a label states "manufactured in the
USA" (see Photo 4) - most of the Echostar
equipment I've come across is
manufactured in the Far East.

Photo 4: Front and innards of the Echostar
model DSB9000.

An unusual feature is that the menus can
be put into English, despite the fact that the
receiver is intended for the Spanish market
only - see no -signal message photo,
complete with spelling error, also the set-up
menu photo (Photos 5 and 6). I can't
imagine a Sky Digibox with a menu language option for say Spanish! H.C.

DRX100.
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Photo 5: The Echostar DSB9000's no -signal
message.

A question
If a digibox fails when it's less than twelve
months old, who is responsible for
diagnosis, collection, return to the
manufacturer, collection and refitting? If
you are a BSkyB ASA dealer and install
several a day, you will have made some
profit on the £40 deal and will get any
commission available, so it's all part of the
normal guarantee practice within the twelvemonth period.
if, like me, you install one only when
there's nothing better to do, usually for
another BSkyB dealer, doing maybe one a
time for £40, where is the profit to cover any
under -guarantee costs? Dealers I've spoken
to charge for a call -out within twelve
months whatever the fault, be it the box or
the installation. P.H.

Analogue receivers

I'

I'm still asked for analogue receivers and
keep in stock several that have been
refurbished. They are supplied with all
accessories and an instruction manual, and
are guaranteed.
More Pace MSS508IP and MSS1000
receivers are now appearing in the workshop
as the capacitors in the power supply dry
out. There are several different symptoms,
such as no positioner operation, distorted or
no sound, receiver dead or whistling.
Replacing the electrolytic capacitors in the
power supply area usually cures such
problems but, for added reliability, I also
replace C208 (1µF, 50V).
The tuner is more often the cause of
failure with Models MSS300, MSS500,
MSS1000 and their variants than with other
Pace models. Any ideas as to why? P.H.

Lightning damaged digiboxes
If you get a Pace or Grundig digibox that's
stuck in standby, have a good look around
the modem optocouplers, particularly U2 on
the Grundig modem board and U852 on the
Pace board. If you can see that lightning is
the cause of the problem, the most likely
item to be holding the box in standby is the
modem processor.
Grundig and Pace both use Lucent chips,
but they are different devices and are not
interchangeable. Grundig uses a 1670TV7,
Pace a 1675TV2. It's always worth
replacing this item before doing any other
work as this should restore basic operation.
If it does, the digibox can be used for
viewing but the modem line interface is
unlikely to work, so there'll be no

interactive facilities. If the box still doesn't
start, there is probably more serious damage
to the board and repair is probably
uneconomic.
These modem chips are not used in the
latest digiboxes. The 1675TV2 may still be
available from Pace but Grundig won't
supply digibox parts to non -approved repair
centres. Both chips should be available from
Kesh Electrics (phone 01365 631 449).
If you decide to sort out the line
interface, it's usually a matter of following
the damage back to the tele socket. With the
Pace box this probably includes D852,
U858, Q850 and U852. G.McC.

Dead digibox handsets
Thy- and cracked -joints are common with
digibox handsets. Another fault is becoming
common. Open the handset carefully, after
removing the Torx screw behind the plastic
infra -red cover. Look at the button side of
the PCB. Opposite the LED end you will see
two resistors and a capacitor in a group.
Replace the capacitor with a 1nF type and
clean the area with some IPA to remove any
traces of glue or flux. G.McC.

Low -gain Global TV Link
The Global TV Link's coaxial connectors
can't stand up to the pressure applied by many
customers and tend to break off. When you
solder them back together you may find that
there's intermittent operation. A check on the
return signal level will probably show that it's
lower than with a good unit. In this event
replace the 1nF surface -mounted capacitor
nearest to the centre pin of the male coaxial
connector. It decouples the emitter of the
return -path output transistor and can suffer
from wear and tear on the connector - in fact it
may be cracked. G.McC.

SkyDigital update
Table 1 shows recently added channels, with
the transponder number in brackets after the
frequency and the EPG number in brackets
after the channel name. Transponder 33
(12.344GHz, horizontal polarisation), which
has never previously been active, has been
on test recently: the programming is
virtually identical to that carried by
transponder 36 (12.402GHz, vertical
polarisation).
Transponder 1 (11.719GHz H), which is
used by the BBC, now carries nine instead
of six channels - BBC Choice Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland have moved
there from transponder 5. It will be
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Photo 6: The DSB9000's set-up menu.

interesting to see if picture quality is
noticeably degraded.
BBCI Northern Ireland is currently
available, with at least a minimum -level Sky
subscription, to Irish digiboxes on ch. 214.
No other BBC transmissions are available to
Irish digiboxes, though they are likely to be
made available shortly. Selecting ch. 214
with a UK digibox produces the "channel
unavailable" message.
UK Play has moved to ch. 217 while
Film 4 has moved to ch. 323 to make room
for the new Film 4 offerings on chs. 324-6
(see Table 1). Music Choice has moved to
chs. 480/1, with an interactive service that
loads when the ch./EPG number is selected.
LBH radio via transponder 21 has been
assigned ch. 954. MBI (ch. 698) and Simply
Money (ch. 522) are no longer transmitted.
The radio stations that were previously
numbered 911-935 are now numbered 851875. At the time of writing stations between
937 and 955 haven't been renumbered.
Some regular listeners became confused as
keying in the station's usual number, for
example Radio 5 on 915, just produces a red
"channel unavailable" message. If the old
number had been stored as a "favourite
channel" however the new number would
have been automatically updated in the
favourites listings. One can't help
wondering why no advance warning was
given about this. A good solution would
have been an on -screen message on the old
channel for a month or so advising the new
channel number. While this information is
in the Electronic Programme Guide, regular
listeners normally just key in their favourite
station's number.
Nearby Eurobird (28.5°) has been on test
at 11.681GHz V with Euronews, Extreme
Sports and the God Channel. Sky has been
running tests via Eurobird at 11.470GHz H.
The Czech multiplex is available at
11.623GHz H in addition to 11.553GHz H
via the co -located Eutelsat II F4. C.H.

Table 1: New SkyDigital channels.
Frequency

Satellite/

(GHz)

beam

12.090 (20)
12.110 (21)
12.168 (24)
12.324 (32)

Polarisation

Channel

2B N
2B S
2B N

V

2B N

V

Kerrang (457)
UCB Bible (955), UCB Talk (TBA)
Film 4 + 1 hour (324), Film 4 World (325),
Film 4 Extreme (326)
Wellbeing (211)

H

N = north beam, S = south beam, TBA = to be announced.
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WEB SERVICE
AcquiVision

BBC

http://www.acquivision.com

http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/recept

.51eame.....NOYsrmaiseeed

ion
Acquivision solutions, including XYPlotting, Oscilloscope (with FFT), Data
Logging and Custom Software, have
been getting the most from computers
since 1994, Download software.

Telephone (01903) 830502

Alltrade

http://www.bbc.co.uk/enginfo

enthusiasts.

http://www.alltrade.co.uk

Doknet Service manuals

(ALLTRVA
Phone 01273 413798 Fox 01273 425700

Full e -commerce site with over 1500
products with in -stock quantities!! We
supply everything associated with

Digital/Analogue Terrestrial &
DTH/Motorised Satellite reception. All
Antennas. All Brackets. All Cables. All
Connectors. All Amplifiers. We provide
a free MATV/SMATV planning service
as well.

EURAS

If you need any help with your
reception go to this site - both of the
addresses point here. There's special
advice for people with loft installations,
and caravaners and boating

http://www.doknet.com
This Dutch site says it has 350,000
service manuals and 1 million service
parts.

Subscription includes free Internet
access for update downloading, access
to pin board, discussion forums and
classified ad section. Monitor database
also available.

Goot Products
http://www.kieagoot.co.uk

You interogate the data base by filling
out an order form, with the "request"
box ticked, and then wait for an email
to arrive back on your computer.
However,
an on-line index would be useful and
maybe on-line downloading of the
manuals.

DEmberg Electronics
http://www.donberg.ie

A.R.D. Electronics Plc
http:/www.ardelectronics.com
A.R.D.'s Website details all the
information you need to know about
this new and exciting electronic
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component distributor. It shows how to.
open an account (credit or cash),
obtain a trade catalogue and place
orders (both online and direct)

Baird 30 Line Recordings
http://www.dfm.dircon.co.uk
For history buffs and the curious here'
a fascinating site containing early TV
recordings and their background.
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As the leading distributor for the TV,
Video and Audio trade in Ireland, we
supply over 2000 shops & service dept
with Audio -Video and TV spares,
Semiconductors, Test Equipment,
Service Manuals, Remote Controls etc.
At present we stock over 30,000
different lines

EURAS International Ltd

Kiea Trading Company is the sole
agent of Goot products, We specialise
in supplying the soldering and
desoldering product range manfactured
by Goot Japan for the UK market. Goot
uses advanced production technology
to manufacture high quality soldering
iron products for industrial, prfessional
and general purpose use.

MB2 1
http://www.mb21.co.uk/index.ht
ml

Another enjoyable site with a
-telenostalgia- section about the
technical aspects of television. There's
also a section on transmitter sites,
teletext "then and now", and a "rough
guide- to widescreen television

http://www.euras.com/english

Matrix Multimedia Ltd

"The definitive fault index... based on
feedback from manufacturers,
technicians and workshops throughout
Europe" IER Magazine. Available on
CD-ROM including ECA vrt-disk 2000.

http://www.matrixmultimedia.co.uk
Matrix Multimedia publishes a number
of highly interactive CD ROMs for
learning electronics including:
Complete electronics course, Analogue
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To reserve your web site space contact Pat Bunce

Tel: 020 8652 8339 Fax: 020 8652 3981
area by area. There's also a useful
transmitter site map and database,
giving locations and information. The
site also contains useful documents,
which describe digital TV, interactive TV
and digital Radio. There's also a useful
contacts list.

CIL

currow cuts
310110111,

Mauritron Technical

-1

Services
filter design, and PlCmicro(R)
microcontroller programming (C and

http://www.mauritron.co.uk

assembly).

The UK's leading independent supplier
of Service Manuals and Operating
Guides from valve to video. Also
available on CD Rom or download
direct from the internet.

M.C.E.S.
http://www.mces.co,uk
The MCES site gives details of our range
of service including Tuners, Video
Heads, RF & IF Modules plus latest
prices and special offers.

PC Universe
http://www.pc-universe.net

http://www.newnespress.com

Welcome to PC Univerce
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Switch -it -on
http://www.switch-it-on.co.uk
We sell multiregion dvd players to trade
and public, also tv, videos, hifi and
playstation 2. We design our own
upgrades on dvd and we sell all spare
parts. All makes and most models
stocked.

http://realguide.real.com/stations/
This site contains listings of TV and
Radio stations available on the Internet.
There are also some fixed cameras
positioning in locations ranging from
game park, high streets and people's
houses - not exactly captive viewing! But
an interesting thought - are PCs and TVs
going to eventually "get married"?

Televes
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PC Universe supplies core computer
components at "WORLD -beating"
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Check out this site for the latest book
titles on TV & Video Servicing and
Technology and their famous Pocket
Book series. You can shop on-line and
also register for an Email service to tell
you when relevant new titles are
published.

prices. Our range of reliable brand
name products is available to order
online 24-7.
Nationwide delivery. Free Tech support
at all levels. Call LO Call 0845

4585817

Sky digital repairs
http://www.horizonsatellites.co.uk
The Horizon site gives details of our
range of products and services including
Sky Digital Receiver Repairs.

NTL
http://www.ntl.co.uk

http://www.televes.com/ingles/
ingles.htm
Televes website was launched as an
easier way to keep in contact with our
World-wide Network of Subsidiaries
and Clients. This site is constantly
updated with useful information/news
plus you can download info on our
range: TV Aerials & accessories,
Domestic and Distribution amplifiers,
Systems Equipment for DTT and
Analogue TV, Meters and much more.

Product
Irtartwat

Go to this site for information on NTL's
Broadcast, Interactive and Telecom
services, including packages for home

atra.syratr Ottatmat,

Servicing Advice
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Here are some frequently asked
questions about servicing consumer
electronic equipment, with a US bias.
But there's some good material on
monitors and CD players and CD-ROM
drives. (thanks to David Edwards for this
information)
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The Service Engineers Forum
http://www.E-repair.co uk.
A brand new site dedicated to the needs
of service engineers containing detailed
servicing articles, circuits & repair tips.
The site also includes for sale, wanted &
special offer sections, industry news &
much more. An impressive site well
worth visiting.
For customers without net access,
servicing product details are also

available by ringing Mike on 0151 522
0053

send an Email to everyone in the group.
There's just over 30 people in the group
at present. For more details and how to
register look at the egroup home page.
Just a general comment though - you do
have to be careful who you give your
Email address to so that you can avoid
"spamming" - that is getting lots of
unwanted Email about dubious Russian
site (amongst others).

http://www.uked.com
For a comprehensive on-line directory,
buyers guide and resource locator for
the UK Electrical Industry look at this
site. Many of the companies listed have
links to their own web sites, making this
a one -stop shop for a huge amount of
information.
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http://www.repairworld.com
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http://www.egroups.com/list/uktvr
Following on from the newsgroup
discussion last month there is a UK Email
group for TV technicians where you can

):,,e,
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This web site gives details of various
specialist parts for repairers, from rare
semiconductors to compute batteries and
printer parts. The vast majority of items
are in stock, and can be purchased online via this site's shopping facility.

Repairworld is a US based fault report
database which is updated bi-weekly. It
operates on a subscription basis and
describes itself as an "affordable
solution for all technicians". There is
apparently no minimum number of
months for which you have to subscribe.
You can see some samples of the
material for free, monitors, VCR, DVD
and Camcorders being of particular
relevance to UK users. The site provides
a "chat room" where you can talk via
your keyboard to others "in the room".

Reed Connect

s
'
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Put your web address in front of 21 000
electronics enthusiasts and experts.
Television acknowledges your company's
need to promote its web site, which is why we
are now dedicating pages in every issue to
announce your
WEB ADDRESS.
This gives other readers the opportunity to
look up your company's name, to find your
web address and to browse the magazine page
to find new sites.
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PSA
http://www.psaparts.com

UK Mailing List Group

Cear.eaLlscar. Kso

Free Internet access

C=1111111.

UK Electrical Direct

1>`'u

reedconnect

http://www.reedconnect.net/
Another free internet access site, this
time from Reed Business Information.
However the site possesses a useful UK
People and Business Finder, with an email search. There's also business news
and local information, and some good
links to directory sites.

We understand that cost is an important
factor, as web sites are an added drain on
budgets. But we are sure you will agree that
the following rates make all the difference:

FOR 12 ISSUES:
Lineage only will cost £150 for a full year, just
£12.50 per month.
This includes your company's name, web
address and a 25 -word description.
Lineage with colour screen shot costs £350 for

To reserve your web site
space contact Pat Bunce

Tel: 020 8652 8339

Fax: 020 8652 3981
a full year, which equates to just £29.17 per
month.
This price includes the above mentioned
information, plus a 3cm screen shot of your
site, which we can produce if required.

To take up this offer or for more
information ring:

Pat Bunce on 020 8652 8339
or fax on 020 8652 3981.
or e-mail: pat.bunce@rbi.co.uk

Web address
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AUDIO
FAULTS
Reports from
Geoff Darby
Nick Beer and
Nicholas Arnold, BDS

Sony ZS2000
The VFD didn't operate and the standby
relay, which switches out a winding on the
primary side of the mains transformer,
didn't respond to the operate button. The
pop -out CD holder would present itself and
put itself away when the CD open/close
button was pressed, but there was no other
CD operation when a disc was inserted.
A search for a common cause for these
seemingly unrelated problems led me to the
2SB1013 transistor Q307 on the main PCB.
It provides power control and had a 10052
short between its collector and emitter. A
replacement restored normal operation.
G.D.

Pioneer XC-L7
These units have a rather elegant display
and button unit for control. It sits on top
and is connected to the main unit via a
multiway cable with a plug at each end.
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With the similar -looking '77 series, this
control/display unit is also the detachable
remote handset.
This one's VFD was dead, and a faint
smell of burning came from the main unit.
Investigation revealed that the -30V supply
to the VFD was missing. It's obtained from
the -58V supply via the 2SB1238 regulator
transistor Q23, which had failed badly - it
was charred to the point of disintegration.
The 33V zener diode D23 was also shortcircuit. Replacing these two items restored
the supply, but it immediately dropped to
-4V when the display/control unit was
plugged in. The cause of this and,
presumably, the initial failure was the 39V
zener diode D5708, which is connected
directly across the supply within the
display/control unit. Normal operation was
obtained once this final faulty item had
been replaced. G.D.

Sony MDS-W1
This dual -deck MiniDisc recorder clattered
when power was applied. It did little else
and there was no response to the front panel controls, including standby. I
removed the case and reapplied power. It
was then clear that the source of the noise
was the sled drive motors on both decks.
They were trying to drive the laser units
home, though they were already there.
Closer examination revealed that the
PCBs on the undersides of both decks were
displaced and sitting at an angle. Once the
decks had been removed it could be seen
that with the PCBs in this position the laser home switch operating tabs missed the
switches. As a result the microcontroller
chip thought that the motors still needed to
be driven. Once the PCBs had been refitted
correctly both decks reset and came to rest.
The unit then worked correctly. G.D.

Aiwa CX-ZR800K
Many different chassis are fitted in these
three- and five -CD player systems. There
are some major differences, for example
some versions are fitted with a discrete
output stage and others with an STK type.
Otherwise the variations are mainly in
board layout and the component reference
numbers.
This particular model has a discrete
output stage that uses FP1016 and FN1016
devices (CPC supply them as a kit, part no.
AW87-A30-097-010). When this one was
powered the display flashed on and off and
the standby relay clicked. These are
common symptoms, but there are several
possible causes. The first thing to check is
the output transistors mentioned above. A

word of warning before you bring a meter
or soldering iron anywhere near the PCB:
ensure that the power supply reservoir
capacitors are totally discharged, by
applying a resistor across each of them in
turn. If you don't, you may well regret it.
I've known these capacitors to remain
charged for a week or more.
In this case the output transistors were
OK. The next things to check are the
switching FETs. The unusual output stage
is provided with low and high supplies. It
normally operates with the low rails, at
about + and -25V. When the power
demand exceeds a certain point however
the supplies are jacked up to about + and
-50V. This is accomplished with the aid of
the two 251(2123 FETs Q219 and Q220
(CPC part no. AW87-A30-089-010). They
tend to fail short-circuit: one had in this
unit. A replacement restored normal
operation. G.D.

B&O Beogram CD5500
This aged CD player is part of the
Beosystem 5500, though its styling makes
it look like a current model. The complaint
was that it started to play then the audio
"faded away". In fact it reverted to standby
because of loss of power. The cause was a
fine selection of dry -joints at P10 on the
main PCB. N.B.

Technics SH-E51 graphic

equaliser

There was no operation because R754
(4.7Q) in the power supply was open circuit. There didn't seem to be any cause
for its demise. N.A.

Sony XR5451 car radio cassette
There was extremely weak sound from one
speaker and none from the other three. The
audio output stages are based on two
TA8215H ICs, IC501 and IC601. One is for
the front speakers, the other for the rear
ones: each contains two bridge output
amplifier pairs. Both ICs had holes blown
in the front of their plastic packages and,
interestingly, although a substantial
heatsink is used no heatsink compound at
all seemed to have been applied during
manufacture. Replacement chips, with a
thin smear of compound of course, restored
excellent results.
The output ICs and external connections
are on a vertical daughter board that plugs
into the main PCB. This makes servicing
easy, but the connectors seem to become
intermittent. Hard -wiring is the best course
if you want to avoid a bounce. N.A.
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Send letters to "Television",
Cumulus Business Media,
Anne Boleyn House,
9-13 Ewell Road,
Cheam, Surrey SM3 8BZ
or e-mail tessa2@btinternet.com
using the subject heading
'Television Letters'.
Please send plain text messages. Do

NOT send attachments. Type your til
name, address, postcode, telephone
number and e-mail address (if any).
Your address and telephone number
will not be published unless requested,
but your e-mail address will unless you

LETTERS
DTT reception
We are now becoming familiar with DTI.

reception problems: the carrier/noise ratio
flatness of the multiplex, impulse noise,
etc. At signal levels above 50dBV these
problems start to go away, but getting such
levels can be difficult to achieve in our
neck of the woods.
Durham is served by two main
transmitters, Pontop Pike and Bilsdale.
Most of the Pontop Pike multiplexes are
about 17dB below the analogue signals and
reception is generally not a problem. This
is not so with Bilsdale, where it is not
uncommon to find that multiplexes are
35dB below the analogue signals
(measured off air). When a good DTT
level is achieved, reception is limited by
the need to keep the analogue signals
below 80dBm V. If 60dBm V is required
for good analogue reception and 45dBm V
for DTT reception, to get the same
coverage we seem to need an analogue -to digital ratio of 15dB - not to mention the
people who receive analogue TV below
this level, or the terrace block alongside the
railway where the sparks from the
overhead wires lock up digi boxes.
I don't want to sound negative. We are
committed as a business to getting DTT to
work correctly for all our customers. But if
we can't get enough signal level it ain't
going to work, whether analogue TV is
turned off in 2006 or 2060.
David Taylor, Astral TV,
South Langley Moor, Durham.

Not available
I recently phoned LG GoldStar at Slough
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state otherwise.
Please send ONLY text intended for
the letters page. Correspondence relating to subscriptions and other matters
must be sent to the office address given
above.

to enquire about the price of a capstan
motor for an LG239I, which is a modem,
centre -mounted deck machine. As I didn't
have an account I was referred to a spares
agent. No complaint about that. But the
agent told me that the item is no longer
available and referred me back to the
manufacturer. I phoned again to see if any
help was available. but all I got was
"sorry". Why couldn't I have been told
that in the first place, instead of having to
waste over half an hour of my time on the
phone?
This sort of thing doesn't do the trade
any good, and the customer is not pleased
with the manufacturer. I haven't had this
sort of trouble with other makes when
`specific' spares are required. I could
have understood it if I'd been asking for a
LOPT for a 405 -line TV!
David Smith,
Leigh, Lancs.

Coaxial cable
When TV transmission at UHF started we
all changed over to low -loss' coaxial
cable. And very good cable it was, with a
dense braid that provided virtually 100 per
cent screening. Although good -quality
low -loss cable is still available, the vast
majority of the cable now on the market
has quite sparse braiding, with a coverage
of only 20 per cent or so.
For some time I've used Raydex CT100
(or equivalent) for aerial and distribution
system downleads. The only exceptions
have been with rock -bottom 'economy'
aerial jobs - fortunately I do very few of
these. CT100 has a copper -foil wrap in

contact with the copper braiding, so the
screening is 100 per cent.
Does the low screening percentage of
cheaper cables matter? After all, CT100type cable costs twice as much as the
cheap brown low -loss type, so there has to
be a valid reason for using it. In the past
I've had a sneaking suspicion that for some
applications CT100 is a waste of money.
Two recent incidents have reassured me
that this is not the case.
I was asked to install a distribution
amplifier in a large private house. The
electricians had already installed eleven
downleads from the loft to wall outlets.
They proudly told me that they had
obtained the cable at £7.50 per 100 metres.
As I fitted the coaxial plugs in the loft I
-noticed that it was difficult to find enough
braid in the cable to make a good
connection.
For reasons that are not relevant here, it
was necessary to identify all the cables. I
use a battery -powered UHF modulator to
trace coaxial cables. Its output level is high
(30dBmV). because this enables me to use
the modulator to trace cables that have
high loss because of damage or moisture
ingress. With the modulator connected to
an outlet downstairs, I sat in the loft and
connected my UHF signal -strength meter
to each cable in turn. I've carried out this
procedure many times: the result should be
an immeasurably tiny signal - less than
-50dBmV - with all the cables except the
correct one. In this case however every
'wrong' cable produced about -6dBmV.
The correct cable produced a reading of
+23dBmV.
I followed the cables and found that all
eleven went down to bedroom -floor level
together in a loose group, after which they
went their separate ways. The bunch of
cables was not taped together: the cables
were close, but loose at the back of a
cupboard. They ran together for about
three metres, which it seems was sufficient
to produce crosstalk at about -30dB.
Such cable must be very susceptible to
interference should it pass through an RF
field. Think about the bottom end of a
downlead with rather low-level signals on
it passing near a computer, satellite
receiver or whatever. Incidentally signal
loss with the 'correct' cable was about
twice what I would have expected with
CT100. At one point I accidentally left one
of the downleads disconnected at the
amplifier end. The result was merely a
snowy TV picture, even with channels
derived from modulators.
A few days later 1 installed a new aerial
at an existing distribution system.
Afterwards all the TV sets had perfect
reception - except for a new widescreen
Sony TV set, which had a Sky digibox, a
VCR and a DVD player sitting beneath it.
The ITV picture, on channel 29, had about
ten straight vertical lines, about 200mm
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long, in the baCkground. They were about
20mm apart and formed a rectangular grid
that drifted slowly across and down the
picture.
I called the lady of the house and asked
if the fault had been there before. "Oh yes"
she replied, "and much worse than it is
now. It doesn't bother me, but it drives 'im
mad." It seems that the TV shop had told
them that a new aerial might cure the fault,
which was why I was there!
The intensity of the interference was
affected when the VCR was pulled

forwards. It disappeared completely when
the aerial was connected to the TV set
directly. With my spectrum analyser in the
TV mode, and using a screwdriver as an
aerial, the analyser displayed the
interference - but only when the TV set
was turned on. There was no effect when
the VCR etc were turned on and off. When
the VCR -to -TV flylead was connected to
the TV set and the aerial signal was
attenuated at the VCR end the interference,
as seen on the Sony set's display, faded in
and out in inverse proportion to the signal

applied. With a very weak signal the
interference dominated the picture.
It seemed that the TV set itself was
radiating the interference, which was being
picked up by the VCR -to -TV flylead. The
flylead was made of cheap coaxial cable.
A CT100 flylead provided a complete
cure. Not only that, there was also a subtle
but definite improvement with the other
terrestrial channels. The pictures looked
`cleaner'.
Bill Wright, Wright's Aerials,
Sheffield.

HELP WANTED
The help wanted column is intended to assist readers who require a part, circuit etc. that's not
generally available. Requests are published at the discretion of the editor. Send them to the
editorial department - do not contact the advertisement department about this feature.
Wanted: Circuit diagram and/or service
manual for the Telequipment oscilloscope
Models D67 and D1010. Will photocopy

micro isn't stopping? Everything else
appears to work normally. Anyone met
this fault before? Roger Burchett, 12
and return immediately and pay all expenses. Ormonde Road, Hythe, Kent CT21 6DN.
Colin Pearson, 20 Manor Drive, Hinchley
Phone 01303 267 969.
Wood, Nr Esher, Surrey KTIO OAX.
Wanted: Ultrasonic remote -control unit,
Wanted: JVC HR3300 top -loader VCR
circuit diagrams and any service
(very old). Can collect from anywhere.
information for the Thomson TVP01
Khalid Khawaja/D50451, 4 -Metric Walk,
video projector (dates from the early 80s).
Smethwick, West Midlands B67 7DX.
This is a complete restoration project.
Wanted/for disposal: Can anyone supply Cash waiting and will travel. Phone Gary
a tube baseboard for the Goodmans
Hedge on 01723 354 090 (Scarborough).
Compact 110 CTV, fitted with a
Wanted/for sale: Require a charger unit
TDA4556 IC? I have for disposal free a
and lead, and an instruction book, for the
complete but non -working very early Akai Panasonic NV-M5B VHS camcorder
piano -key VCR, Model VS9700. Please
(other units may do). Have for sale at £75
phone/fax Kevin Coltart on 01387 252
o.n.o. a Caltek 10MHz oscilloscope, six
639 (Dumfries).
months old and used just twice. Alan
Wanted/for disposal: Require operating
Westwood, 25 Eglinton Terrace, Ayr KA7
instructions for the Orion Model IRD2001
1JJ. Phone 01292 262 644 or e-mail
satellite receiver. Have for disposal, in
allan.westwood@btinternetcom
good working order, a Matsui OP10
For sale: Television magazines 1980-2000
satellite receiver with remote -control unit
inclusive, 21 complete years, 252 issues,
and operating instructions. F. Nedza, 40
in very good condition. £100, buyer
Brynhyfryd, Glynneath, Neath, West
collects. Phone Paul Pearson on 01782
Glamorgan SA11 5BA.
610 127 (Stoke-on-Trent).
Wanted: Help with a Goodmans PD1700
Wanted: Motor for the Panasonic stereo
VCR (Philips Turbo -drive deck with N1
Model RX-CW55L, part no. MMUmain board and VST tuning). Two
5U5RWR. P. Gibson, 209 Colston Street,
channels, not local ones, are tuned in.
Newcastle on Tyne NE4 8UL.
They appear to hunt, as if the AFC is
For sale: A large number of Television
pulling them about. Attempts to tune and
magazines published during the 70s. For
store wanted channels are unsuccessful:
details write to K. Heritage, 3 Grange
the search sweeps up the band without
Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQI4 8PB.
stopping. There's no manual tuning
For disposal: Thousands of EPROMs in
facility. Even without an aerial connected
boxes, from 2708 upwards. A quantity
the sync separator produces a chain of
free to non-profit schools/clubs etc. Also
pulses of correct amplitude, but not
hundreds of 'game' PCBs for video
lockable. As the search sweeps through a
games. For disposal under the same
channel a clean pulse, which can be
conditions. Well, if an individual requires
locked, is seen on the scope. Is this
a couple for repair or something, also free.
correct? The tuner and main micro chip
John Richards, e-mail
have been checked by substitution. Is this
jr@watchet.net
an AFC fault, or perhaps the front -panel
Wanted: Information on the 'Space
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Sound' stereo function in the Sony Model
KV-DX21TU (AE1 chassis). It provides
much better clarity sound via the output
speakers, but has to be enabled each time
the set is switched on - I've not
discovered a way of enabling it
permanently, can this be done? Has
anyone details of the audio response and
how it's achieved? The manual shows that
the 'quasi -stereo' function is performed by
the TDA6200 AF interface chip IC201, on
the KS board. Any information would be
helpful, as I want to build a small audio
amplifier with similar characteristics. Do
other Sony chassis incorporate a similar
stereo effect? Please reply by e-mail to
Don Jannece at
don.jay4@ic24.net
Wanted: An SAA1293-02 IC for the
GoldStar Model CIT9508, or a complete
tuner panel for this set. R. Kinge, 94
Manor Fields, Liphook, Hants GU30 7BS.
Phone 01428 722 997.
Wanted: Circuit diagram for the Technics
SU8080 hi-fi power amplifier (photocopy
OK). Particularly require the power supply
circuit, and voltage readings would be
helpful. Will pay any reasonable expenses.
Anthony Buckley, 52 Falkland Avenue,
Marton, Blackpool FY4 4MJ. Phone 01253
798 568, mobile 07989 114 204.
Wanted: A service manual for the
Mitsubishi HSB82 Nicam VCR, or a
circuit diagram of the power supply, to
buy or borrow. Also require ten 1N6277
transient suppressors, six M145027
remote -control decoder chips and a
TOP204YA1 for a computer monitor, or
alternatively information on where these
items can be obtained. Please phone Peter
Redpath on 0239 2253 595 evenings or email
peter@pcbase.freeserve.co.uk

503

Answer to Test Case 462
- page 495 -

TELEVISION INDEX & DIRECTORY 2001
Plus hard -copy index and reprints service

First, the mystery of the Global Magic Eye. These

Television Index & Directory 2001, in CD-ROM form,

Here's the essential repair information you need! The
remote -control extenders are designed for use with a
Sky digibox and an RF coaxial extension to another
room, in practice most often the bedroom. So long as the
correct RF output socket is used, the digibox provides a
DC operating voltage for the remote infra -red receiver,

and decodes the commands it receives via the same
cable. In this case three coaxial plugs were involved in
the extension, and none of them had the inner conductor
soldered to the centre pin. While this didn't impair the
UHF signal too much, it made the DC feed unreliable.
Soldering all three pins cured the problem for good.
Now to digital editing. The performance provided by

digital camcorders spoils the VHS format for many
users. The solution, at a cost approaching four figures, is

to use a PC with a digital sound/vision capture card.
This arrangement enables a camcorder's output to be
kept in digital form throughout the copy and edit processes, then sent back to DV tape in the camcorder - so
long as it's DV -in enabled, which is the case with the
Sony DCR-PC100.

Peter Patter has a friend who assembles and commissions these systems. Did Tony Birch buy one? He's
still making up his mind - and still hoping for a magic wand, zero -cost solution!

contains the text of over 13,000 high quality fault reports on
TVs, VCRs, Camcorders, Monitors, Satellite TV units, Audio
equipment and CD players, searchable by make and model,
plus the text of 156 Test Cases and 165 major servicing
articles, from thirteen years of Television magazine. It also
contains a full thirteen year index of Television, a Spares
Guide, a directory of Trade and Professional Organisations,
an International TV Standards guide, a satellite TV Channel
Finder, a TV transmitter list and a compendium of internet
resources for service engineers. The software is quick and
easy to use, and runs on any PC with Windows 95, 98, ME
or NT. The CD-ROM also contains a free index, worth £20,
to Electronics World magazine.
Television Index & Directory 2001 CD-ROM, £199
Television Index & Directory 2001 CD-ROM upgrade, £46
(to qualify for this upgrade you need to have purchased a
previous version of the Television Index on floppy disk or on
CD-ROM)

Television Index only, £36

NEXT MONTH IN TELEVISION
Panasonic Euro 4 chassis guide
The Euro 4 chassis was introduced in 1997 as

Television Index only upgrade from previous versions, £16
a

replacement for the very successful Euro 2 digital chassis.
Although a lot of the circuitry is similar to that used in its

predecessor there are important differences, such as the
combined system control and teletext microcontroller chip.
video processor variations to cater for basic widescreen (as
opposed to 100Hz widescren) operation, a digital interface
between the sound processor and Pro -Logic processor. Q

link and owner ID storage. Brian Storm provides a
serviceman's guide to the operation of the chassis.

Wiring problems with caravans
Tom Baker continues his series on automobile electrical
systems with an article on caravan wiring.

ER Show report
The latest consumer electronics equipment released in the
UK was on display at the 2001 Electrical Retailing Show.
George Cole reports on new models and technology.

Renovating valve radios
Valve radios tend to be unreliable. Being old, not many
people have the know-how to be able to repair them. But
they are valued, and owners are prepared to pay for any
work required. So here's another profitable sideline. Ian
Rees explains what's involved.

Hard -copy indexes of Television magazine are available
for Volumes 38 (1988) to 50 (2000) at £3.50 per volume.
Reprints of articles from Television back to 1988 are also
available, at the flat rate of £3.50 per article - you can
order through our web site, or write to the address below.
The above prices all include UK postage and VAT where
applicable. Add an extra £1 postage for non -UK EC orders,
or £5 for non -EC overseas orders, although Channel Island
residents do not need to add any extra postage. Cheques
should be made payable to SoftCopy Ltd. Access, Visa or
MasterCard Credit Cards are accepted. Allow up to 28 days
for delivery (UK).

SoftCopy Limited,
1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham, GL53 ONU, UK
Telephone 01242 241 455
Fax 01242 241 468
e-mail: sales@softcopy.co.uk

web site: http://www.softcopy.co.uk

Published on the third Wednesday of each month by Reed Business Information Ltd.. Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Filmsetting by
H Typographies Limited, Unit 4, Baron Court. Chandlers Way, Temple Farm Industrial Estate, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 5SE. Printed in England by Polestar
(Colchester) Ltd.. Newcomen Way, Severalls Industrial Park, Colchester, Essex C04 4TG. Distributed by MarketForce (UK) Ltd., 247 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1P 0AU (0171 261 7704). Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand, Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa, Central News Agency Ltd. Television is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired
out or otherwise disposed by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to currency exchange fluctuations and VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by
way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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£11.99
Available exclusively from
Electronics World

Amazing music
21 tracks -72 minutes of
recordings made between '
1900 and 1929. These
electronically derived
reproductions are no worse
than - and in many cases
better than - reproductions of
early 78rev/min recordings some are stunning...

Pandora's drums
Unique and atmospherig music recorded
in the early 1900s - the 'ays before 78s.

Track
Washington Post March. Band, 1909
1
2 Good Old Summertime. The American Quartet 1904
3 Marriage Bells, Bells & xylophone duet, Burckhardt & Daab

Use this coupon to order your copy of
Pandora's drums
Please send me
CD(s) at £11.99 each
including VAT plus £1.50 carriage per order UK,
or £3.00 overseas for which I enclose:

with orchestra. 1913
4. The Volunteer Organist, Peter Dawson, 1913
5. Dialogue For Three, Flute, Oboe and Clarinet. 1913
6. The Toymaker's Dream. Foxtrot, vocal, B.A. Rolfe and his
orchestra, 1929
7 As I Sat Upon My Dear Old Mother's Knee. Will Oakland. 1913
8 Light As A Feather, Bells solo, Charles Daab with orchestra,

Cheque

Credit card details

tick as appropriate

Name

1912

Address

9 On Her Pic -Pic -Piccolo. Billy Williams, 1913
10 Polka Des English's, Artist unknown, 1900
11 Somebody's Coming To My House, Walter Van Brunt, 1913
12 Bonny Scotland Medley, Xylophone solo, Charles Daab with
orchestra, 1914
13 Doin' the Raccoon, Billy Murray, 1929
14 Luce Mia! Francesco Daddi, 1913
15 The Olio Minstrel, 2nd part, 1913
16 Peg 0' My Heart, Walter Van Brunt, 1913
17 Auf Dem Mississippi, Johann Strauss orchestra, 1913
18 I'm Looking For A Sweetheart And I Think You'll Do, Ada
Jones & Billy Murray, 1913
19 Intermezzo, Violin solo. Stroud Haxton, 1910
20 A Juanita, Abrego and Picazo, 1913
21 All Alone. Ada Jones. 1911

Phone number

Total amount
Make cheques payable to Reed Business Information Group.
Or, please debit my credit card.

Card type (MasterNisa)
Card No
Expiry date
Please mail this coupon to Electronics World, together with payment.
Alternatively fax credit card details with order on 0181 652 8111. You can
also telephone your order on 0181 652 3614, but only Mondays, Tuesdays
or on Friday mornings. Address orders and all correspondence relating to
this order to Pandora's drums, Electronics World, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

All tracks on this CD were recorded
on DAT from cylinders produced in
the early 1900s. Considering the age
of the cylinders, and the recording
techniques available at the time, these
tracks are of remarkable quality,
having been carefully replayed using
modern electronic technology by
historian Joe Pengelly.

J

Total playing time 72.09
21 tracks - 72 minutes of music.
Published by Electronics World. All recordings reproduced by Joe Pengelly.
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information when you need it.
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www.electronicsweekig.cauk

for repair of power supplies
and computer monitors

Electronic Compo

If you maintain or repair
you have a powerful ally.

Canon / HP, Lexmark, OKI.
Epson, Kyocera, Xerox

PSA is a leading stockist of s a
for your industry, with over 36001
PI 4

stock lines, serving customers in
over 80 countries worldwide,

NI major brands including
Apple, Compaq. IBM. NEC,
- Texas. Toshiba etc.

ap op Compu erBa ems

Apple, Compaq,

Laptop AC Adaptors

I

Need directing

to fitters...
*" 'IRS/ connne+g"r or sockets?
Whatever your business needs find it on kompass.com.

1

wwww.momirtimsaiminiNHP
million companies worldwide at your fingertips.
TelePhone: +44(0)1342 335876.
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WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
OF DOMESTIC
ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES

K____jilky-ELECTRON1C S

BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD

Unit 15 Marks Hall Margaret Rod Mg Dunmow Essex CM6 1QT
Telephone: 01245 231684 Facsimile: 01245231562

1111111 'ON 1;)11k,

Largest selection

of
MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

NEW "B"
GRADE PRODUCTS

T.V. VIDEO AUDIO
MICROWAVE OVENS
Contact Paul Bean
BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD.
1 0111 LLOYDS COURT, MANOR ROYAL,
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX RH10 2QX

Tel: (01293) 618000
Fax: (01293) 400133

Repair SMDs on

Large7tM, j
I

)

from £450

16 x 9 Format Televisions

11-4,1RTTY

Large Ilia)) rit.t.:441J

front £1,500
Televisions 52"
We also carry a Large selection of
televisions and videos all at below trade price.
from £60.00
36cm portables
from £150.00
51cm televisions nicam
from £180.00
59cin televisions nicam
from £200.00
68cm televisions nicam
78crri televisions nicam
from £450.00
from £800.00
95cm televisions nicam
from £65.00
Videos 2 head mono
from £70.00
Videos 4 head nicam
Videos 6 head hi-fi nicam
from £110.00
from £150.00
36cm combined TV and video
dvd players
from £150.00

LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
25cm televisions with DC 12/24 volt suitable for
from £120
caravans - mobile homes - cars - kitchen use
- ALL PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED -

tI
1).#117:17122112
dg it
149 1E1
We stock a great many other items in the TV and Video
range so if you don't see what you are looking for,
give us a call, we will save you pounds.
Visitors by appointment only

Setbacks

PCBs in seconds

with the NEW
Hot Jet `S'
Desoldering and soldering of SMDs by
hot air and without contact is the fast
and efficient way for the modern repair
workshop. And now,WeIwyn Tool can
offer the complete package - a
range of hot air tools, SMD
Rework Stations, nozzles to suit
all SMD requirements, free
demonstrations and free colour
instructional brochure ... all
available from Distributors
nation-wide.

P.:7:2ZiZM-77\M
Reference
Inputsi21
Outputs
Gain UHF

6
"00

installations

7(

Low noise figure

(-,24;10(72.4j1

F connectors

Noise noire 2 56
Line Power
Output

Fully shielded

17401

!Egat:
\\V.

Reference

Design for individual

7,i

Lit

Gala aut 2
(dB)

Features

8130'8131:8132:

7..
12
le

-

outpUist-4
Input
Noise Figure

installations

Proven reliability and

"

.,n3

performance

ICC connectors
CE conforms with
Et45501:3. R1550$7.1,
EN60065

3 580

Reierenee

1531

Ampl.band(MHz)
LVHF Gain (dB/
UHF Gain dB
Var. gain VHF BBB
Vac gain IIHF(dB,

1

Noise Figure (dB

WELWYN

lEC connectors
Fully shielded

4355
5350477.03.1
"3

435.5

.

'305
23 715

i =272,
25

IA..6 -,..t iiiit luBe8) I

Features

4 SOUTH MUNDELLS,
WELWYN GARDEN CITY

ideal to; dig;31

UHMA !

For further information, please ask
for Reference No. TMS

TOOL
CO.LTD.

Features

5372

5371

'

.?)
-42.1k113

,

;

BO (0 i':'

'035.

2...3

.

>2.40

High output levet/Low noise l;gure
UHF and VHF variable attenuator (0-20 dB)

All these products are available from UK's main
distributors and wholesalers

Televes

Xe.X.33.3Xers\ XXXXXXXASX'aXCWW,XXXS-3

HERTS AL7 I EH.

TEL: (01707) 331111.
FAX: (01707) 372175.

Televes UK Ltd Tel. 01633 875821
televes.uk@te1eves.com

Fax 01633 866311
www.teieves.com

PUT HOT AIR TO WORK FOR YOU
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*PERIFELEC

Synthesized satellite cable and TV field strength meter with
panoramic reception on 14 cm (5,5') screen and digitai

MC 30 A Spectrum Analyser

Complete microprocessor and IspL51 logic control.
Continuous frequencies from 46 to 860 MHz and from 920

TUBES

carriers measurement.

tO 2150 MHz on 4 bands.

Seleriable 4, 1 and 0,2 MHz spectrum bandwidth, picture
measurement 1 MHz.
Display of picture of selected synthesized channel.
FM (Radio) LA', H/G, I,
MM TV standards and Ku and
C satellite standards.
Possibility of 32 programs memorized per frequency band.
Display (2 Lines of 16 characters).
Range of measurement of signal strength from 20 to 120
ciHuV, manual or automatic attenuator.
Battery life about 1 hour 20 minutes, weight 5.8 Kg.
Display of full -band and 4 possible expanded spectrums.
Channels and frequency plans of cable and TV standards memorized.
Frequency, signal strength in dBpV or bargraph displayed on a digital display (2 lines of 16 characters).
Voltage of remote power supply in 14v or 18v and 22 KHz in satellite + DiSEq CT v1.2 switching.
-

The panoramic field strength meter MC30A combines in one instrument all the functions necessary for
installing and checking TV or Satellite reception, both analogue and digital. The visualization of the spectrum
and the picture allows the carrying out of all the necessary adjustments with this one instrument. The high
technology used in the MC30A allows a range of possibilities unheard of in a instrument in this price category.

I./
If SA CP E LTA

Due to its weight and size, the TC-402 ND is the ideal
instrument for the installation of FM and '..erre5tria! N aCria:S

1511 FST New Philips

£40

17" FST New Toshiba

£40

21" FST New Philips

£50

25" New Videocolour 59ECY

£60

25" New Philips 59EAK

£50

28" New Philips 66EAK

£75

28" New Nokia 66ECF

£75

34" New Philips 80EBKJEFF

£150

34" Videocolour 80AKT

£150

as well as CATV

system,
Peak detection..
Built in.
loudspeaker for
AM and FM
reception.

Frequency indication
with 4 digit LCD display.
TC
Analogue and digital measurement.
Multi -turn potentiometer to enable tuning.
Weight including batteries: 1.9 Kg.

402 A/D

TC 80 A/D
The TC 80 ND has been designed for the reception of TV Satellite systems.

Analogue and digital measurement.

Prices include carriage and VAT.
Widescreen tubes also available

Full Band Frequency Sweep.

Switchable 14 v or 18 v INB power supply + 22 KHz tone switching
Rechargeable 12 v /2,6 Ah Battery.
Weight including batteries: 3.3 Kg.

EXPRESS TV

The TC80 A/D has been designed to aid the installation of analogue and digital satellite systems. This hign
quality meter has video and audio output via scar: socket on rear and video only Via BNC socket on front panel.
The built in speaker delivers demodulated audio from any analogue satellite signals.

Full catalogue of
meters available,
please phone for
details.

COASTAL AERIAL SUPPLIES

wrs

Sole Import
Distributors

Unit X2, Rudford Industrial Ostate, Ford, Arundel 6N18 OBD
Telephone: 01903 723726 Rae: 01903 725322 Mobile; 0976 241505

The Mill, Mill Lane,
Rugeley, Staffs WS15 2JW

Tel: 01889 577600 Fax: 01889 575600

Seecerafetecworld

TV AND VIDEO LTD

Very Latest Top Brand Stock

TV's

Grade New 14" R/C Portable £30
`B' Grade New 14" Fastext Portable £40
'B' Grade New 21" R/C TV £45
`B' Grade New 21" Fastext TV £55
`B' Grade New 25" Nicam TV £85
`IT Grade New 28" Wide Screen Nicam TV
£100
`13' Grade New 32" Wide Screen Nicam TV
£170
`B' Grade New 33" Nicam TV £150
`B.

'B' Grade New Long Play £30
`B' Grade New Video Plus £35
`B' Grade New Nicam £40

DVD Players from £55

-

i

Wide selection available from £35

You Can't Buy Better
Save a Fortune
Expert Stock Available
All enquiries Welcome
We are Expanding!

Our new London Location
Opening Soon
Watch this Space!
All prices are exclusive of VAT

BIRMINGHAM 208 Bromford Lane, Erdinmon, Birmingham B24 8DL 0121 327 3273 Fax: 0121 322 2011
PRESTON Unit 434 Ranglet Road, Walton Summit, Preston PR5 8AR 01772 316066

ERD1NGTON 0121 328 0623 - SMALL HEATH 0121 772 5507 - ACOCKS GREEN 0121 706 3075
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509

Wholesale Distributors & Export Agents
of Domestic Electronics & Appliances

E

Possibly the Largest and Oldest Establishment in the UK

THOMSON, FERGUSON, SANYO, MITSUBISHI, BUSH, ALBA, GOODMANS
FACTORY GRADED (MINT)

SANYO/SHARP

from £35 Toshiba rear projector. 40" wide
screen. factor3, refurbished.
from £45 guaranteed
from £850

Microwaves
£59 Microwave Grill

14" R/c TV

from £45

20"/21" R/c
28" Nicam
28" Wide
32" Wide

from £195

Microwave Combi

from £69
from £29.50 NEW HIGH STREET RETURNS

£225
£300 Hoover 'Vac

One Tear Warranty

from £45

VCR

CD Radio Cassette
CD Micro Hi -Fl

from t 15 Ferguson 25" OP
from £25
-PSI
from £39
from £19'.50

164 LINES

complete £200 Irons, Kettles. Toasters
from only £3.82

st,

CD Multi Disc
CD Walkman

UT Phones
UT Dect Phones
UT Dect Answerphones
Cordless phones

WC Toy Cars
of
21

from £15
from £35
from £45
from £8.49

SUMMER

from £7.50

Trimmers. Foot Spa, Phones. Car
Batter, Chargers. Audio Karaoki,
Massager. Facial Saunas, etc.

\

Send for List Now

MANY MORE OFFERS AVAILABLE

Quantity based on stock availability and all prices are plus VAT

_VIS

hone 0121-359
Fax 0121-359 6344

PHOENIX HOUSE, 190 BRIDGE ST. WEST
BIRMINGHAM B19 2

MasterCard

1-noNVideo's

UK's Largest Electrical Wholesaler
For Both the UK and Export
Ex -Rental and Graded
NEW

TV's, Videos, Satellite,
Hi-Fi Equipment and White Goods
FREE Delivery Service to most areas of the UK
World -Wide Export Service

From £5.00

Satellite's
From £5.00

TV / Video

Stands
From £1.50

Experts in UHF / VHF Conversion

TEL: 01299 879642

FAX: 01299 827984

CALL TODAY FORA BROCHURE OR COME AND SEE OUR LARGE WAREHOUSE

Unit 75 Barracks Rd, Sandy Lane Ind. Est. Stourport,
Worcestershire DY13 9QB
Just 10 minutes from M5 Junction 6 - Worcester North
510

Major
Credit
Cards
Accepted
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Service
Link

No other consumer magazine in the country can reach so
effectively those readers who are wholly engaged in the
television and affiliated electronics industries. They have a
need to know of your products and services.
FAX 020-8770 2016
The prepaid rate for semi -display setting is £15.00 per single
column centimetre (minimum 4 cm). Classified advertisements
£2.00 per word (minimum 20 words), box number £22.00 extra.
All prices plus 171/2% VAT. All cheques, postal orders etc., to
be made payable to Cumulus Business Media, Ann Boleyn
House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey SM3 8BZ
PHONE 020-8643 6207

SERVICE DATA

SERVICES

SERVICE SHEETS AND MANUALS

TIMELAPSE VIDEO SUPPLIES

For most makes and models of TV - Video - SAT - CD - Audio

S/Man

Service
Sheet

CTV -10.00
VCR - 15.00

4.00
6.00

Complete

Video Heads and repair parts for
security video recorders

Service sheets include circuits and essential electricalNCR
mechanical set-up information.
All other items - price on application.
Add P/P of 1.50 to order total. No VAT.
Payment by cheque or P.O. only please.

D-TEC
PO BOX 1171, FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9YG
Tel: 01202 870656

MANUALS

OPEN
6 DAYS

Have you ever turned away work for want of a
Service Manual,
Have you ever bought a Service Manual and
never used it room than once?
Then why not join ...

THE MANUALS LIBRARY
For details and membership apptcaten
form write, phone or fox:

HARVEY ELECTRONICS
43 Loop Road, (toothier, Chepstow, Mons, 11P16 7HE
Tel: 01291 623086 Fax: 01291 628786

Visa: Access accept.,

0114 285 4254
SAT/CTV Circuits £5.00
VCR Circuits
CTV Manuals
VCR Manuals

£7.00
£10.50
£14.50

(P/P add £2.50 to each order)

419 LANGSETT ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S6 2LL

FES

REPAIRS
NEED HELP NOW?
Then ring the

* ELECTRON TECHNICAL
HELPLINE *

Circuit
Diagrams

TV's, VCR's SATELLITE
AUDIO & HI-FI
Most Models Covered
Prices are from £4.75 + £2.75 P/P
1 item - total £7.50 inc
2 items - total £12.25 inc
3 items - total £16.50 inc etc
note: some items priced individually
Payment by credit card. P.O.
or cheque
Tel/Fax: 01206 211570
e-mail:
colinC fryems.fshusiness.co.uk
2 The Lodge
Easthorpe Green
Marks Tey, Colchester

CO6 IHA
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accent

Genuine help available to all repairers

TECHNIC

of
T.V. - V.C.R. - SAT - AUDIO (Inc Valves)

CAMCORDER REPAIRS

- MICROWAVE - MONITOR AND
MOST ELECTRONIC EQUIP
Over 30 years experience and vast data
base

0906 470 1706
Calls cost 60p per minute
Hours of Business Mon to Fri
9.00 am -12.30 pm : 2.15 pm -5.30 pm
Sat Morn 9 am -12 noon

ELECTRON G.T.

Frycrns
Service
In tormalion

Tel: 01642 895488 Fax: 01642 351634

FAX BACK
SERVICE NOW
AVAILABLE

TEL/FAX A.T.V. on

SERVICE
MANUALS

Hitachi VTL 1000 heads only £34.50
Toshiba K V6200 heads only £27.00
Sony 2N4P-SQ heads only £49.00
JVC SRS970 heads only £49.00

Collection and delivery anywhere in the UK.
All makes, fast service.
Phone free for details.

Fax: 01905 796385

9 CHAPEL ST DONISTHORPE,
SWADLINCOTE, DERBYSHIRE DE12 7PS

(0800) 281009

PROPERTY

FOR SALE

TVNIDEO REPAIR
CENTRE - MERSEYSIDE

1043 Leeds Road
BRADFORD BD3 7DB
Tel: 01274 665670/650196
ELECTRTCS LIMITED Fax: 01274 665246

WANTED
BEST CASH
PRICES PAID
For ALL valves
especially KT88, PX4
and other audio types

Tel: 01403 784961
Minimum UK order
£50+VAT+ Freight
Billington Export Ltd
Sussex RH14 9EZ
Fax 01403 783519
Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk

Visitors by appointment

High street central location,
turnover in excess of
£32,000 pa, very high gross
profit on short hours, low rent.
Lease £15,000 + say.
Tel: 01942 736555

(Everett Masson & Furby)

in

E -Mail: tradesales@instorelecisnet.co.uk
7.7.412_,Iac
_
.

14

KIN

'FULLY -dUARANTEED

COMBI TVCR from
14" PORTABLES SCART
WIDESCREEN TV from
ON DIGITAL WIDESCREEN
SVHS VCR
MICROWAVE OVENS
DVD MULTI REGION

£99
£59
185
£375
£195
£34
£120

Audio DVD CDR Cameras Fax MWO
CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 48181 DWYER Y

511

SPARES &

APPOINTMENTS

COMPONENTS
REPLACEMENT VIDEO HEADS

Experienced
Bench and Field
Technicians
and

I.C.T.V. (Southern) Ltd
Have a vacancy at

EXPERIENCED
BENCH ENGINEER
REQUIRED BY SMALL, BUSY,
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS
A good knowledge of all makes of
TV, VCR, Audio equipment repair
essential.
Please apply in writing with CV

Accounts Welcome

Domestic Appliance

N.A.V. SPARES

Engineers.

237 Thornton Road

required by

Portsmouth for an
experienced, reliable and
self motivated
FIELD/BENCH Engineer.
interested,
or know someone who
may be suitable,
contact Graham on

SERVICESPEED

02392 653654

ESSEX RD BUSINESS CENTRE
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS RG21 7TB

for further details.

TEL: 01256 321228 / 841860

At very low prices
Over 3,000 models covered
FREE Catalogue on request
No VAT

Pay by Cheque or Credit Card

Bradford, West Yorks BD1 21S
Tel: 01274 772249 Fax: 01274 772247
E-mail: sales@nayspares.co.uk

and current salary or 'phone Sara
or Alan for an informal chat.

THIRWALL & ALLEN

(SLOUGH)

LINEAGE

TEL: 01753 524848

MISCELLANEOUS

PRIVATE RETAILER has excellent part
exchange colour televisions and videos to
clear. Tel: 01494 814317.

TV and Video Sales and Rentals
Specialists in Hi-Fi Repairs

For further
details on
advertising
please contact
Pat Bunce

30a Corringham Road, Stanford -le -1 lope
Essex SS17 OAH
Tel: 01375 640800

TV -VIDEO BENCH

ENGINEER/
SUPERVISOR
required by established family business
for 20 years

We are looking for an experienced
engineer who is prepared to take on
responsibility, must have a City and
Guilds 224 Electronic and proven track
records in this field. Salary etc.
negotiable. Apply in writing to

0208 643 6207

CLEARVISION
30a Corringham Road, Essex SS17 OAH

Tel: 01375 640800

gmant&RA***mots
The highly acclaimed A-400 car radio decoding system has just
got even better - and so has the price!
Latest version 9.4 software now covers an even broader range of
radios including:- Philips, Ford, Grundig, Blaupunkt, Ken wood,
Becker, Clarion, Pioneer, Panasonic, J.V.C. Volvo and Hitachi.
There is also a new Misc. section covering a variety of
'odd ball' radios.

The latest addition to our decoding system is the X3000 -a stand
alone device for decoding the new Ford Traffic 3000 and 4000
models - even if they are displaying 'Lock 13'
Contact us now for further information and prices on 01325 310278
or visit our web site at www.elecsys.com where you can download a
brochure and demo software or purchase a decoding system on-line.

Joule Electronics, Hilton Road, Aycliffe Industrial Park,
Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham DL5 6EN

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX
Aerial Techniques
487
B. Smart
508
Campion Wholesale
510
Coastal
509
Colour Trade
510
Cricklewood
489
East London Comp
489
Economic Devices
450
Electronic World TV
509
Eptsoft
OBC
Express
509
Grandata
456, 457
512

J. W. Hardy
450
Kompass
507
LA Electronics
508
MCES
450
PSA Parts
507
IBC
Sendz
Stewart of Reading
489
Televes
508
TW Electronics
IFC
Web Service
499, 500, 501
Welwyn
508
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Special Offer Sale - 20 Remote Controls £20.00 (mixed all well known brands)
Ii R(31i5ON ICC 7 HAND SET

£3.00

FERGUSON VIDEO
EV90 LV HAND SET

£3.00

0130 IN HAND SET

£5.00

.
FERGUSON
BATTERY CONVERTER TA606
24V DC/240V AC
BENCH POWER SUPPLY VARIABLE

115.00
£15.00

0.30V 3A -TWIN ME1ERS
P/P 15.00 -ea 050.00
10 FOR 11.00
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
£7.00
BURGLAR ALARM KIT full de.scripam
CAMCORDER -UNIVERSAL BATTERY 9.611 I400M A FOR NC -PANASONIC -PHILIPS
£5.00
13.00
CAMCORDER-111MT) SHOULDER POD
CAPACITORS,
1INI2KV. 214Z/2KV.4N2AKV
13ACII
15p
EACH
15p
5N6/2KV. 6N7f2KV,9NIf2KV
25p
35V-22UF. 50V -I SUE. sov-10010' EACH
AN BATTERIES 1.5 VOLT
10p
ETC ALKAUNE
£2.00
DESOLDER PUMP
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER CMC200

Eu.00

200PE-20MF
EACH
FILTERS - 455 & 480
GAS SOLDER IRON-PORTASOL HOBBY
INFRA RED DETECTOR
WIDESHORT ANGLE W1111 RELAY

10p
£10.00

£5.00

INFRA RED RF.CEIVERMXTRIMI MINIATURE 01.00

CARDIOID CAMERA MICROPHONE- VA SUPER
£5.00
213 TELESCOPIC BOOM & STAND
CILASSIS.T.KM-NEW-NO TUNER P/P 15.01.1ra 115.00
£4.00
CHOKE -MAINS LNPUTTX9-TX10
CHROME. BOARD-ICCS
£6.00
1/Cs 1:4647TKE OR HA11495
DECK AND CAPSTAN MOTOR:00.00
EV61LV. EV6213J, EV671.V. EV68LV EACH
£30.00
FV7013. IN7ILV. IN72131, IN741.VX EACH
£12.00

IN31 R
HEAD AND DRUM
MOO ILATOR-SA111LLTIE-T)010 SRD3/4
PANEL 10 MIXED FROM TX9 TO ICC5
PANEL-DECODER-ICC5
PANEL -FRONT TX IOD
PANEL -1E47(9. TX10
PANE(: REMOTE AND POWER St MEIN

12:00
£10.00

£100
£4.00
£5.00

15.00
£5.00
£7.00

PANEL -REMOTE 7X90 139.001 1/Ca M293111 ANDMS1000
PANEL: REMOTE TX100
I/C M293111-SAA5012
PANEL -REMOTE. TX100
WITH STAND BY BATTERY AND VCs
PANEL -11228B TEXT

£1.50
11.50

£10.00
£5.00
£5.00

FOR TX89. Tx98.lx99.1'xino
PANEL-TX90 THORN FRONTS BITITONS 01M4-515-002
PANEL TUBE BASE-ICC5

£6.00

EACH

£5.00
25p

DECODER -TELETEXT PC232A5

SATELUTE TUNER UNrr -2427611
.. BASE BAND/VIDEO OUT

0.00

MODIRATOR No 5587881

£3.00

OSC,11.1. ()SCOPE 2081112 DOUBLE BEAM V212

SCART TO 4 PHONO LEADS 1.581
SCAR:1'TO 6 PHONO LEADS
SC.ART TO "0" PLUG

£3.00
£1.00

SCARF TO scART LEADS ALL PINS CONN ECIED 1.5 METRES
SOUND 5.5MHZ MPH 10(31T

£2.00

£1.00

SOUND 6.08111Z MPS' 1040
TRANSFORMER -RS ENCAPSULATED MAINS

£1.00

£1.00
£4.00
£5.00

1.1 -120V -0.120V PRI 0 -9V -0-9V SEC

TRIFLER KT3/K30

TRIFLER- UNIVERSAL

ISSUE 4

115.00

HEAD AND DRUM -620E

MAINS swn

112.00
Loop
£5.00

00'1'111 STAND-BY

PANEL -TELETEXT GOP ISSUE 6
PANEL -TELETEXT PC315-1 - 1551E 7
PANEL-TEXT.VT753E
POWER SUPPLY TV SWITCH MODE

£133.00
110.00
£15.00
120.00

STR 4211 ISSUE 10
POWER SUPPLY VIDEO SWITCH MODE

£8.10)

nom)

VTM312ELM
THICK. FILM-HM9204A

13.50

£12.00
£12.00

HEAD AND DRUM - 6000
HEAD AND DRUM - NICAM
PANEL -CLOCK DISPLAY - 8.900
PLASTIC FRONT WITH FLAP - 8.900

1500
LIAO

POWER SUPPLY-VS1000-VS1100
POWER SUPPLY. LONG OR SHORT ClIASSIS
1991/1992 MODELS

POWER SUPPLY - swrru MODE
-DOUBLE DECKER

15.00

SAO

£10110

POST 4.0U

MAINS ADAPTOR 12V AT 500 M/A
NEGATIVE CENTRE
NEGATIVE CENTRE
- POSITOR EQV 93009 - SALE PRICE

£1.00
£1.00
25p

ADAPTOR -V.17 -TEXT - VA3.54
AC MAINS & BATTERY-VA365 P/P 13.00 ea

12.00

CAMCORDER BATTERY, 111011 CAPACITY
9.6V 180014A-VA310
CAMCORDER BATTERY CHARGER
EACH
0.6 VOITS VAZ65
CAMCORDER CAR ADAPTOR CHARGER AND BATTERY-VA303
CAMCORDER LENS 2 OFF -

£6011

11.11.1.1. -CONVERSION LENS 31.4 & 30.7

£050

DECKS WITH HEADS D1096 VXA110 VP 9401
HEAD-VSR1500 = ORION 02096
P/P.15 (alea

I YPE STK 5543-VP9501
POWER SUPPLY -SWITCH MODE -1500

£16.00
15.00
13.00
£5.00
DLOO

03.50

16.00
£5.00

DECODER-TEXT-K40-KT3
PANI-.1. FOR CP9O-CP110

£5.00

TEXAS
00204

2.501432
2SD1453
2.901576

E1.00
£1.00

0.00

I11/205
015206

2501577

£200

11£2117

15p

1300

BUT11AF
BUT12A
BUT I3
BUT1OAF

60p
7.5p

SOP

20p

20p

HEF4093

20p
50p

YX55161.111

10p

12.00
E1.00
11.00

11;107

3op
50p

251)868

75p
30p
50p
11.00

(Log

01,970
BPW41

AT Phooeli...q,
BU1059)4

BUI08

£100

IA1124
011126

El 00

SU 1SOA

BU508AF

BUM)

BUXS4AF
BUY49
BY 137

805080E
00705

£1.00

BY208-900
BY220

05229

50p

BIM

01.110

SOp

SU1,06A

0.00

lip
El

/31/M7

30p
SOp

IIIMSDE1

11.00

BU624

50p
11.00
1200

101,

91/p

BUK444/800
BUK4451600
BUK454/(00

65p

BUT) 1

E1.00
SOp

Sep

'

BY255
81299.200
BY2994100
BYT71-800
BY V14.30
BYV2.4-2011

sop
30p
111

Sp

15p
OP

SP

tip

10p

£15401

Sp

112106.k

3p

L298N
LA7830
LA7031

20p
Sop

ME871A
FMB

55410
ip

1,1763 ABI

5)701 LBI
607204ECSP
M58658P
MN650

HA1140

11.00

HA 11105

£100

Lip

HA 1196

SOP

15p
ISp

14A I 141.1iAN1

E1.50

S13521V

HA) 100.11NT
IIA5113.5501
11A51330SP3

0 SO
4100

0.00

8001061
SAA3018
SAA5010

50p

SAA5231

BYV950
BYV93C

10p

£2.00

BYV9613

lop

BYW20-0£49

20p

037106

30p

£1.00
Sop

BYX7 1160

ALP -IS
HOST 6931 /31

BZW-C110
BZW83-C20
CA31230
CD4555BE

12p

£1.00

HCF4520
110-4520BH

SOp

Sep
11.00
15p

11.00

/111X84

05.00

14EF4029111.

131;2U
01,326
11135USA

£5.00
£4.00

H.F.4528BP

fLOO

(TEXT/

£5.00

11-2105.RE
MTP20 I I -APOO

£5.00
£5.00

UHE ICC5

WIF ICC5

ULM
£5.00
3p
10p
14.00
£1.00
11.00
£1-50
£7 50
£1.00
1.00

£100
£1.00
£3.00
£1.00

0200
E7-00

£5.00
£5.00
£4.00

TI.S85-174S6. TXE9. TX90

EACH

TX98. T99. TX100

EACH £4.00
04.00

10033 0051

PANASONIC

SMALL IMF/VHF

E.3.00

FERGUSON
DOUBLE SIDE. NICAM
!CM NICAM SINGLE BOARD ICC5
SHARP
TUNER AND IF 1810597 PA I UK
TATUNG
UNIVERSAL 205 OR EQUIVALENT
WITH AERIAL SOCKET

£7.00

EACH £4.00
EACH £1.00

RM35 - VIDEO

11516264

50p

£1.50

13.00
VX3000
aoo
3000/ORION -TV AND VIDEO
RC= PACE 900. FERGUSON. SONY, GRUNDIG /5.00

HGA1124A

MATSUI ORION VIDEO TUNER IF
FERGUSON

f
£10

13.00

03.00

110.00

VSR 1503

lOp

alp

£4.00

15,00
£40.00

2.5p

0200

£4.00
£3.00

CPT2158 (NO REPLACEMENT>
VIDEO RM933E VIDEO PLUS

BYX55/350

BC550C
005'64.9
BUV658
BE8695

015.01)

£2.00
£3.00

BYX391300

£3,00

5411E7 -7E33

ORION

1780
TV/SATELLITE WITH FST
HITACHI

oOp

40p
£100

15.00
15.00

13.0
£5.00

ICC5
1152000.1K7000
ERD2. SRIO.3, SRD4

40p

151././V/15A

E.E5,00

1500

BSB

R1/W54
BUX39

AN552I
065551
065931

AMSTRAD

£20.00

lop

FV41R/3V59

BOW)!

BUT7118110

£2 F -A01

0743. 7744

13.00

UNIVERSAL
DECCA
NICAM LCD
FERGUSON

90p
£1.00
£1.00
44p
90p
E1.00

£4.00
13.50
14.00

11.11:33-801

ABOVE.

6000
6800

0.50

£2.00

U344. 0411.11412, 1.1944

WITH HEADS

HANDSETS

B1221181.1

fano

0321.0341, 1.1342, 0343

MOTOR 12V

131.1208A

1100

4944

£20.00
4 HEAD DECK FOR 1500
20 HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS 1500V 2000V MIXED £1.00
VIDEO PATTERN GENERATOR MODEL 19535 240V

BUMS

E7.00

WITH BASE BAND MIN SXT2302234
SMALL L'NF/WIE
VHF/UHF- TEKE1-112A

EAC1 I

CAPSTAN
AND IIAND SETS

IM6140315

£5.00
£5.00

SMELUTE

ES POST

ORION D2096 ETC

(1.101

11.00
£5.00

COMPLETE. REPAIR KIT. CLUTCH AND
PINCH ROU-ER. IDLER 1)7906

ORION DI096

HI361404251

EACII

10.00
K13. K30. K4 EIT: IIN
13.00
FERGUSON WITH_ TEXT 11(2
PIP15.00 £10.00
CHASSIS
19P £.1.00 110,00
1X86 CHASSIS
ORION AND 6LATS111 CARRIAGE.
06.00
1500 TYPE DI096 ETC
P/P 52.00 4 FOR £5.00
SANYO LOVE
£1.00
240V ADAPTOR 9V AC IA

VIDEO DECKS
AIWA 1500
3101810 VX.-3 i 100
51ATSUI 1500
ORION D1094

BYW29/50
15p
BYW95
10p
BYW95C
10p
BYW562A 100V
8p
lop
BYX10

EACH

TEXT, REPLACES PHILIPS

111.1 3089D. TETI MSMAD

1100

£1.01
15p

EACH 110.00

CP1141.13T, CPT2176. CPTZ178
CE17.476, CP12478

FEB 30350, IF)) 4023AD, TEM 4032ED
TFB 4038AD. TES 4110.AD

25K1460
291(1461
2SC489:

2.513180103

01.011

£5.00

1994 MODEL

9000. 9600. TX9.1X10. TX1000
TEXT AND NON -TEXT

Nursouism

NICAM BOARDS MK IT

£3.00

SIEMENS
'IV/VIDEO

TUNERS

1500

PHILIPS

£3.00

SANYO
UNIVERSAL. VIDEO

THORN

MATSUI
£3.00

SAMSUNG
IIANDSETS. TV & VIDEO - 12 TYPES EACH

IE TERC8-022A IBIZA -007 -1 -ALPSSATELLITE SX12302130968

FV4 R/FV42 -PI51-52

MATSUI - ORION

18.00 (5 in D

)0C4001

1L 1457B, TIFICII /6

2SI>18711

DSO

25131264

VIDEO CI CASSIS WITH TUNER -4R 0500 POST £4.00

L3.00

- TC2203. TLF 1456B

1100

2013820

2501266
2501398
2501415
7501427

1996/7 MATSUI

EACH 13.00
EACH DOM

PANASONIC

11.011

250739
2SD880

£3.00
f-3.00
£3.00
£3.00
11.00

77(2034. '17(2044.17.2200, 7X22-34
TX22.14, TX2300. TX2636. 1X3300
RC201 -TV - REPLACES 1N7.1411/2

NEW TYPE UNIVERSAL

1OPT RED SPOT
LOP(' W111 TE SPOT &YELLOW SPOT

51.00
£1.00
30p

£1 00
2S13716
2511737

TELETEXT CONVERSION KIT
CORE. 290° TIT TEXT PANEL

PANELMAIN-V5R 1500
POWER SUPPLYNSR Imo
POWER SUPPLY & REG

FERGUSON

200101

EACH
EACH
EACH

5827-01-51. 5827-03-51
5823-04-10, 5329412-58
5929-03-41

510,00
EACH £8.00

PHRIPS

ESTY2611482

464:0

15.00

20 OFF MIXED NOKIA TTT
SALORA FINLEX SERVICE MANI1AL

arAnsrov
250350

IF MODELES,

EUR5 I 142
TC 1632, TC 1641 TC2232

PV 1138

AMSTRAD

ITT

f5.00

PANASONIC

PERDIO

MAINS SMALL
PAL TV ADAPTOR -ROB IN LIM OUT

BOSIDEN

12,00

1992/93 MODELS

PHEIPS 3 LN I HAND SET

FERGUSON
TX9
TX10
TX8.5.TX86
TM:9. TX98, TX99
Y26073I

£1.00
AA 13aRenes made by STC Group of Companies 10p each

20p

£5

36061. 36162.16362_ 36383.36.481
36482, 36761, 36831. 36832
36943. 36962
2432211. 243235L 2432491. 2432351
2432371. 2432981, 2432934
2433952. 2434141, 2434393
2434451. 243,1492
2435016.2435062
2435064. 2435005, 2435121
2.135372. 2435701. 2436773
2436792. 2436795. 2436797. 3216001
243066. 243063
3220029. 3714016, 47003481
A72076/78. AT2076/88. AT207W2.5
072077031
DST0 1N243/472593-00
DS18513235/47328700 34 /40153200
D8738N214/400086AD. &J47805200L
D5T8814234/47321.1041. &/47317590

TEE4039AD.TEB4066AD

TUBE BASE MIXED 10 for

AMSTRAD

25C93)3
2SC4589

FERGUSON NJCA M MODULE HI
Art No 989 591-E00

TOSHIBA

R.S. SAFE BLOC
RELAYS.SUR MINIATURE

2SC397313

Amstrad 6000. Amstrad 8900. Heads & Drum

15.00
£5.00

£4.00
£ 5.00
£5.00
14.00

'INN°

HITACHI

70128
2SC940
2SC3795

ORION
TV AND VIDEO
VIDEO WITH LCD

FOR £20

5 VIDEO HEADS

15.00

50p

TRANSFORMERS -SWITCH MODE,
EACH
'7X85, 7X86. TX89

£1.00

20p
10p

VXAIIOO
AND VIDEO PLUS

Size AA (2), Size AB (3). Size RR (4)

TEB3035D.'11-11-306917,TFB4023AD

£4.00

RE.CEIVER - INFRA -RED - ICSL4136.1X 100

`_4.00

RC202
VP9401
D1096

35 -VICE DESOLDERDIG BRAID 1.5 meter

15.00

PUSH BUTTON UNIT-TX85,TX86 -8 BUTTONS MOO

QUARTZ IIALOGEN
500W 200V FOR OUTDOOR LAMPS

7805
7906
7800
7912

Fit most new TV's £5

057086N243/473058-00
,

PANEL -TUBE -BASE -1X39.11{90. TX99
PANEL -TUNING 15090-TX9. TX10
POWER SUPPLY 12V -3A
IS/0 VIDEOSTAR CAMERA PP3

4731'X1-00,40153000
ICC5 3112-338 326842

NOKIA

VHF -Tuner with Aerial Socket

£5110

P/P LL24X/ra
FV3IR DISPLAY
EACH
PANEL-REMOTETX9. TX10
PANEL-REMOTE-TX10 540/01
PANEL-REMOTE-TX10. WITH BATTERY
AND 4 VCs - I544 -033C

MILLI VOLTMETER -ELECTRONIC -LEADER
£5 P&P
£5.00
LMV-181A 40V NC IN-IMV RS
IMV-300V CALIBRATED- COST £225,00 £5 P&P
COLOUR TV BATTERY
115.00
CONVERTER IN 24V13C TO 240V ouT
11.00
MODULAIUR4UNABLE. SATELLITE -TV
£5.00
PANEL4K2-E512211 STEREO
£5.00
PANEL-CWAO-POWER
POSITOR 18 2 PIN
20p
50p
POSITOR-2322 662 98012
POWER SUPPLY
12-011
I 2V DC & 24V DC -REGULATED
15.00
POWER SUPPLY-RECHILATED 3-12V 50061A
PSU AC 12V 5001,1A
PS1T AC 9V IA

130.00

E5'771 -1V

_SAMSUNG TECU5983 VA24A

MOTORS
HITACHI
13.00

CAPSTAN I5011

MATSUI
CAPSTAN VC NO. 6156730 ASP
TYPE -S 1995 TO 1997 MODELS MATSUI VIDEO
111CAPSTAN MOTOR
DECKS
P/P 03.00 1.20.00

i1"0
£5.00
£5.00

SMITSUMI
IODNIRE7-1.11=37.
MOD TMUG3-103A

miTSUBISDI
CAPSTAN-HSFAI-VC M51782ASP

Treble A Batteries12 fur £1

No accounts

No Credo Cards

SENDZ COMPONENTS
63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON, SHOEBURYNESS,
ESSEX SS3 8AF.
Tel: 01702 338894 Fax: 01702 338805
Specific P/P charges are PER ITEM For UK addresses add P/P to
order then 17.5% VAT to total.This applies to EC unless VAT No. is
given Exports - P/P at cost Postal Order/Cheque with order.
Unless otherwise specified add £1.70 P/P to SMALL ORDERS +
Additional PIP for HEAVIER GOODS. Technical Information by
telephone only Government/School Orders on official headings.
Callers to shop - 212 London Road, Southend-on-Sea.
Open Saturday Only 10-12noon - 2-5pm.

PLEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO BOTH THE GOODS TOTAL AND PIP CHARGE

Lanoptrter

Con., .717,nrs 0

47

ad!

Hardware Devices, Data Structures, Data Files, Computer Systems, Data
Handling, System Develo
nt, Computer Programming, Data Analysis,
Binary Numbers, Binary AA
mefic.

?tam., 0.10121af. Cum

8

Digital Techniques: -

sc11 10

ail 7
*111

Logic Gates, Flip Flops, Combinational Logic. Counters, Counting, Shift
Registers, Bodlean & DeMorgan's Theorems.

74110
7,61

rL

!,L

Computer Science: -

.m..Crtan 1,1.6.14

diGh'ff

6
5
9

mt.,. area

x61
sold 10

Microcomputers:-

66110

MicroprOcessort,, Basic Micro Computer, Busses, Memory Addressing,
A.L.U. Clock and Reset, Instrwtions and Control, Memory R/W,
Addressing,thstruotions #1, li sti o #2, Instruction 43

61e.3rshx1,:re taas

Matbematics:i*
Simple Numbers, Number Cony
on, Nidtber Types, Roots.
ngle
Ratio's. Triangle Angles. Area, 4s. i ce Area & Symmetry, Volume,
Percentages, Ratio's, Fractions,
tors, Circles Angles, Laws, Algebra,
Rules, Algebra. Rules, Powers, Simplifying, Equations, Graphing, Slope &
Translation, Curves & Angle Conversion, Physicalk.tence.
Sec.

L.

I

1

,edogroozda

1

00051101
77091170
C.ez

7-7 se waL

.77.17e 8,945...

fix to.a,6,

'Princi es V7'
lures, DC Current flow, Basic Electronics, Simple DC
s of'
Variable Voltages; Ohm's Law, DC Voltage,
Brie
sistors, AC Measurements, AC Voltage
and
Series/Parallel Circuits, Capacitance.
nt, AC.
Capac s, Inductai)
tors, Impedance, Communication System,
/Active Filters, Tuned Circuits, Coupling
Signals, AttftnuateW
and Selectfitt, Oscilf
Circ.4.fit Theorems. Diode Theory, Diode
ApplicationS";Transisto tieort,i3ipolar Transistor, Transistor
Configoptions, Transistor Circtlits, Field Effect Transistors, Operational
ffgTheory and Applications, Sum and Difference Amplifiers.
AmPfir

,...756775

1,013
F2175

Electrical: DC and AC Power, SCR, Power Sup
Magnptsm, Motors/Generators, Trans

yoltage Regulators,
ers, Three Phase Systems.

at

Trovaruccr. ram

aSSS3==Sc,\\\.t
n2 &,

flab

,

Te hmques:-

ct

D

cDigitaI

Logic Gtales, Flip Flops, Combinational Logic, Counters, Counting, Shift
Registers, Logic Interfacing, Timers, Boolean Algebra and DeMorgan's

,7:a 0220673. oxpanart 12

,Microprocessors and PIC Microcontrollers:i basic Micro -Computer, Busses, A.L.U, Clock and Reset, Instructions
and Control, Memory CVI,s, ROM and RAM, Memory Addressing,
Instructions, PIC Intro
ion, PIC16F84 Architecture, PIC16C71 AD.
Byte, Bit, Literal and
rol Instructions.

Measurement and Component Testin
Anaiogue multi -meter, Measurement, Componen

6ecostr72C176.1rs

'

;

,` Mathematics:'s, Triangle
;r,Simple N.,imbers, Number Types, Roots, Triangle R
glqs.. Area, Surface Area and Symmetry, Volume,'Percentages,
Fractions, Vectors, Circle Angles, Laws, AlgebraBules, Algebra,
fivers, Simplifying, Equations, Graphi9g, Slope and Trarlstalion, Phase
ogles Cornolex Numbers, Statistics, Lottery Number Predictor,
ical Science.

Computing: Hardware Devices, Data Structures, Data Files, Bir
Arithmetic.
'

Toolbox: DC Calculations, AC Calculations, Numbers, Applicat

Self -Assessment Questions: DC, AC, Power, Semi -Conductors, Op -Amps, Digital, Ma.

R

Components and Equipment Picture Diction
ne)" user £99.95 +vA-r
High quality digital camera images and explanatory text
ion* £299.95 +VAT (`Includes unlimited multi-user site licence.)

PC based courses on CD-ROM for Windows '95, '98, NT and 200(Yi,
v

;sit www.eptsoft.corn or telephone for full details.
lailted. Pump House. Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex, UK. CM8 2BJ.
g'441=4. (0)870 0509660. Email: info@eptsoft.com. Switch, Delta, Visa end MasterCard

wcepted. No additional postage_or airmail charges.

",-

